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Abstract 

In this thesis, a benchtop protocol for one-to-one replication of micro and nanostructures 

is described. Polycarbonate (PC) replicas are constructed via unconventional solvent-

assisted molding using a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) negative to imprint the softened 

PC. The versatility of this protocol is highlighted by the broad array of applications that 

have been explored, from the preparation of 3D fingerprint phantoms and replication of 

designed nanostructures, to the creation of superhydrophobic surfaces. To achieve the 

best molding performance we characterized how solvent compatibility, time, and physical 

disruption modulate degree of crystallization and the PC morphology. By making an 

impression of a fingerprint into solvent-softened PC and casting it with PDMS, a 3D 

reproduction of the fingerprint (namely, a fingerprint phantom) can be created. Such a 

phantom contains all three levels of details on human fingerprints. The phantoms are 

detected by conventional optical and capacitive fingerprint scanners and match well with 

the original fingerprints. Improved fingerprint scanners and algorithms which enhance 

security by detecting third level details (such as sweat pores) could be developed using 

these phantoms as imaging standards. Replicas of structural “masters” with much smaller 

features than fingerprints can be constructed with this protocol; length scales down to 100 

nm can be successfully replicated across large (>10 cm) areas. Confirmed with electron 

and atomic force microscopy, PC replicas are as effective as masters, enabling the 

duplication and preservation of expensive lithographically designed masters. Exact 

reproduction of a nanostructured master is important for lowering the cost of fabricating 

materials which utilize micro/nanoscale features, such as electronics, optics, sensors, and 

structural elements. It has been shown that the growth and development of crystalline 

spherulites are interrupted and limited by the molding operation. Understanding how 

crystallization can be regulated during solvent assisted molding is essential for developing 

nanofabrication techniques that utilize other polymers susceptible to crystallization. 

Controlled PC crystallization was further utilized to fabricate superhydrophobic PDMS. 

The porous network of spherulites developed is rough on the µm-scale while the 

spherulites consist of nanoscale tendrils. By casting PDMS from PC the extensive multi-

scale roughness is transferred, producing PDMS with an optimized water contact angle of 

172±1° and a sliding angle less than 1°. The performance of the superhydrophobic PDMS 

is superior to those constructed with more elaborate laser etching and plasma sputtering 

techniques. 
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Chapter 1.  
 
General Introduction 

This chapter provides the background knowledge and literature reviews that are 

essential to appreciate the research topics (projects) described in this thesis. 

Fundamentals of fingerprint biometrics and fingerprint scanners are described first, 

followed by the introduction of conventional nanofabrication techniques and advanced 

soft-lithography methods. The principles behind superhydrophobicity are then presented 

along with a summary of common fabrication materials and methods. Next, the two 

polymeric materials (polycarbonate and PDMS) that are key to this thesis research and 

their properties are briefly introduced. This chapter is concluded with a short statement of 

the research objective and an outline of the thesis structure.  

1.1. Fingerprint Biometrics 

1.1.1. The Structure of Fingerprints 

Friction ridges are located on the skin that covers our palms and fingers along with 

the soles of our feet and toes. The skin here is hairless and covered in raised ridges, the 

epidermis is thicker and lacks sebaceous glands (exocrine glands that secrete oils).1,2 The 

presence of these ridges aids sensory abilities and is thought to improve friction when 

grasping, though their purpose is still not fully understood.3 Ridges are three-dimensional 

structures with irregular and varied dimensions, ridges may have pores along them and 

are separated by narrow furrows or valleys.1 The morphology of ridges varies throughout 

the body, but are most defined and complex on the tips of our fingers and toes.1,2 

Skin throughout the body has three layers: the epidermis (outermost layer), dermis 

(middle layer), and hypodermis (inner layer).1 The hypodermis made of connective tissues 

and fat provides insulation and padding, it is thicker beneath friction ridges.1 The dermis 

is made of connective tissue. Its function is to provide structural reinforcement to skin. In 

the finger ridges the dermis houses nerves, blood vessels, and sweat glands.1,2 Structures 

in the dermis known as papillae connect the dermis to the epidermis, in most of our skin 

they are small and sparse.1 Where friction ridges form, they are larger and densely 
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arranged into pairs of snaking parallel lines, producing friction ridges. The arrangement 

between the papillae of the dermis and epidermis is illustrated in the cross section shown 

in Figure 1-1. Epidermis, the top layer of skin, constitutes the protective boundary between 

our bodies and the outside world. As shown in Figure 1-1, it is comprised of a basal layer 

of cells (germinative cells) which continually create a column of new cells, these cells 

(keratinized cells) harden, flatten, and die to create a durable outer layer of skin.1 

 

Figure 1-1: Structure of friction ridges: cross section of finger tissue. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 1. Copyright (2009), Springer. 

1.1.2.  Fingerprint Classification and Matching 

 

Figure 1-2: The three classes of fingerprints (A) whorl, (B) loop, and (C) arch. 

The friction ridges on fingertips are arranged in a complex pattern of adjacent 

ridges. These arrangements are centered around a “core”, a point ridges seem to emanate 

from which can belong to one of several classes; 1) whorls (Figure 1-2A) that spiral 

outward from a central point at or near the middle of the fingertip; 2) loops (Figure 1-2B) 

that begin on one side of the fingertip moving up into the center of the finger and returning 
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back to the side it originated from; 3) arches (Figure 1-2C) that start at one edge of the 

finger slope upward toward the middle of the fingertip, then back down.  

Matching between fingerprints can be conducted by a variety of methods that all 

work by identifying the position of ridges and comparing their locations between prints; 

today this is done with algorithms.4,5 Fingerprint matching algorithms have two distinct 

stages, the first being feature extraction is illustrated in Figure 1-3. First, any fingerprint 

image (latent, fingerprint cards, fingerprint scanner) is uploaded; an image of my left index 

finger is shown in Figure 1-3A. The software performs filtering on the image to improve 

contrast then identifies the ridges from the background, the image is then binarized (pixels 

are converted to either 1 or 0, representing black and white respectively) with ridges in 

black on a white background (Figure 1-3B).4-6 With the image binarized, the algorithm can 

identify minutiae, the relative location and direction of minutiae (where ridges differentiate 

and where ridges cross) are recorded and labelled in red (Figure 1-3C). The fingerprint, 

or more aptly the locations of its minutiae is now ready for matching. 

 

Figure 1-3:     Process of fingerprint feature extraction: (A) Fingerprint Image, (B) 
Binarized fingerprint image, (C) Binarized image with fingerprint 
minutiae identified in red. 

Fingerprint matching algorithms employ a variety of methods to compare the 

similarity of fingerprints. It is insufficient to simply overlay two fingerprint images for 

comparison; even the same fingerprint will produce a different image if the parameters of 

fingerprint sampling are not identical. This so-called intraclass variation can result from 

differences in finger pressure, finger placement, rotation, imaged area, skin dryness, and 

the fingerprint capture method (latent or scanned), along with the inherent malleability of 

tissue.6 Therefore images must be compared based on how similar they are, and a 

threshold (an arbitrary value) must be set for distinguishing a match from a mismatch. 
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The most common and most familiar method to compare fingerprints is minutiae 

matching. To perform minutiae matching the ridges in the binarized image are thinned by 

the software until they are all 1 pixel wide, creating a “skeleton” of the ridges.6,7 Minutiae 

points are extracted by analyzing 3 x 3 pixel windows along each pixel of a ridge. If a ridge 

pixel has only 1 black adjacent pixel it is a ridge ending, if a ridge has 2 adjacent pixels it 

is a normal fingerprint ridge, and if a ridge has 3 adjacent pixels it is a bifurcation (where 

ridges split).7 With these broad categories most minutiae can be identified by software for 

subsequent matching. 

With minutiae located, the algorithm compares and matches minutiae in the 

fingerprints being compared. The software finds the most similar minutiae pair and uses 

them to align the fingerprints being compared.6,7 Next the algorithm determines 

correspondence, minutiae that are located close enough between the two images are 

deemed to be matching while minutiae without an analog in the other image are not.6 

Based on the number of matching pairs and how closely they match, a similarity score is 

output. If the similarity score is above a threshold value, the fingerprints are considered a 

match. 

Other techniques for matching fingerprints have also been explored. Fingerprint 

ridges hold additional information in the position of ridges which are not part of minutiae 

and the details of ridges themselves (third level details). Sometimes minutiae are difficult 

to resolve, especially in poor quality fingerprints, or in the case of small partial prints there 

may not be enough minutiae for a strong comparison. In an effort to incorporate 

information from all ridges, algorithms have been developed that separate the fingerprint 

image into many smaller regions which are filtered and tessellated with respect to the core 

and then directly compared with other prints.8 In essence, each section is locally filtered 

improving contrast.8 By delocalizing and enhancing smaller sections the algorithm can 

better deal with the natural distortions in fingerprint images and make direct comparison 

between ridges.8  

More sophisticated algorithms that analyze even more fingerprint data have been 

devised. A system for detecting and matching third level details in fingerprints was 

developed by A. K. Jain et.al.9 Gabor filters are applied to facilitate identification and 

isolation of elements with different frequency and spatial direction. This filtering algorithm 

is capable of differentiating pores along ridges. Because a single ridge can contain many 
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pores, they contribute to the uniqueness of fingerprint signature, this information can be 

collected from a given fingerprint.9 Moreover, pore matching, when used in conjunction 

with minutiae-based matching, contributed to significant improvement in the accuracy of 

fingerprint matching.9 This significant matching accuracy improvement is primarily 

observed when cross-referencing small and partial fingerprints.9 

The boundaries of fingerprint matching are being pushed in an effort to make 

fingerprint biometrics more secure while maintaining its ease of use. When algorithms 

compare fingerprints a finite amount of information is collected, and a similarity score is 

calculated. This value must be above a predefined value for a match. This creates two 

possible sources of error, either a false rejection or a false match that are intrinsically and 

inexorably linked. The similarity scores of genuine and imposter fingerprints will vary due 

to image quality, fingerprint condition, and the number of matching minutiae, see Figure 

1-4.10 If the matching threshold (the required score) is increased the false acceptance rate 

(FAR) will be reduced because less imposter attempts have a sufficient score, however, 

as the matching threshold increases the false rejection rate (FRR) increases because 

more genuine fingerprints will have insufficient scores. Neither is desirable, however, we 

tend to favor a low FAR for forensic applications and a low FRR for rapid identification 

(borders, security systems).9,10 This problem worsens when cross-referencing fingerprints 

in large databases, as the number of enrolled fingerprints for an counterfeit to compare 

with increases the odds of it finding a strong enough match increases the FAR.11,12 The 

only way to simultaneously lower both FAR and FRR is to acquire more information for 

comparison through a combination of better fingerprint matching algorithms, which 

consider all levels of fingerprint detail, and better fingerprint imaging technologies to 

clearly recognize the aforementioned detail. 

 

Figure 1-4:     Hypothetical matching score distribution; Red: imposter attempts, 
Green: genuine attempts. 
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1.1.3. Classes of Fingerprint Sensors 

Images used for fingerprint matching purposes are acquired through two general 

methods. Fingerprint images can be acquired by enhancing the pattern of fingerprint oil 

left when a finger contacts a surface, these are called latent prints and are primarily 

collected at crime scenes for law enforcement purposes. The other kind of fingerprints are 

intentional images for cataloging or biometric applications. The most familiar form of 

fingerprinting is fingerprint inking, where ridges are coated with a thin layer of ink which is 

transferred to a specially designed paper form under supervision. These physical prints 

were traditionally kept on file in large databases for manual comparison.5 Manually 

searching for a match in such databases was incredibly slow and labor-intensive; 

digitization of fingerprint databases not only reduce the storage spaces but also enables 

automated fingerprint matching.5 The adoption of data digitization has increased both the 

accuracy and the speed of fingerprint matching. The biggest database in the world, the 

Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification system (IAFIS), came online in 1999.4,5 It 

contains fingerprint records of nearly 150 million individuals.4,5  

Devices to quickly and accurately image fingerprints have been in development for 

decades, development has accelerated with their inclusion into phones, beginning with 

the iPhone in 2013.13-15 Fingerprint sensors are based on a variety of imaging techniques 

that perform the same function; differentiating fingerprint ridges from furrows with high 

fidelity under varied conditions. 

Optical Sensors 

The most conceptually simple are optical sensors that simply take an image of light 

reflected by a fingerprint. Light is emitted toward the fingerprint through optical elements 

(often a prism or array of prisms) and a camera acquires the reflected signal (light) from 

the fingerprint.13,14 The ridges of the fingerprint absorb light while the furrows between 

ridges do not, light instead reflects off the prism air interface, creating excellent contrast 

between ridges and furrows.14 This working principles is illustrated in Figure 1-5; reflected 

light is shown as solid lines and the hypothetical path of absorbed light is shown as dashed 

lines. Variations of this principle exist such as using an array of smaller prisms to make up 

the imaging surface, this reduces the prism and device size but reduces overall 
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resolution.14,16 An array of fiber optics can also be used in place of the prism, the working 

principle remains the same. 

 

Figure 1-5: Working principle of an optical fingerprint sensor. 

Capacitive Sensors 

Solid state sensors measure the physical properties of finger ridges and convert 

them to a digitized pattern of ridges and valleys, such systems were proposed in the 1980s 

and realized in the 1990s.13,14 Capacitance based solid state fingerprint sensors construct 

fingerprint images with a 2D array of micro capacitor plates. A schematic of a capacitive 

scanner is shown in Figure 1-6. The array consists of capacitor plate pairs that have a 

baseline capacitance maintained by internal circuitry. When a finger is applied, the finger 

tissue acts as a third capacitive “plate” in the system, separated by the insulating layer 

atop the sensor. The finger interacts with the electric field between the plates and small 

electrical charges build up at the surface of the finger when it is pressed against the 

sensor.14 The capacitance (C) is determined by;14 

C =  𝑘ε0(A/d)  (1) 

where 𝑘 is the relative permittivity or dielectric constant, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, A 

is the surface area of the capacitor, and d is the distance between the electrodes (finger 

and microplates) of the capacitor.14 Under ridges the finger tissue is closer to the plates 

(smaller d) resulting in a stronger interaction than in the valleys. Parasitic capacitance with 

the finger decreases the baseline capacitance and subsequently leads to change in the 

output voltage of the corresponding capacitive plate cell. The change in output voltage is 

converted into the intensity value of a pixel in the resultant fingerprint image.13 

Capacitance based fingerprint scanners can be made smaller and thinner than optical 

based scanners. The small form factor of capacitance-based fingerprint scanners made 
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them highly desirable to the smartphone industry, as the new phones are becoming 

thinner and lighter. As a result, it has become ubiquitous in smartphones. It is, however, 

more expensive, compared to optical sensors to fabricate large area sensors (i.e. full 

handprint sensors). Another drawback of the capacitive scanner is that too much or too 

little moisture at the fingertips will lead to inaccurate recording of the fingerprint. For 

instance, wet fingers will output inaccurate images while dry fingers can produce low 

contrast images. 

 

Figure 1-6: Working principle of a capacitive fingerprint sensor. 

Thermal Sensors 

Another class of solid-state sensors are thermal based fingerprint sensors that are 

made from a silicon base with pixels of pyroelectric materials.14 This sensor functions by 

monitoring the change in the rate of heat transfer at each pixel. The sensor’s surface is 

maintained at a constant temperature by default. This sensor is programmed to re-

establish that default temperature, when a finger is pressed against it, by changing the 

rate of heat transfer at each pixel.13,14,17 Ridges transfer heat from the sensor faster than 

the air between them, resolving the print. A schematic of a thermal sensor is shown in 

Figure 1-7. Thermal sensors overcome the issues with skin condition but have their own 

deficiencies. Thermal sensor images disappear as the chip reaches thermal equilibrium, 

obscuring ridges. These sensors cannot operate on hot days where the temperature 

differential is not very high. Also, this sensor consumes considerably more power because 

of the constant heating required. 

 

Figure 1-7: Working principle of a thermal fingerprint sensor. 
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Acoustic Sensors 

The final class of fingerprint sensors are acoustic (ultrasound) sensors, shown in 

Figure 1-8. An array of sensor cells made from a senders and receiver image the 

fingerprint.14,18 The distance to the skin is determined by the time it takes for acoustic 

pulses from the sender to reach the receiver.14 Ultrasound sensors are unaffected by 

differences in skin condition and skin hydration that affect other imaging methods. This 

sensor is capable of providing a more accurate measurement of finger ridge topography.13 

While the most accurate, these sensors are rather large and take longer to acquire a single 

image, thus limiting their application.13,14 Recent research has focused on reducing the 

size of these systems while maintaining functionality.18,19 

 

Figure 1-8: Working principle of ultrasound fingerprint sensor. 

1.2. Fabrication of Nanostructures 

1.2.1. Conventional Nanofabrication Methods 

Nanostructures of a master are fabricated via conventional nanofabrication 

techniques. Nanofabrication processes generate arbitrary patterns with features having 

dimensions of <100 nm.20 The most common and well-established conventional 

nanofabrication techniques are photolithography, laser lithography, focused ion beam 

lithography (FIB) and electron-beam lithography (EBL).20 These techniques are top-down 

approaches that create patterns through the selective etching of the substrate.20,21 

Incredibly complex and detailed patterns can be fabricated with these methods. They are, 

however, limited by the high instrument and operating costs, which restrict the majority of 

researchers from accessing these state-of-art instrumentations. These methods also have 

low throughput, are limited to planar fabrication, and are incompatible with nonstandard 

fabrication materials.20 These drawbacks have precipitated the development of associated 

nanoreplication techniques.  
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Figure 1-9:   Schematic of EBL. (A) Substrate with resist material spin coated onto 
the surface. (B) Electron beam exposure. (C) Substrate after 
development. 

EBL (Figure 1-9) is a serial process (features are written one at time), making it 

quite slow relative to most nanofabrication methods such as photolithography and 

molding.20,21 Despite the slow fabrication speed, EBL is an essential tool for creating new 

nanostructures because it does not require a pre-existing mask or template. Two main 

factors dictate the resolution and fidelity of EBL; the electron beam and the resist being 

patterned. The parameters that are essential to produce high-resolution patterns are the 

probe size and the flux (i.e., µC/cm2) of the electron beam. The optimum parameters being 

as small of an electron probe as possible while the flux of the electron probe is as high as 

possible. The electron beam is generated by an electron source, some common electron 

sources are tungsten, cerium hexaboride, and lanthanum hexaboride. These are 

examples of hot cathodes, high temperature (typically between 1800-2800 K) are used to 

overcome the work function and emit electrons.22 Hexaboride based electron sources are 

capable of outputting higher beam current, a highly desirable parameter, due to their lower 

work function.22 A source capable of producing high beam current enables the use of 

smaller spot sizes that are essential when writing high-resolution patterns without 

sacrificing the write speed.20,22 A lower current beam would require multiple passes over 

an area (which could introduce error) and require a prohibitively long treatment time.20,22 

Nanofabrication techniques like EBL rely on a resist, a thin layer of material spin 

coated onto the substrate, which is sensitive to the lithographic element. The resist that is 

etched (Figure 1-9A) is just as important as the electron beam; how smoothly and 

accurately it can be treated by the beam, and its sensitivity to electrons can drastically 

change the fabricated nanostructures.21 After electron beam irradiation (Figure 1-9B), the 

substrate is etched with a developer (solvent that removes either treated (positive) or 

untreated (negative) resist). Figure 1-9C illustrates the etching of a positive resist. 

Combinations of multiple resist layers having different etching properties and sensitivities 

to different developers can be used to fabricate unique 3D structures.21 The resolution as 
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determined by the critical dimension for a variety of organic and inorganic resists has been 

investigated. The resolution of organic and inorganic resists ranges from ~90 nm to ~5 

nm, with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) both 

achieving ~5 nm resolutions.21 

 

Figure 1-10:   Schematic of Photolithography. (A) with a negative resist, (B) with a 
positive resist. 

Photolithography is a nanofabrication process in which light is used to transfer a 

pattern from a photomask to a substrate. The substrate may be made of a photosensitive 

material or coated in a photoresist that is either broken down or cured when exposed to 

light or extreme UV radiation. Photolithography is shown schematically in Figure 1-10. The 

most obvious advantage of photolithography over EBL is speed. Photolithography is 

capable of patterning larger areas simultaneously. For example, a modern 

photolithography tool using 193 nm light can pattern a surface to a resolution of 38 nm 

and generate 1*1012 features per second.23 Through careful engineering of photomasks 

and a combination of projection lenses, these features can be made smaller than the 

wavelength of light used.23 These mask masters are often fabricated via electron and ion 

beam lithographic techniques that offer superior resolution and fidelity, but at the expense 

of throughput and time. As a result, complicated masks can be extremely expensive and 

are one of the main factors in the cost of photolithography.  

In addition to costly mask fabrication, photolithography is limited by surface 

morphology, susceptibility to contaminants, and feature size variations. Photolithography, 

being a projection process, is limited to flat surfaces because changes in the distance 

between the mask and substrate surface will lead to blurring of the projected image and 

subsequently affect the size of the patterned features.23 Photolithography is extremely 

sensitive to surface contaminants because they can interfere with the projection of 

radiation, leading to mistakes in the resulting pattern, necessitating their operation in 

facilities that have designated cleanrooms. Features generated by photolithography are 
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also susceptible to variation in the size of a few percent due to thermal and spatial 

distortions that are caused by minute changes in the pattern of light hitting the surface.20,23 

Through conventional nanofabrication techniques a limitless compendium of 

features and devices can be fabricated on a variety of surfaces. Nowhere is the power 

and versatility more apparent than in the electronics industry, where sophisticated 

semiconductor microchips are fabricated through a complex series of fabrication steps. 

The complexity of microchips had grown exponentially since their development in the 

1960s, the minimum size of features has decreased from ~20 µm24 to sub-10 nm,25 

allowing more components to be packed into them. At the current limit of 5 nm, transistors 

have a density of 170 million per square milimeter.26  

There is no denying the raw power of conventional nanofabrication technologies, 

however, fabrication is growing exceedingly complex, microchips can take 3 months to 

fabricate and have over 1000 steps. This increased complexity has increased the 

probability of error and subsequently contributed to high costs. While unconventional 

nanofabrication, such as nanoreplication (also known as nanoimprint lithography), cannot 

replace the conventional nanofabrication processes entirely, it is a more cost-effective and 

higher throughput technique to fabricate nanostructures. Due to its high throughput, 

nanoreplication becomes even more attractive when fabricating features over large areas. 

Diffraction gratings or self-cleaning surfaces, whose characteristics/performance do not 

deteriorate due to the presence of a few molding defects are prime examples. 

Nanoreplication substrates must be capable of conforming to master/cast features during 

molding. Polymers are great substrates for replication because it can be deformed rather 

easily with the aid of heat or solvent. The process of molding is inherently simpler to carry 

out and does not require state-of-the-art instrumentations, making it more accessible for 

research, education, and the general public. 

1.2.2. Nanostructure Replication Methods 

Unconventional nanofabrication techniques, such as nanoreplication, were 

invented to address the limitations of conventional nanofabrication. Whitesides’ research 

group spearheaded the development of nanoreplication techniques that use a patterned 

template (master) to generate (via casting) an inverse replica pattern on the corresponding 

cast (stamp). The stamp is used to mold a substrate generating a 1-to-1 copy of the master 
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called a replica. They developed a number of replication techniques that include replica 

molding, microtransfer molding, micromolding in capillaries and solvent-assisted molding; 

these techniques are often referred to as soft lithography because of the “soft” nature of 

the stamp and/or substrate.27-30 Elastomeric stamps made from PDMS were used by the 

Whitesides group to pattern substrates by physically moving materials on the substrate 

surface. This portion of the thesis will be devoted to categorizing and differentiating 

protocols relevant to nanoreplication, such as replica and solvent-assisted molding. 

A key element of nanoreplication is the stamp. The properties and morphology of 

the stamp have tremendous influence on the morphology of the replicated patterns. 

Stamps can be divided into two general categories; hard pattern transfer elements and 

soft pattern transfer elements.20 Hard stamps (used in replica molding) are often made 

from silicon, quartz, and metals like copper. They are categorized as ‘hard’ because of 

their rigidity. The rigidity of these materials reduces local deformations and can sustain 

high pressures.20 These hard stamps, which exhibit low thermal expansion characteristics, 

are usually used in conjunction with thermally cured polymers. Quartz-based stamps are 

transparent in the UV region allowing UV curable polymers to be crosslinked while the 

stamp is in contact with the mold.20 Hard molds, however, have issues with non-planar 

surfaces because of their inherent structural or physical rigidity. Insufficient stamp-to-mold 

contact in areas of high curvature can lead to incomplete pattern transfer.20 Materials used 

in hard molds, which are intrinsically higher in surface free energy, require a release layer 

to facilitate the demolding process (i.e., decoupling of the stamp from the substrate) and 

to prevent surface fouling.20 Rigid hard molds can also catastrophically fail by cracking, 

which is caused by too much pressure during molding and/or molding an uneven 

substrate. 

Soft molds, which are elastomers, were developed to replicate features onto 

curved surfaces and non-rigid or non-uniform (not flat) surface morphologies. When a soft 

mold or stamp is prepared by casting an uncured liquid polymer against a topographically 

patterned master, which is usually prepared by conventional nanofabrication techniques, 

it is referred to as soft lithography. A number of polymers, such as Polyurethane (PU), 

PDMS, and perfluoropolyether (PFPE), can be adapted as stamp materials20,31 PDMS is 

the most widely used material for soft lithography. There are several key characteristics 

that made PDMS ubiquitous in soft lithography. PDMS is a liquid at room temperature 

before crosslinking, facilitating the production of templates by casting. It is optically 
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transparent above a wavelength of 280 nm enables molding of UV cured materials. The 

inherently low interfacial free energy (21.6 mN/m) eases the separation of mold from the 

substrate. PDMS exhibit high elasticity, stamps based on PDMS can easily be separated 

from rigid templates without breaking or cracking. It is, therefore, an ideal material for 

nanoreplication. Another benefit of molding with PDMS is its ability to conform to curved, 

rigid, and soft topographic surfaces. PDMS is durable and chemically inert toward most 

materials being patterned or molded. It is chemically resistant to many solvents and is 

permeable to gases, which prevents the entrapment of gas bubbles at the stamp-to-

template interface. PDMS is also rather inexpensive. Replication with PDMS, in theory, 

can be performed over relatively large areas (>5 cm2).32 

Although PDMS has many merits, it suffers from a few drawbacks. PDMS is known 

to swell in organic solvents, such as acetone, toluene, and hexane(s). Organic solvent-

induced swelling will lead to deformation and change the dimensions of features that 

reside on the surfaces of the PDMS stamp/mold.32 The softness of PDMS, which is 

susceptible to physical deformation, restricts it from replication processes that require high 

pressure. Due to the inherently low Young’s modulus of PDMS, it is also challenging for 

PDMS to maintain replicated features that are sub-100-nm and structures that have high-

aspect-ratios.32 These features are susceptible to deform and collapse under their own 

weight.32 

 

Figure 1-11: Schematic view of Nanoreplication. (A) Lithographically designed 
master. (B) Casting of PDMS from master. (C) PDMS “replica”. (D) 
Molding of prepolymer/precursor film on substrate. (E) 
prepolymer/precursor curing. (F) 1:1 replica of master. 
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Replica molding (represented in Figure 1-11A-C) is a process for shaping liquid 

polymer precursor using a rigid master that has been produced by conventional 

nanofabrication techniques (Figure 1-11A). The liquid precursor is subsequently cured 

against the master (Figure 1-11B). The resulting “replica” shown in Figure 1-11C, is the 

final product of replica molding and may be made from several UV curing or thermoplastic 

polymers. When the replica is applied to reproduce the original pattern into a different 

polymer it is called a template or stamp. Common techniques for this step are nanoimprint 

lithography, and solvent-assisted molding (Figure 1-11D). For nanoimprint lithography, the 

liquid precursor (which is applied as a thin layer to the substrate surface) is photo or 

thermally curable.20 After curing in contact with PDMS stamp (Figure 1-11E) a 1:1 replica 

of the master is reproduced (Figure 1-11F).  

In solvent-assisted molding, an appropriate solvent is used to soften the polymer 

film of interest before an elastomeric mold is stamped ( 

Figure 1-12). Solvent induced softening not only facilitates pattern transfer from an 

elastomeric stamp but also permits the process to be conducted at ambient temperatures. 

As shown in  

Figure 1-12A, the application and role of solvent can vary, sometimes a polymer 

solution is applied to either a substrate or the mold; in other variations the solvent is 

applied to a polymer film on the substrate or to the mold before its application.20,32 The 

solvent swells or dissolves the polymer rendering it soft and easy to mold, solvent assisted 

molding can therefore be conducted without significant pressure or specialized molding 

equipment ( 

Figure 1-12B).20 PDMS is commonly used as the pattern transfer element because 

it is permeable to gases, the solvent can evaporate during molding while the polymer is in 

conformal contact with the PDMS mold. Solvent removal solidifies the polymer and sets 

the molded features ( 

Figure 1-12C).20,32  
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Figure 1-12: Solvent Assisted Molding Schematic. (A) Application of solvent and 
stamp to polymer film. (B) Solvent-assisted molding of polymer film. 
(C) Resulting patterned polymer surface. 

Solvent-assisted molding has two primary benefits; 1) it is conducted at ambient 

temperature eliminating the deleterious effects of repeated cycles of heating and cooling; 

2) the elastomeric stamps used can conform to nonuniform and nonplanar surfaces, 

improving pattern transfer and facilitating molding of large areas.20,32 The main drawbacks 

of solvent-assisted molding are related to swelling. Swelling of the elastomeric master can 

distort its topographical features and subsequently lead to distortion in the replicated 

structures. Swelling and subsequent shrinking of the molded polymer can also lead to 

distortion in the molded features. Solvent-assisted molding has been limited to polymer-

solvent combinations that do not lead to polymer recrystallization. This is because 

crystallites will distort and deform molded structures, because of this the solvent-assisted 

molding potential of many polymer-solvent pairs (such as PC and acetone) have been 

overlooked. 

1.3. Superhydrophobic Materials 

1.3.1. Interfacial Energy and Surface Wetting 

 

Figure 1-13: Intramolecular forces at surface of matter. 

Knowledge of interfacial tensions between solids, liquids, and gases is key to 

understanding hydrophobicity and how it will be modulated in Chapter 5. Atoms/molecules 
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at the surface of matter have fewer neighbors than those in the bulk, this creates a net 

attractive force toward the bulk material as illustrated in Figure 1-13.33,34 As a result, when 

matter is in a fluid state the molecules at the surface are in a dynamic equilibrium with 

molecules in the bulk.33,34 The difference in forces manifests as surface tension in fluids. 

This force acts to reduce the surface area of a free liquid by minimizing the total number 

of surface molecules.33 Liquids tend to adopt a spherical shape if unperturbed (i.e., in the 

absence of gravity and free from liquid-solid interaction) because spheres have the lowest 

total surface area. Surface tension in solids, however, is insufficient to overcome the 

energies of covalent or ionic bonds between atoms/molecules. At ambient conditions, 

solids, therefore, do not and cannot rearrange spontaneously to minimize their surface 

area.33,34  

The field of surface science examines the physical and chemical phenomena that 

occur at interfaces of two phases (i.e., solid-liquid, solid-vapor, solid-vacuum, and liquid-

vapor interfaces). For instance, a free-standing drop of water has a single interface, the 

liquid-vapor interface (γlv). Two additional interfaces are introduced to the system when 

the water droplet comes into contact with the surface of a solid (Figure 1-17). These 

phases are a solid-vapor interface (γsv) and a solid-liquid interface (γsl).33 Minimizing the 

total energy of these three interfaces is achieved by changing the shape and footprint of 

the droplet on the solid surface.33,34 When the solid is dry the interfacial energy is defined 

as γsv, if that same area is covered in a liquid film, the γsv interface is replaced by a γsl and 

a γlv interface.33 The relationship between the interfacial energies is illustrated numerically 

in equation (2):33 

𝑆 =  𝛾𝑠𝑣  −  (𝛾𝑠𝑙  +  𝛾𝑙𝑣)   (2) 

where S is defined as the spreading power. If S > 0, the sum of γsl and γlv is less 

than the γsv interfacial energy, the liquid droplet will spread on the solid surface. The 

formation of a liquid thin film is necessary to minimize the total energy of the system.33,34 

When S < 0, only partial wetting occurs, because the interfacial energy of the solid is lower. 

In this instance, the liquid droplet will assume a shape that minimizes the total interfacial 

energy of the system. In partial wetting, the liquid droplet will adopt a spherical cap shape. 

The shape and equilibrium contact angle of this liquid droplet can be used to assess the 

surface energy of the solid. The equilibrium contact angle is defined by the tangent angle 

of the liquid-vapor interface at the three-phase contact line (Figure 1-14). 
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Figure 1-14: Diagram of a droplet on a surface showing the three interfacial 
energies and contact angle of the droplet. 

The contact angle of a droplet is related to the respective interfacial energies by 

the Young-Dupre Equation:35 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑐 =
(𝛾𝑠𝑣−𝛾𝑠𝑙)

𝛾𝑙𝑣
   (3) 

This equation is an idealized representation of a droplet with a single contact angle. 

It does not consider hysteresis of the advancing and receding edges of the droplet.35 The 

advancing and receding edges of the droplet can have different contact angles depending 

on how the droplet came to rest. In addition, the equation is derived under the assumption 

that the surface of the solid is completely smooth and flat. 

 

Figure 1-15: Images of hydrophobicity in nature. (A) Lotus leaf, (B) Dragonfly. 

There are three classifications of surface energies: 1) hydrophilic surfaces, the 

observed water contact angle these surfaces is between 0° and 90°; 2) hydrophobic 

surfaces, they belong to a class of material that is capable of producing water contact 

angle above 90°; 3) superhydrophobic surfaces, they are a subset of hydrophobic surfaces 

that can achieve a water contact angle greater than 150°. For flat surfaces described by 

the Young-Dupre equation the water contact angle can vary from 0° on high energy 

surfaces like glass, up to 120° on low energy surfaces such as fluorinated polymers i.e. 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE).33,34 However, there are numerous examples of 
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superhydrophobic surfaces in nature (contact angle >150°), such as the sacred lotus leaf 

(~160°) and the bodies of many insects (Figure 1-15).33 Droplets of water can easily roll 

off the surfaces of lotus leaves, removing dirt and dust in the process. This process of self-

cleaning has become known as the lotus effect.33,34 How is it that plants and insects can 

create such hydrophobic surfaces? 

1.3.2. The Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter Wetting States 

Electron microscopy analyses revealed that the surfaces of the sacred lotus leaf 

are highly textured, indicating that superhydrophobicity is a synergistic product of both 

surface chemistry and textured surfaces. These textured surfaces consist of micro- and 

nano-scale hierarchical structures that amplify the effect of the surface chemistry.36 The 

increase in surface roughness increases the effective surface area in a given region of the 

solid. The water droplet will adopt a near-spherical shape to minimize the size of this 

interface, and thus exposing more of the solid-gas interface.  

The increase in hydrophobicity due to surface roughness was first identified and 

described by Robert N. Wenzel. Wenzel theorized that droplets of liquid are to conform to 

the topography of a rough surface, increasing the area of the solid-liquid interface.33,35,37 

The effect of surface roughness on contact angle is described by the Wenzel equation 

which modulates the contact angle on a flat surface by a roughness factor (r): 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑤 = 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑒  (4) 

where 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑤 is the Wenzel contact angle and 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑒 is the Young’s contact angle 

(a contact angle one would obtain if the surface of interest is chemically and 

topographically homogeneous). The roughness factor in the Wenzel equation acts to 

amplify the intrinsic surface free energy of the solid surface; when θe is below 90° cosine 

is positive so an increase in the roughness factor will make the surface more hydrophilic 

and reduce the contact angle. When θe is above 90° cosine is negative, in this case an 

increase in the roughness factor causes the surface to be more hydrophobic and contact 

angle increases.33,34,37 An illustration of a water droplet in a Wenzel state is shown in 

Figure 1-16B, compared with that of a droplet on a smooth surface (Figure 1-16A)  there 

is an obvious increase in the effective surface area of the solid-liquid interface. 
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Figure 1-16: Different states of water droplet on surfaces. (A) Water droplet on a 
smooth surface. (B) Water droplet on a rough surface in the Wenzel 
state. (C) Water droplet on a rough surface in the Cassie-Baxter 
state. 

A Wenzel state assumes that a liquid droplet would conform to the topography of 

the solid. As the surface roughness increases, it is also possible that the liquid cannot fill 

the small spaces between these features. Instead, the liquid sits atop these features 

(Figure 1-16C). This scenario can be described by the Cassie-Baxter formula:33,34 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐶𝐵 = 𝑓𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑒 − (1 − 𝑓𝑠)   (5) 

Where fs is the fraction of solid in contact with the liquid and 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐶𝐵 is the Cassie-

Baxter contact angle. The most significant difference between the Cassie-Baxter and 

Wenzel equations is the modulation of contact angle compared to a flat surface. In the 

Wenzel treatment, surface roughness serves to amplify the effects of existing surface 

chemistry by the factor r. Conversely in the Cassie-Baxter case, the effect of surface 

chemistry is reduced by the factor fs. This factor is the fraction of solid in contact with the 

liquid.33,34 This equation can be interpreted as a weighted mean of the contact angle of a 

liquid droplet on the surface and in vapor (which is 180°).33,34 This equation indicates that 

the apparent surface free energy of the solid decreases (i.e., increase in observed water 

contact angle) as the effective surface area in contact with the droplet decreases. 

Each of these equations are tailored to specific liquid-solid interactions. Young’s 

equation is developed under the assumption that the solid’s surface is perfectly flat and 

homogeneous. Although it is adequate to evaluate ideal surfaces, its application is limited. 

This is because few surfaces are completely flat or homogeneous.33 The equation 

proposed by Wenzel assumes complete wetting of a homogeneous surface and takes 

surface roughness into consideration, while the Cassie-Baxter equation assumes partial 

wetting and the formation of a composite surface.33,38  
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Surface morphology has been found to play a key role in the modulation of 

hydrophobicity and determines what type of state a liquid droplet will assume.39,40 A 

plethora of research has concluded that hierarchical surface roughness on the micro- and 

nano-scale is essential to achieve superhydrophobicity.34-41 Microscale and nanoscale 

roughness on their own will increase the hydrophobicity of a surface, but not to the same 

degree as in synergy.39 As shown in Figure 1-17, hierarchical roughness vastly increases 

the surface area of the solid. In practice the water contact angle obeys the behavior 

described by Wenzel when surface roughness is mild (rs < 2) and follow the Cassie-Baxter 

behavior as the surface roughness increases (i.e., surfaces that have the appropriate 

hierarchical roughness as illustrated in Figure 1-17).34,38 There is, however, no defined 

boundary between these two states. Behavior of the liquid droplets is also influenced by 

the mechanism in which they are formed or delivered to the surface. For example, the 

Wenzel behavior is more favorable when the water droplet is formed from vapor 

condensation.40 In some instances, these states can co-exist. For instance, physically 

pressing a water droplet, which exhibits Cassie-Baxter state, can cause its transition into 

the Wenzel state.40  

 

Figure 1-17: Schematic view of Droplet on a surface with hierarchical roughness. 
Left inset shows magnified a section of features under the droplet. 

The co-existence of the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter states is seen on the sacred 

lotus leaf, where high contact angle droplets that slide easily and adhere strongly to the 

surface are both present.39 Even on homogeneously rough surfaces both types of droplets 

can form based on the force and angle with which they contacted the surface.39 Droplets 

can also change state from a Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel state, existing in a transitional state 

where roughness features are partially filled.40 Figure 1-18 shows a hypothetical free 

energy barrier between the states, the size of the energy barrier depends on the depth of 

roughness features the droplet must impregnate to fully wet the surface.40 The Cassie-

Baxter state is metastable and will transit to the Wenzel state if feature size is shallow 
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enough or the intrinsic hydrophobicity of the material is low enough that the free energy 

barrier can be overcome.40 

 

Figure 1-18:   Schematic plot of the energy barrier between the Cassie-Baxter and 
Wenzel states.40 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 40. Copyright (2009), PNAS. 

1.3.3. Fabricating Polymeric Superhydrophobic Surfaces 

Through study of superhydrophobicity in the nature, an understanding of the 

criterion for superhydrophobicity was achieved.34,36 The two key criteria that all 

superhydrophobic surfaces have are 1) the surface chemistry is of a low interfacial energy 

material; 2) surface must have hierarchical roughness on both the micro and nanoscale.36 

The first artificial superhydrophobic surface was composed of alkylketene dimer (AKD) 

and dialkylketone (DAK).42 A melted AKD/DKA mixture was cast onto glass and allowed 

to cool, during cooling the mixture began to crystallize, generating a rough surface 

morphology after 3 days of crystallization.42 Contact angle on the rough AKD reached 

174°, a gargantuan increase from 109° on flat AKD.42 SEM investigation showed that AKD 

formed a fractal like structure with ~30 µm spheroids adorned with ~1 µm flakelike 

structures (hierarchical roughness).42 AKD has a rather low melting point of 66-67 °C and 

is opaque, both these properties inhibit its widespread application, but the framework for 

designing superhydrophobic materials proved invaluable. 

Fluoropolymers, which have intrinsically low surface free energies, are attractive 

materials for creating superhydrophobic surfaces.34 Although fluoropolymers have low 

surface free energies, hierarchical surface roughness is still essential to achieve 

superhydrophobicity. The surface of the fluoropolymer can be roughened to produce 

superhydrophobic materials through various processes. PTFE, also known as Teflon, 

becomes superhydrophobic when etched with oxygen plasma. This generated a contact 
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angle of 168° through a simple top-down process.43 Simply stretching a PTFE membrane 

was found to produce a superhydrophobic surface. Stretching the membrane creates 

voids at the surface,  reducing the effective contact area to the water droplet.44 To mitigate 

the limited solubility of fluorinated polymers, they are often mixed with other polymer 

blends and copolymers to create superhydrophobic surfaces.45,46 Casting of fluorinated 

copolymers under humid conditions created a transparent and superhydrophobic 

material.45 These methods rely on the inherent hydrophobicity of fluorinated polymers, 

while the surface morphology is controlled through deposition and etching processes.  

Fluorinated polymers can also be applied as surface layers through chemical vapor 

deposition (CVD) to a template that has rough surface morphology. A carbon nanotube 

array that has inherently rough topography was coated with PTFE through CVD to 

generate a superhydrophobic material.47  

Though the surface energy of organosilanes is not as low as fluorinated 

compounds, they are capable of superhydrophobicity when applied with the appropriate 

surface morphologies.48 For example, trimethylmethoxysilane ((CH3)3Si(OCH3)) deposited 

on silicon and glass formed a superhydrophobic surface, with the deposited material 

building up to generate surface roughness.49 

Polymers often have low interfacial energies, similar to the waxy compounds 

employed by superhydrophobic vegetation, which has led to their application in 

superhydrophobic surfaces. Polymers can be restructured or reorganized in several ways; 

Erbil et al. constructed superhydrophobic polypropylene (PP) by a casting process. Fast 

evaporation of the solvent facilitated the formation of a porous surface that also has the 

necessary hierarchical surface roughness.50 In a similar process, polyethylene (PE) is 

made superhydrophobic. The thin-film of PE was produced by casting a solution of PE 

dissolved in a mixture of solvent/non-solvent. Controlled crystallization of PE, 

subsequently, leads to the formation of a highly porous array of microstructures adorned 

with nanostructured crystallites.51 Porous microsphere/nanofiber composite films of 

polystyrene (PS), also exhibit superhydrophobic properties. This composite film is 

produced by electrostatic spinning a solution of 7 wt % PS/DMF solution.52 Treating a PC 

surface with the proper solvent under humid conditions was also found to produce a 

superhydrophobic surface by crystallizing the amorphous polymer into microscale 

spherulites with nanoscale tendrils.53,54 Polyamide55 and poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC)56 have 
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similarly been transformed into superhydrophobic materials by solvent-induced 

crystallization. 

Controlling the rate of nucleation and crystallization of amorphous polymers are 

key to produce superhydrophobic surfaces. These parameters control the size, 

morphology, and distribution of roughness features. They are modulated to produce 

surfaces with specific properties, such as superhydrophobicity while maintaining optical 

transparency. The rate of crystallization is controlled by the solvent compatibility; which 

must be able to swell the polymer network but not fully dissolve the polymer.50-56 A mixture 

of solvent and non-solvent can be used to modulate the amount of swelling and rate of 

nucleation.50,52 The simplicity of solvent treatment is attractive for generating 

superhydrophobic interfaces over large areas quickly and economically. 

The materials that can be made superhydrophobic are diverse in range. These 

materials, intrinsically hydrophobic, are made superhydrophobic through the appropriate 

surface roughening.  

To further understand and optimize hydrophobic surfaces, researchers designed 

superhydrophobic surfaces with defined micro and nanoscale features to fully elucidate 

their effects.57-63 Micro and nanofabrication techniques can also be used to produce the 

necessary hierarchical roughness in PDMS cast from it.62,63 Anodized aluminum oxide 

(AAO) was used either as a mold or a “template” to fabricate superhydrophobic nanopillar 

arrays of polyacrylonitrile,57 PVC58 and PC.59 The AAO has an array of parallel pores 

arranged in a honeycomb structure. The pore size, which ranges from a few micrometers 

to less than 100 nm, is tunable. While dependent on the material and structure shape, 

general trends in microstructure size and spacing that inform current research were 

determined. 

1.4. Polymeric Materials for Nanofabrication 

In this section of the introduction the primary polymers (PC and PDMS) used in 

this study will be described. Along with the thermodynamics that dictate their physical state 

and interactions with small molecular solvents.  
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1.4.1. Polycarbonate 

Polycarbonates are thermoplastics which have a carbonate ester along their 

polymer backbone.64  There are several methods to fabricate PC, the most commercially 

significant method is through the reaction of a dihydroxy compound with phosgene.64,65 

Bisphenol A, the most commonly used dihydroxy compound for PC is deprotonated to 

produce a disodium salt (diphenoxide).64 This salt is reacted with phosgene through 

interfacial polymerization under mild conditions (10-35 °C) to produce PC as shown in 

Figure 1-19.64 The basic aqueous phase containing the disodium salt and the organic 

phase (often dichloromethane) containing phosgene.64 

 

Figure 1-19: Synthesis of polycarbonate from phosgene and salt of bisphenol A 

While PC can be produced from a wide range of hydroxyl containing compounds, 

in practice only PC made from diphenyl compounds such as bisphenol A have been 

commercially significant.64,65 As such when discussing PC, bisphenol A PC is usually what 

is being referred to. The physical properties that define PC result from several factors: (1) 

the molecule is symmetrical, (2) carbonate groups are polar but separated by aromatic 

hydrocarbons, (3) benzene rings along the polymer backbone restrict flexibility, (4) the 

repeat unit is quite long.64 

The most interesting property of PC is its impact strength, which is much higher 

than other pure polymers. Polymer chains are held together by polar interchain attraction 

between ester groups and also the stacking of benzene rings along the polymer chains.64 

It is however the stiffness of PC which defines its impact strength; the restricted flexibility 

of the polymer prevents chains from packing closely together, resulting in a higher free 

volume.64 When stresses are applied to PC, intrachain rearrangement can occur to absorb 

energy. Commercial PC typically has a molecular weight between 20,000 and 50,000 

g/mol which contributes its impact resistance and high resistance to creep.64 It is difficult 
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for PC to rearrange, even under significant pressure and up to 140 °C, because the long 

inflexible chains cannot achieve large scale reaarangement.64  

Based on the presence of benzene rings and the polar carbonate component, PC 

should be capable of crystallization. However even when held above its Tg (145 °C) it 

takes several days for significant crystallization to develop.64-66 The free energy barrier for 

long inflexible PC chains to rearrange is high. When crystallized, PC chains arrange 

according to the unit cell shown in Figure 1-20. The polymer chains adopt a rhombic crystal 

structure as shown at the top of Figure 1-20. The a, and b cell constants are 11.9 Å and 

10.1 Å respectively, four polymer chains are contained within the cell.64 Adjacent polymer 

chains are oriented so the carbonate moiety is in the same plane as the methyl moieties 

on neighboring polymers.64 More interesting is the c cell constant along the polymer chain, 

which is 21.5 Å, a long repeat unit.64 Along the c-axis crystalline PC segments are 

arranged such that there is stacking between the rings structures with the methyl groups 

along the pivotal carbon chain pointing toward the back of the carbonate moiety (Figure 

1-20).64,66 Due to the rigid backbone of crystalline PC and the significant degree of 

interchain attraction, the melting point (Tm) of PC is rather high (250 °C).64 Aging, 

annealing, and crystallizing PC will however reduce the impact strength by increasing the 

density of chains and lowering the free volume, inhibiting intrachain relaxation.64  
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Figure 1-20:Unit cell diagram for polycarbonate based on bis-phenol A 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 64. Copyright (1999), Elsevier. 

Being difficult to crystallize, PC is produced in an amorphous state. It is 

characterized by high optical transparency in the visible spectrum (~90%). Upon 

crystallization PC exhibits haziness as voids and inconsistencies in polymer density 

develop, causing light to scatter. Typically, PC had a slight yellow color due to impurities, 

which was masked by blue dyes; modern methods of producing PC have higher purity 

and are virtually colorless.64 PC is resistant to hydrolysis by dilute acidic and basic 

solutions due to the hydrophobicity of the benzene rings, however it dissolves easily in 

organophilic hydrolysing solvents like ammonia.64 Solvents with a solubility parameter 

within 1.4 MPa1/2 of PC (19.4-19.8 MPa1/2) are capable of solvating PC.64 However many 
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of the solvents that can solvate PC are poor solvents, having different types of 

intermolecular forces.65 This is the case for acetone, which can penetrate the polymer 

network, even though it does not have any specific interaction that stabilizes the 

polymer.64,65 As a result PC can crystallize out of the mixture to a more thermodynamically 

stable crystalline state.65,67 In contrast, if there is some kind of stabilizing interaction 

between the polymer and solvent, PC will remain in solution. Dichloromethane for example 

interacts with the carbonate group through its hydrogen moieties, preventing 

crystallization.64,65 

PC can be damaged by UV light, which over time causes a dulling of the surface 

through the formation of microscopic cracks.64 These cracks can serve a failure points, 

reducing the impact strength of the polymer.64 Fortunately PC is a good absorber of UV 

and the depth of UV degradation is low (0.075-0.125 cm), however this is still a problem 

for thin films.64 These effects can be mitigated by UV absorbing additives.  

In research, blends of polycarbonates with other materials are often tested, blends 

of PC and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) have excellent mechanical properties and 

can be efficiently molded.64 PC blends are made with the general objective of improving 

the physical properties of another polymer such as PMMA by blending in PC.68,69 The 

partitioning of additives in into these PC blends has also been explored to develop 

functional polymers.70  

1.4.2. Polydimethylsiloxane 

PDMS belongs to a class of polymers called organosilicons or commonly, 

silicones. These are characterized by the presence of carbon-silicon bonds. More 

specifically, as a siloxane, PDMS has a backbone of silicon-oxygen bonds.71-74 PDMS is 

available in several forms which may differ in their viscosity, appearance, and physical 

properties based on the formulation of the polymer itself and additives present. Most often 

it is supplied in PDMS kits which contain a base75 and curing agent.76 The base kit contains 

prepolymer, short chains of PDMS (~60 repeat units) terminated with vinyl groups.73 The 

curing agent contains shorter PDMS chains (~10 repeat units) which include 

methylhydrosilane moieties.73 The hydrosilane moieties can react with the vinyl group in a 

hydrosilylation reaction where an Si-C bond is formed. This reaction, which is illustrated 

in Figure 1-21, is catalyzed by a platinum catalyst, often Karstedt’s catalyst.77 The reaction 
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between the vinyl end groups of the base and the hydrosilanes along the curing agent 

backbone lead to an extensively crosslinked polymer.71,73  
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Figure 1-21: Scheme of cross-linking reaction for silicone network formation 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 73. Copyright (2005), Elsevier. 

Depending on the amount of cross-linking between PDMS chains its properties 

can vary from a viscous oil to a durable elastomer. The properties can be further modified 

by the addition of fillers like silicon dioxide to the polymer network.78 Thanks to this 

versatility and its agreeable properties, e.g. it is inert, non-toxic, optically transparent, UV 

resistant, and high gas permeability, PDMS is applied to a plethora of domestic and 

research applications. Depending on the formulation, it can serve as a release agent, a 

sealant, adhesive, water repellent, biomedical device, anti-foam agent, food additive, or 

lubricant.72  

The backbone structure of PDMS has low degree of steric hindrance compared to 

carbon-carbon or carbon-oxygen bonds because of the reduced likelihood of side groups 

(compared to C-C bonds) and increased bond length.79 For this reason PDMS has a very 

low Tg of -123 °C and Tm of -43 °C,72 the energy barrier from molecular motion being quite 

low. For this same reason PDMS is extremely soft, having a Young’s modulus of 1.3-3 

MPa depending on curing temperature.80 Higher temperature facilitates greater cross-

linking and a consequently harder polymer.80 For comparison the Young’s modulus of PC 

is 4 orders of magnitude higher. Despite being “soft”, PDMS is known to be a durable 

elastomer, which results from its heavily cross-linked internal structure and ability to 

deform under stress. 
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PDMS is resistant to hydrophilic solvents but tends to swell when exposed to 

common hydrophobic solvents (e.g. acetone, dichloromethane, alkanes, triethylamine, 

xylene).71,78 Swelling generally correlated with similarity to the solubility parameter of 

PDMS (14.9-15.59 MPa1/2).71 PDMS has high gas permeability because the highly flexible 

Si-O-Si backbones are capable of extensive long range motion.78 Intermolecular forces in 

PDMS are also weak, allowing gases to permeate the matrix with relative ease.78 

Microfluidic systems are important for many applications such as biochemical 

analysis, chemical sensing, and cell-assays.81 Microfluidics offers benefits of reduced size, 

reagent volumes, rapidity, portability, and design flexibility.81 PDMS is desirable as a 

substrate for microfluidics because it can conform to a mold before curing, enabling cheap 

and easy fabrication of PDMS microfluidics with defined structures. The elastomeric 

nature of cured PDMS allows conformal contact with flat glass and polymer surfaces, 

useful for reversible or irreversible bonding.81 The transparency of PDMS is also 

advantageous for microfluidic applications, keeping it compatible with most optical 

detection methods.81 PDMS microfluidic systems for countless organic and inorganic 

molecules have been designed, with varied targets such as DNA,82 cobalt,83 and 

dopamine.84 

Many analytical chemistry applications take advantage of the permeability of 

PDMS and the subsequent partitioning of compounds into PDMS.78 Gas Chromatography 

columns coated with PDMS as a stationary phase are widely used because PDMS can 

uniformly coat the column and handle thermal cycling.78 Analytes in a PDMS coated 

column are generally partitioned based on the degree of hydrophobic interactions.78 The 

partitioning of organics from aqueous solutions into PDMS has been applied to perform 

extractions. By extracting a larger amount of analyte higher sensitivity can be achieved.78 

This has been applied to extract and analyze dangerous pollutants like polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons,85 and pesticides from common matrixes like soil, air, and water.78  

PDMS has been explored as a surface coating, because the strength of the Si-O-

Si backbone imparts thermal stability and chemical inertness.86 Anti-corrosion coatings on 

metal surfaces are made with PDMS, which was often mixed with another polymer or 

modified with additives.86 PDMS membranes resistant to biofouling have also been 

designed by incorporating additives which inhibit biofilm formation and have biocidal 
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properties.87 Being optically transparent, PDMS coatings can be applied when optical 

clarity is a concern, such as anti-reflection coatings for solar cells.88 

1.4.3. Thermodynamics of Polycarbonate Crystallization 

In this research PC crystallization is either impeded or promoted depending on the 

application. To effectively control the degree of crystallization it is necessary to understand 

the factors that drive it. Further, an understanding of the nucleation and growth 

mechanisms will help relate the structures formed in PC to different stages of 

crystallization. Thermodynamics proves an excellent framework to analyze PC 

crystallization. 

Molecular chains of polymers rearrange into an ordered structure that is 

energetically favored during crystallization. These ordered structures maximize dipole-

dipole, H-bonding, and van der Walls interactions that stabilize polymer chains in 

crystalline arrangements.89 Individual polymer chains tend to cooperatively organize and 

develop into crystalline arrangements where the backbones of polymers align.89-91 In the 

amorphous state (Figure 1-22A), molecular chains of polymer do not exhibit long-range 

order. Instead, these polymer chains twist and tangle with one another, occupying space 

haphazardly. In the crystalline state (Figure 1-22B), regions of long-range order develop 

as polymer chains align with the adjacent polymer chains. Polymer chains can (and 

typically do) fold back over to align with themselves, forming structures called lamellae 

(Figure 1-22B). The degree of crystallinity and the corresponding size of lamellae depend 

on the crystallization conditions. As illustrated in the schematic, not all polymer chains 

arrange into lamellae, some remain in an amorphous or semi ordered state between 

sections of lamellae.90.91 Whether a polymer crystallizes is affected by many factors, such 

as the molecular structure of the polymer, thermal history (if it has previously crystallized 

or melted) and purity. For example, linear polymer chains that are long and flexible tend 

to crystallize, because they can easily rearrange and conform into tightly packed 

structures.89 In contrast, a stiff polymer backbone, which limits the polymer’s ability to 

rotated and conform, can inhibit polymer crystallization.89 Side groups also affect 

crystallization. Isotactic polymers tend to crystallize favorably due to strong interchain and 

dipole-dipole interactions. On the contrary, atactic polymers are less likely to form lamellae 

due to steric hindrance.89 Branching of polymer is deleterious to crystallization, packing of 

polymer chains difficult and less energetically favorable in branched polymers.89 The rate 
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of cooling, annealing temperature and annealing time are other important factors that 

influence the crystallinity of a polymer. Polymers such as PC thermally crystallize 

incredibly slowly (on the order of weeks).65,92 Additives and impurities can also affect 

crystallization, either by disrupting order between polymer chains or serving as spacers 

and nucleation sites.92 

 

Figure 1-22: Schematic diagram of amorphous and crystalline polymer chains. 

The attractive forces that facilitate crystallization, however, also restrict the mobility 

of polymer chains. These polymer chains can become entangled, akin to noodles, without 

any semblance of order. The temperature at which the polymer chains become mobile is 

the glass transition temperature (Tg). Below Tg, bulk polymers are slightly flexible and 

fracture when exceeding its elastic modulus, because these polymer chains are 

immobilized by intermolecular forces. These intermolecular forces are overcome at 

temperatures above Tg. Under this condition, polymers are soft and flexible (i.e. rubbers) 

because chains can slip past each other to conform to macroscopic stresses. In a typical 

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curve (Figure 1-23), the heat capacity of the 

polymer increases around the Tg as energy is used to overcome intermolecular forces and 

converted to molecular motion of the polymer chains. At temperatures above Tg, polymer 

chains are sufficiently mobile that they can crystallize to attain a state of lower free energy. 

This state of lower free energy is attained by maximizing the sum of the intermolecular 

attractions (i.e., the formation of microcrystalline domains) and the entropy of the polymer 

chains. These are, however, two opposing driving forces. The point at which the overall 

crystallization rate is highest is defined as the crystallization temperature (Tc). This phase 

transition is exothermic and present only in crystalline and semi-crystalline polymers. For 

crystalline and semi-crystalline polymers, a melting temperature (Tm) exists. At this 
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endothermic phase transition, polymers melt to a viscous liquid, suggesting that 

crystallites are thermally disrupted. Polymers are rendered amorphous again by melting.  

 

Figure 1-23: Typical DSC curve for a polymer: Tg-glass transition, Tc-
crystallization temperature, Tm-Melting temperature and the 
decomposition of the polymer.93 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 93. Copyright (2003), Universität Potsdam. 

Other techniques can be applied to alter the physical properties of polymers in the 

absence of temperature variation. Plasticizers are typically added to polymers to promote 

plasticity and flexibility.65,92 The apparent improvement in elastic modulus is attributed to 

the intercalation of plasticizers between polymeric chains. They function as spacer 

molecules that push the polymeric chains away from each other and consequently 

increase the free volume of each polymer chain. The increased free volume has the same 

effect as increased temperature, allowing polymer chains greater freedom to conform and 

rearrange.65,92 Studies have demonstrated that the addition of a plasticizer to a pristine 

polymer sample will lead to depression in the Tg.65,92 Solvents are excellent plasticizers for 

polymers. They can easily penetrate into the polymer network because of their small 

size.65,92 PC, for example, which takes 2 weeks to thermally crystallize can crystallize in 3 

minutes at room temperature when plasticized with small molecule solvents (acetone, 

ethyl acetate).65,92 The aromatic rings, which contribute significant steric hindrance in the 

polymer backbone, make PC stiff and crystallization difficult. This hinderance can, 

however, be overcome by the larger free volume afforded through solvent penetration.65,92 

Unlike conventional crystals, crystalline polymers consist of crystalline domains 

separated by amorphous regions. Crystalline lamellae tied together with semi-ordered and 

amorphous polymer. At the lamellae growth front polymer crystals often branch/splay or 

incite further crystallization nearby.90,91 Extensive branching leads crystals to most often 
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form spherical arrangements called spherulites.90,91 Spherulites can range in size from 

micro to millimeter depending on the polymer and growth conditions.94 

Crystal nucleation begins with the formation of an embryo, a region within the 

polymer that randomly exhibits increased alignment of molecular chains, termed 

homogeneous nucleation. Nucleation can also be incited by contaminants or impurities 

which provide a surface (with a lower free energy barrier) to grow from, which is termed 

heterogeneous nucleation. Initially embryonic growth is energetically unfavorable and the 

embryo may disappear. Once the embryo grows beyond a critical size, it becomes 

energetically favorable for the crystalline domain to grow larger. This can be attributed to 

the decrease in surface-to-volume ratio and enthalpy of crystallization out pacing the 

increase in surface energy (Figure 1-24).90 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has been 

applied to directly image embryo formation and disintegration in thermally crystallizing 

PC.95 

 

Figure 1-24: Gibbs free energy of formation of a nucleus as a function of its size.90 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 90. Copyright (2005), Springer. 

Once the embryo has grown beyond its critical size the embryo becomes a nucleus 

and begins to grow continuously from two ends.90,91 At these growth fronts amorphous 

polymer conforms and rearranges to the pre-existing crystalline arrangement to form the 

initial lamellae of the spherulite. A general 3D schematic of a lamella is shown in Figure 

1-25, the growth fronts are located on the sides. Depending on the conditions, lamellae 

can grow from these fronts with varying degrees of isotropy.86 Polymer chains wind into 

and out of the structure like wires in a switchboard, twisting back in is energetically 

unfavorable, but this is offset by the enthalpic stabilization between the aligned sections 

of the polymer chains.90,91,94 It is common for the polymer chains be only partially 

incorporated into lamellae, polymers also do not always re-enter the lamellae directly 
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adjacent to where they exited.91 Figure 1-25 shows chains exhibiting both adjacent re-

entry and switchboard like re-entry. 

 

Figure 1-25: Schematic of a polymer lamella. 

Polymer crystal propagation starts with the formation of a lamella. The initial 

lamella developed from the nucleus is termed the founding lamella because all 

subsequent lamellae will develop from it and its influence on the surrounding polymers.90,91 

The founding lamella grows on its own for a considerable length, in crystallizable PC 

samples (ester group replaced with a flexible carbon chain) it was observed with AFM to 

grow to over 1 µm before other lamellae began to develop and grow outward from the 

nucleus.90 In this research the length of the flexible carbon chain is denoted in the 

abbreviated BA-Cn, where the n indicates the length of the carbon chain.90 Time-resolved 

AFM images of the entire process are shown in Figure 1-26. A white dot in the phase 

contrast AFM image indicates the formation of a nucleus (Figure 1-26A) that serves as the 

nucleation point of the founding lamella, which grows outward in two directions (Figure 

1-26, B-F). After 186 minutes (Figure 1-26G), growth of subsidiary lamellae starts to 

develop from the edges of the founding lamella. These subsidiary lamellae become larger 

and increase in number as the reaction progresses (Figure 1-26, I-P). 
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Figure 1-26:   A series of AFM phase images obtained on a BA-C8 film at room 
temperature. (A) An embryo; (B) a short lamella (founding lamella) 
developed from the embryo shown in a (C–F). The growth of the 
founding lamella; (G–P) branching and splaying apart of the 
subsidiary lamellae.90 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 90. Copyright (2005), Springer. 

As the subsidiary lamellae become larger and more numerous, they become 

nucleation sites for additional lamellae growth. The founding and initial subsidiary lamellae 

grow considerably without much nucleation, developing into a spherulite skeleton. This 

spherulite skeleton subsequently grows into a spherulite as additional lamellae splay off 

from them.90,91 Studies of polystyrene and polypropylene have shown that initially only a 

few dominate lamellae develop, forming the “skeleton”.91,96,97,98 AFM analysis indicated 

that at early stages of crystallization (Figure 1-27A) only a few straight lamellae are 

emanating from the core. Interstitial spaces between the lamellae penetrate quite deep 

into the growing crystallite.98 This interstitial space is filled with lamellae as the 

crystallization proceeds (Figure 1-27, B to D). These lamellae form either by nucleating 

from the dominant lamellae or from screw dislocations in the growing interstitial lamellae. 

Propagation of these subsidiary lamellae subsequently leads to further splaying and 

branching.98 The morphology of crystallites eventually evolve into 3D spherulites as shown 

by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis (Figure 1-28).  
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Figure 1-27:   AFM phase images of poly(ϵ-caprolactone) hedrite growing at 56 ºC; 
the images in (b), (c) and (d) correspond to elapsed times of 244, 
290, and 551 min, respectively, with respect to the image in (a).98 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 98. Copyright (2000), Elsevier. 

 

Figure 1-28: SEM image of a complete spherulite formed in solvent treated PC. 
 

Pre-existing lamellae initiate crystallization at their edges by affecting this balance 

between stability and disorder. As discussed earlier, not all the polymer chains may 

incorporate into a nearby lamellae, which leaves part of the chain free to interact with the 
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amorphous matrix. Partially incorporated polymers have less mobility and therefore less 

entropy, resulting in increased crystallization incited by these chains.91 Moreover, their 

presence and restricted movement disturbs the amorphous matrix, reducing the entropy 

of neighboring unincorporated chains and inciting nucleation.91 Figure 1-29 illustrates the 

nucleation of crystallization near lamellae, small developing lamellae can be seen near 

the edges of a mature lamellae.91 It is clear that the new crystallites are not building off the 

existing lamellae, they are developing ~10 nm away from the existing crystalline domains 

out of disturbed polymer chains.91 In subsequent AFM images some of these lamellae can 

be seen developing further, while other embryos completely disappear because they did 

not reach a critical size.91  

 

Figure 1-29: AFM phase image obtained on a BA-C12 film. Three induced nuclei 
are observed at about 15 nm away from the parent lamella.90 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 90. Copyright (2005), American Chemical Society. 

The growth rate of polymer crystallites fluctuates between Tg and Tm. At 

temperatures just above Tg, polymer chains are quite immobile, making reorganization 

difficult.90,91 As the temperature increases and polymer chains become more mobile the 

rate of growth increases. This increase in the rate of growth, which is limited by the 

diffusion of polymer chains, has been confirmed experimentally.99 The growth of 

crystallites, however, are suppressed at elevated temperatures (near Tm) where the 

formation of ordered structures are less thermodynamically favored and decompose more 

easily. Additionally, the increased mobility of polymer chains at high temperature facilitates 

polymer to fold into the lamellae and adjust their conformation. Which results in fewer 

partially trapped polymers to incite branching through secondary crystallization.91 
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Polymer crystallization can be modeled thermodynamically by considering the 

Gibbs free energy (∆𝐺) of the reaction.100,101 

∆𝐺 =  ∆𝐻 −  𝑇∆𝑆  (6) 

The enthalpy (∆𝐻) of crystallization is negative due to increased interactions, such 

as dipole-dipole, H-bonding, and van der Waals, between neighbouring chains of polymer 

in crystalline lamellae. On the other hand, (∆𝑆) is negative for molecular systems becoming 

ordered. The magnitude of enthalpy is directly correlated to the size of the crystallites. 

Therefore, the melting of large crystallites occurs at higher temperatures, where the 

entropic contribution dominates. Melting (Tm) of the crystallites occur when the change in 

Gibbs free energy equals to zero (∆𝐺 = 0 ).100,101 Although this is an over simplified 

thermodynamics model, the inherent competition between entropy and enthalpy is vital to 

understand polymer crystallization, particularly when solvent incites the crystallization 

process.100 

1.4.4. Solvent-Induced Crystallization (SINC) of Polycarbonate 

Some solvents can induce crystallization in polymers by forcing the molecular 

chains apart (much like a plasticizer), which gives them more freedom to conform, allowing 

molecular motion at lower temperature (a lower Tg). Solvent treatment can even induce 

rapid crystallization in polymers with stiff backbones which are difficult to crystallize. This 

apparent lowering of Tg can be explained/predicted by considering changes in Gibbs free 

energy through the Flory-Huggins solution theory. The Flory-Huggins solution theory 

attempts to model polymer solvation thermodynamically using a lattice model to account 

for the great dissimilarity in polymer and solvent size.101,102  

In the Flory-Huggins theory the polymer and solvent molecule are assumed to 

occupy spaces in a 3D lattice. This lattice consists of N sites of equal volume v0, the 

number of molecules in the lattice are defined as n1 and n2 for the respective species.101-

104 The model also defines the degree of polymerization of the species as x1 and x2, 

allowing for consideration of polymer blends as well. The model critically assumes that the 

volume of each monomer of polymer, solvent molecule, and the lattice volume are all 

equal.101-104 Thus the volume occupied by a polymer or solvent in the lattice is defined as: 

𝑉𝑖 = 𝑛𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑣0  (7) 
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and the volume fraction (𝜙1) of a solvent in the lattice is: 

𝜙1  =  
𝑛1

𝑛1 + 𝑛2𝑥2
  =  

𝑛𝑖

𝑁
   (8) 

while the volume fraction (𝜙2) of a polymer in the lattice is: 

𝜙2  =  
𝑛2𝑥2

𝑛1 + 𝑛2𝑥2
  =  

𝑛2𝑥2

𝑁
   (9) 

 The entropy of a polymer chain is dominated by the number of possible 

configurations for the chains. By assuming the chains are ideal (the number of 

conformations available to the polymer is same in free space and in solution), the entropy 

of a polymer molecule can be defined by the volume available to it for translational 

motion.102,105 The entropy for a molecule can then be written as: 

𝑆𝑖 =  𝑘𝐵 ln 𝑉𝑖  (10) 

where Si is the entropy and 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant (1.38064852 × 10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-

1). To calculate the change in entropy the entropy of the polymer and solvent in their pure 

state are subtracted from their entropy as a mixture: 

∆𝑆𝑀 =  𝑛1𝑆1
𝑚 +  𝑛2𝑆2

𝑚 − 𝑛1𝑆1
𝑃 − 𝑛2𝑆2

𝑃  (11) 

where m denotes mixture and p denotes pure. By plugging equations (6 and 8) in for the 

solvent and polymer in their pure forms and as mixtures the equation simplifies to: 

∆𝑆𝑀 =  𝑛1𝑘𝐵 ln(𝑛1 + 𝑛2𝑥2) +  𝑛2𝑘𝐵 ln(𝑛1 + 𝑛2𝑥2) −  𝑛1𝑘𝐵 ln(𝑛1) −

 𝑛2𝑘𝐵 ln(𝑛2𝑥2)  (12) 

∆𝑆𝑀 =  −𝑘𝐵 (𝑛1 ln(
𝑛1

𝑛1+𝑛2𝑥2
) + 𝑛2 ln(

𝑛2𝑥2

𝑛1+𝑛2𝑥2
))  (13) 

The terms in the natural logs are the volume fractions defined earlier: 

∆𝑆𝑀 =  −𝑘𝐵(𝑛1 ln( 𝜙1) + 𝑛2 ln( 𝜙2))  (14) 

The entropy of mixing a polymer and solvent will not be as large as two small 

molecules mixing because the polymer can occupy a more limited subset of states. The 
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entropy of polymer mixing will however always be positive due to the increasing number 

of available states, indicating that mixing of polymer and solvent is thermodynamically 

favorable.  

Mixing is entropically favored, however, an enthalpic change also occurs as the 

environment of polymers and solvent molecules changes. There are three interactions to 

consider, polymer-polymer, solvent-solvent, and polymer-solvent interactions, which are 

defined as w11, w22, and w12, respectively. The change in the total interaction is defined as: 

∆𝑤 =  𝑤12 −  
𝑤22+ 𝑤11

2
  (15) 

For each ∆𝑤 there is a material specific interaction parameter (𝑋): 

𝑋12 =  
𝑧

𝑘𝐵𝑇
(∆𝑤)  (16) 

where z is the coordination number of the lattice and T is the temperature. It is rather 

impractical to measure the totality of interactions, so 𝑋12  is often estimated using 

Hildebrand solubility parameters ( 𝛿) , a numerical representation of the degree of 

interaction between molecules.106,107 It is the square root of the cohesive energy density 

which encompasses all dipole, van der Waals, and H-bonding forces and does not 

discriminate between them. The cohesive energy density is calculated from the heat of 

vaporization (𝐻𝑣) divided by the molar volume (𝑉𝑚):106,107 

𝛿 =  √
∆𝐻𝑣−𝑅𝑇

𝑉𝑚
  (17) 

The closer the solubility parameters of the polymer and solvent are, the more likely 

they are to be compatible and mix; 𝑋12 can be defined as: 

𝑋12 =  
𝑉(𝛿1−𝛿2)2

𝑅𝑇
  (18) 

where V is the volume of a polymer segment. 

With 𝑋12 the enthalpy can be defined as:104 

∆𝐻𝑀 = 𝑘𝐵𝑇𝜙1𝜙2𝑋12   (19) 
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The total Gibbs free energy for the mixing of a polymer and solvent can then be 

defined as: 

∆𝐺𝑀 = 𝑅𝑇(𝑛1 ln( 𝜙1) + 𝑛2 ln( 𝜙2) + 𝜙1𝜙2𝑋12 )  (20) 

In this equation 𝑛 has been converted to moles by converting from 𝑘𝐵 to R (8.3144 

J⋅K−1⋅mol−1) through multiplying by Avogadro’s number (𝑁𝐴 ∗ 𝑘𝐵 = 𝑅). 

In summary, when mixing of polymer and solvent is favorable, which correlates to 

an increase in the entropy (outcompetes the decrease in the enthalpy of the system), the 

formation of polymer crystallites is thermodynamically unfavorable. In this case the solvent 

dissolves the polymer. The increase in entropy can be attributed to increased free volume 

and conformational freedom of the polymer chains, while the change in enthalpy is 

associated with the change in intermolecular interactions (dipole, van der Walls, H-

bonding). As the dissimilarity between the polymer and solvent increases the enthalpy 

increases. If the polymer and solvent are too dissimilar the enthalpy will be too high, and 

such a solvation will not be favorable. 

The enthalpy of the pure solvent and polymer will be rather low, molecules are 

generally quite stable in pure form. If the solvent molecule does not interact favorably with 

the polymer, the enthalpy of the mixture increases significantly. In this case, the mixed 

state (solvated polymer) is not particularly stable, and the polymer crystallizes to reduce 

the enthalpy of the polymer and expel solvent from the crystals, further reducing enthalpy. 

Crystallization will proceed if the enthalpy change can thermodynamically overcome the 

large loss of entropy associated with crystallization and expulsion of solvent. There is of 

course a limit to how dissimilar the polarity and molecular interactions of the solvent and 

polymer can be, if the enthalpy of mixing is too high, the polymer will be insoluble. The 

best solvents for polymer crystallization are relatively poor small molecule solvents; which 

because of favorable entropy of mixing, penetrate the polymer network to swell it, but do 

not stabilize the polymer enough to fully dissolve it. 

Once crystallized, PC becomes insoluble in acetone due to increased enthalpy of 

crystallized PC, which can now outcompete the entropy of mixing. Stacking between the 

ring structures along the c-axis of crystalline PC segments stabilize the crystalline 

structure.64,66 The carbonate moieties in PC line up with the methyl moieties on adjacent 

chains, reducing repulsion.64,66 In contrast, enthalpically favorable interactions between 
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PC and acetone are minimal, there are no hydrogen bonding sites to interact with the 

carboxyl groups on either species. Acetone also does not interact with the aromatic rings 

along the PC chains which are responsible for stabilizing the crystallized form of PC.  

Turska and colleagues, investigated the kinetics of SINC of PC with several 

solvents included dichloromethane (DCM) and acetone, a good and relatively poor solvent 

respectively.108,109 Both solvents penetrated and swelled the polymer network, but the 

kinetics of swelling by acetone were much faster, swelling 10 µm films in 3~5 min 

compared to at least 15 min for DCM.108 This was attributed to the smaller size of acetone, 

facilitating its penetration into the polymer matrix.108,109 

Calorimetry measurements of the SINC process were performed, the swelling and 

crystallization processes were identified by the heat evolved. When treated with DCM 

swelling occurs first followed by crystallization over the next 10-30 min, as identified by 

two peaks.108 In contrast, when treated with acetone the swelling and crystallization 

processes occur simultaneously and only one peak is present. Visual analysis of the 

swelling and crystallization fronts was performed. The acetone swelling followed by the 

crystallization fronts moved at the same rate through the polymer film, the whole process 

terminated in 3-5 min.108,109 This behavior fits with the description above, the less polar 

DCM has more favorable enthalpic interactions with PC, which increases the free energy 

barrier for rearrangement in crystalline domains, slowing the process. In acetone treated 

PC the energy barrier to crystallization is lower, and acetone incites heterogeneous 

nucleation as indicated by the monodispersed size of spherulites.108 DSC measurements 

showed that acetone crystallized samples have a higher degree of crystallinity and higher 

melting point; more total polymer crystallized into larger (more stable) crystalline 

domains.108 

Polymer crystals are nowhere near perfect, the high energy barriers to 

rearrangement imposed by their entangled nature (and stiffness in the case of PC) lead 

imperfect crystallization. The morphology of crystallized PC depends on the length of time 

PC is annealed in crystallizing conditions as illustrated by the DCM studies referenced 

earlier.108,109 Polymer crystals therefore exist in metastable states dictated by the fastest 

processes that can overcome the free energy barrier. The height of this barrier is 

determined by the conditions; i.e. the compatibility of the solvent applied, the presence of 

plasticizers to increase the free volume, and the thermal history of the polymer (pre-
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existing crystalline or semi-crystalline domains to incite crystallization).90,91,100 Based on 

their lower energy barrier of rearrangement, less perfect (smaller) crystals will develop 

faster but will also be less stable and susceptible to rearrangement into more perfect 

crystals characterized by a greater lamellae thickness; this is the process occurring during 

annealing. 

The Tm of PC after SINC can give insight into the metastable state PC settled into. 

Analysis of PC crystallized with acetone vapor illustrates this relationship, when treated 

for a short time (0.7 hr) the first melting peak for PC is 171°C and increases steadily to 

179°C as the treatment time is increased to 56 hr.67 Tm can be directly correlated with 

lamellae thickness based on the fold surface free energy (𝜎𝑒 = 94 erg/cm3) heat of fusion 

per unit volume (∆𝐻𝑓
 = 1.1  ͯ109 erg/cm3) and the melting temperature of a perfect crystal 

(𝑇𝑚
  = 318 °C) by equation 21:67 

𝑇𝑚 =  𝑇𝑚
  (1 −

2𝜎𝑒

𝑙∆𝐻𝑓
)   (21) 

The lamellae thickness was calculated to have increased from 67.7 A to 72.6 A 

over the treatment. The imperfect crystals form quickly in the first hour, afterwards the 

much slower rearrangement process can occur based on the pre-existing lamellae.67 

During the process of lamellae thickening the crystallinity of the PC increased, indicating 

amorphous PC was being consumed. During the annealing, amorphous sections near 

lamellae may form fringed micelles or be incorporated into crystals, along with 

rearrangement of fully and partially incorporated PC chains.67 The depressed Tm of PC 

treated with DCM compared to acetone illustrate the influence of kinetics on crystallization. 

In DCM, which is a better solvent for PC, the kinetically faster smaller lamellae are the 

only ones capable of forming. Extending treatment time increases the Tm, but the crystal 

perfection is limited by the initial lamellae which formed. In comparison, after 30 min of 

acetone immersion the Tm of both melting peaks of PC are higher than PC treated with 

DCM at much higher temperatures and for much longer.108 Since larger lamellae have 

enough energy to form at the onset, the initial population of lamellae will contain more of 

them. 
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1.5. Research Objective and Thesis Structure 

As described in section 1.2, conventional nanofabrication methods rely on 

expensive equipment and are time consuming. Replication methods enable existing 

masters to be copied at a much lower cost, but still require precise set-up and conditions. 

Therefore, a bench-top technique that can replicate many masters with diverse properties 

is highly sought after in resource limited, academic, and commercial setting. The objective 

of this thesis is to develop such a bench-top nanocontact replication system and explore 

its application for fingerprint phantoms, micro/nanostructure replication, and 

superhydrophobic surface fabrication.  

This thesis is complied in a non-traditional manner; it consists four main chapters 

of results (which are essentially slightly modified publications) and three periphery 

chapters of general introduction and conclusions. Besides this present chapter, which 

serves as the general introduction of the background knowledge and literature review of 

topics relevant to the thesis research, Chapter 2 is to introduce the prominent methods 

used in this research to characterize materials’ surface structures and relevant properties; 

SEM, AFM, and contact angle goniometry. Chapter 3 will discuss the replication of 

fingerprints to fabricate novel 3D fingerprint phantoms for developing sensors with higher 

resolution and more precise algorithms. Built upon this success, fabrication of conductive 

fingerprint phantoms for developing capacitive fingerprint sensors is detailed in Chapter 

4. Chapter 5 presents the development and optimization of the replication protocol and its 

efficacy is illustrated by replicating masters across several length scales from microfluidics 

to nanostructure arrays. Straightforward fabrication of superhydrophobic PDMS from 

crystallized PC templates in presented in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the 

major findings of this work and outlines future directions for this research. 
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Chapter 2. Techniques and Methods 

Both the mechanistic and applied facets of this research are concerned with the 

surface/interface of the materials. Fingerprint and nanostructure replication applications 

require careful comparison of surface features to confirm fidelity. Development of 

superhydrophobic properties on a material is dictated by an interplay of micro and 

nanostructures. Concurrently, polymer crystallization can be monitored by observing the 

development of semi-crystalline spherulites. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 

AFM, two of the most powerful surface imaging techniques, as well as surface wetting 

studies were primarily used to characterize PC and PDMS surfaces. SEM is an excellent 

tool for observing spherulite growth and monitoring fidelity over many length scales. AFM 

provides 3D topographical information which is invaluable to studying nanoreplication 

fidelity. Wetting characterization represents an important measure of success for 

developing superhydrophobic self-cleaning surfaces. 

2.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

SEM was used extensively in this research and in the field of nanoreplication, thus 

a short explanation of its principles is warranted. Typically, conventional microscopes have 

difficulty above 1000x magnification. Optical microscopes are limited by the wavelength 

of the imaging radiation and cannot resolve features much smaller than it based on the 

Abbe diffraction limit: 

𝑑 =
𝜆

2𝑛 sin 𝜃
  (22) 

At the energies applied in electron microscopy, the electrons have a wavelength 

of 0.027-0.0009 nm, far below the wavelength of light used in optical microscopy.110 Like 

light the electrons interact with the atoms of the surface, the signals produced (light, 

electrons) are collected with detectors. Images produced by SEM have achieved ~1 nm 

resolution.110,111  

To begin, we start with the source of the electrons, which is typically a tungsten 

filament, LaB6 or Schottky emitter, or a field emission tip.111,112 The electron “gun” typically 

consists of a cathode (one of the aforementioned electron sources) held at high negative 

potential to produce the electrons, and an electron accelerating region to guide them 
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toward the sample.111 A typical tungsten electron gun is shown in Figure 2-1, the V-shaped 

wire labelled (F) is the tungsten cathode. It is heated with a DC current to 2700 K, at which 

point it begins to emit electrons via thermionic emission.111 Thermionic emission occurs 

when electrons have enough energy to escape from the conduction band to the vacuum 

level (the energy of a stationary electron outside of the surface).111 As the temperature is 

increased more electrons are capable of escaping. Tungsten is used as an electron source 

because of its extremely high cohesive energy density and melting point (3650 K).111,112 It 

can withstand the high temperatures needed to overcome the work function (Φ) of 

tungsten (4.5 eV); the energy difference between the top of the conduction band and the 

vacuum level.111  

 

Figure 2-1:     Thermionic electron gun containing a tungsten filament (F), Wehnelt 
electrode (W), ceramic high-voltage insulator (C) and an o-ring seal 
(O) to the lower part of the TEM column An autobias resistor (Rb) 
(actually located inside the high-voltage generator) is used to 
generate a potential difference between (W) and (F), thereby 
controlling the electron-emission current. Arrows denote the 
direction of electron flow that gives rise to the emission current 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 111. Copyright (2016), Springer. 

An alternative approach is to use a material with a smaller work function, requiring 

less heating.111 LaB6 is the preferred material in this case. A crystal of LaB6 is heated to 

1400-2000 K by passing current through it.111 These electrodes provide comparable 

emission current to a tungsten electrode but in a smaller area, consequently the electron 

beam produced can be focused over a smaller area.111 While relatively expensive, LaB6 

sources last longer because of their lower operating temperature. 
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Surrounding both the LaB6 and tungsten filaments is a Wehnelt cylinder (W), a 

metal electrode surrounding the filament apart from a small hole for the electron beam.111 

The Wehnelt cylinder effectively controls emission current through a negative potential, 

which inhibits electrons from leaving the cathode except very near its tip which is situated 

near the hole in the cylinder where the potential is less negative.111 By increasing the 

negative bias the emitting area and emission current are decreases.111 Through a resistor 

(Rb), the voltage applied to the filament is reduced compared to the Wehnelt cylinder.111 

The resistor helps stabilize emission current; as current increases, the voltage bias 

increases which suppresses emission in a negative feedback loop.111 The resistance can 

also be manually modulated to easily vary the bias and control emission current.111,112 

Emission can be enhanced by applying an electrostatic field to the cathode 

surface, which lowers the work function and enables emission at lower temperatures.111 

This is known as the Schottky effect, Schottky sources require temperatures of only 1800 

K to provide sufficient emission.111 If the electrostatic field is sufficiently high, electrons 

can escape the surface via quantum tunnelling, which is known as field emission.111 The 

electric field provides enough velocity to electrons for the quantum tunnelling probability 

to be high.111 Field emission guns do not require any thermal excitation.110-112 

Regardless of the electron source, the beam is focused onto the sample by ring-

like axially symmetric magnetic lenses called condenser lenses. These lenses focus the 

beam to be as small as possible, because the beam size determines the resolution.110,111 

A schematic representation of an SEM is shown in Figure 2-2, the condenser lenses are 

just under the electron gun. Unlike optical microscopes or TEM which perform traditional 

imaging, SEM analysis is performed via a raster scan.111 Instead of irradiating the whole 

sample and focusing the image, small sections are irradiated by the SEM, each 

representing a “pixel” in the final image.110,111 Rastering of the electron beam is achieved 

by the scan coils (shown in Figure 2-2) which generate a magnetic field to deflect the 

electron beam.111 To increase image magnification the size of the scanned area is 

decreased while the number of pixels stays the same, each “pixel” covering a smaller 

area. The resolution is therefore limited by the size of the beam, if it becomes larger than 

the “pixel” signal from outside it will be erroneously collected. 
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Figure 2-2: Schematic diagram of a scanning electron microscope. The same x- 
and y-scan waveforms are applied to the SEM column and to the 
display device. Signal from a detector modulates the brightness of 
the display. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 111. Copyright (2016), Springer. 

When the accelerated (primary) electrons reach a surface, they are scattered by 

elastic and inelastic collisions. The inelastic collisions involve “forward” scattering (by 

interacting with atomic electrons) with deflections less than 90° and fractional energy 

loss.111 After numerous collisions the electrons eventually come to rest and are absorbed, 

the maximum depth this occurs at is called the penetration depth.111 Beneath the area 

subjected to the electron beam exists an interaction volume where primary electrons are 

absorbed. This area, shown in Figure 2-3, is wider than the beam spot due to lateral 

scattering.111,112 The volume of this area is determined by the kinetic energy of electrons 

(lower energy electrons come to rest sooner), and the size of atomic nuclei (larger nuclei 

deplete the electrons via elastic scattering).111 

 

Figure 2-3:     Schematic dependence of the interaction volume and penetration 
depth, as a function of the kinetic energy E0 and atomic number Z of 
the primary electrons. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 111. Copyright (2016), Springer. 
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Any energy lost by primary electrons during inelastic scattering is transferred to 

atomic electrons it collides with.110,111 Some of this energy is expended to escape from the 

atomic orbital, the rest becomes kinetic energy of the newly released electron (secondary 

electrons).111 Secondary electrons will also interact with the material and scatter 

inelastically, most expend their energy and come to rest within the material.111 Secondary 

electrons produced close to the surface (< 2 nm) may escape so the signal produced by 

them is primarily from the surface of the material.111,112 Primary electrons can yield 

between 0.1-10 secondary electrons depending on the electron energy and material 

properties.111 The amount of secondary electrons is also influenced by topography, yield 

is lowest when the beam is perpendicular and increases as the angle deviates from 

surface-normal.111 This has the effect of highlighting areas where height changes since 

more secondary electrons are emitted. 

Secondary electrons are collected with an Everhart-Thornley detector. Electrons 

are first accelerated toward a mesh with a positive bias of several hundred volts, then 

further toward a scintillator with a bias of several thousand volts.110,111 The scintillator is a 

cathodoluminescent material which emits light when bombarded by electrons, i.e. 

phosphor, light emitting plastic, and garnet (oxide).111 Higher energy electrons will produce 

a greater number of photons.111 Light from the scintillator is then directed into a 

photomultiplier tube, which absorbs photons and produces photoelectrons to generate a 

signal.111 

Electrons that scatter elastically and with a scattering angle greater than 90° are 

called backscatter electrons.110,111 Since very little energy is transferred in their collisions, 

backscatter electrons have similar kinetic energies to the primary beam.111 The 

backscattering coefficient increases with atomic number, since the atomic nucleus is 

responsible for elastic scattering. Backscatter electron images will show contrast variation 

due to chemical composition while secondary electron images primarily show 

topography.111,112 Backscatter electrons are produced as deep as half the penetration 

depth, since the other half of the energy is needed to leave the material.111 

Backscatter electrons can be detected with a scintillator/photomultiplier tube 

system, but this is inefficient since their high energy makes them rather unresponsive to 

electric fields used to collect electrons.111 The Robinson detector, a ring shaped scintillator 

placed just below the objective lens and above the sample stage was designed to improve 
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efficiency.111 It is rather large, in order to cover most angles and collect more backscatter 

electrons.111 Light produced in the detector is guided by internal reflection to a 

photomultiplier tube, generating a signal.111 Solid state detectors with large areas were 

designed under the same principle.111 Doped silicon dioxide consisting of a n-type and p-

type layer is used.111 Backscatter electrons excite electrons within the detector to the 

conduction band, producing a current within the detector.111 

Since this research is primarily concerned with the surface topography secondary 

electron imaging proved useful. The non-conductive materials (PC, PDMS) imaged herein 

were coated with conductive gold and iridium, which allowed backscatter electron imaging, 

and localized the backscatter electron signal at the surface for useful topographical 

analysis as well.  

2.2. Atomic Force Microscopy 

AFM is an important characterization technique for precisely measuring the 

topography of a surface. For its incredible sensitivity, AFM is used extensively to analyze 

the products of nanofabrication and the roughness of surfaces. AFM imaging was used 

extensively in this work to analyze and compare masters and replicas. 

The development of AFM was precipitated by the development of scanning 

tunnelling microscopy, wherein the electron tunnelling current between an atomically 

sharp tip and the surface is measured to achieve a very accurate determination of their 

separation.113,114 The tunnelling current manifests at a distance of 0.5-1 nm and increases 

exponentially as the tip sample distance is decreased.113 This current is used to both 

measure and control the tip sample distance via a feedback mechanism.113 Piezoelectric 

actuator elements facilitate the precise movement of the tip.113 Scanning tunnelling 

microscopy is however limited to conductive surfaces.113,114 

The principles of scanning tunneling microscopy were applied to measure surface 

topography through other interactions. AFM was developed by measuring the attractive 

and repulsive forces that manifest between a tip and a surface instead of the current.113,115 

As a tip is brought into contact with a surface, 3 different regions manifest in the force 

curve (Figure 2-4). Initially the tip is too far from the surface for interaction and the force 

is negligible, as the tip approaches the surface an attractive force develops, generated by 
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Van der Waals interactions caused by instantaneous polarization of atoms.113 At very 

small distances (a few angstroms) the repulsive force builds up rapidly due to overlap of 

electronic orbitals. For any attractive force, there are two points, as shown in Figure 2-4, 

with that value on opposite sides of the curve. Care must be taken to consistently measure 

on one side of the curve to maintain a consistent relationship between force and sample 

distance.113 

 

Figure 2-4:     Qualitative behavior of the force between tip and sample as function 
of tip-sample distance. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 113. Copyright (2015), Springer. 

The key components of an AFM that allow for the precise measurement of force 

between a sample and the tip are shown in Figure 2-5. The tip is mounted onto a cantilever 

which acts as a spring and has a known spring constant.113,116 The deflection of the 

cantilever is conventionally measured with a laser beam that is reflected off the back of 

the cantilever tip toward a split photodiode.113,116 The movement of the sample or the tip is 

controlled by piezoelectric elements like in a scanning tunnelling microscope. To measure 

the topography of a surface the AFM tip is raster scanned across it and the deflection the 

tip is measured.116 AFM has several imaging modes that differ in how the tip interacts with 

the surface during the raster scan. 

 

Figure 2-5: Schematic drawing of a typical AFM setup. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 116. Copyright (2017), Elsevier. 
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The contact or static mode of operation is the simplest and original operating mode 

for AFM. The probe tip is brought to close proximity with the surface and first “snaps” into 

contact due to the attractive forces then is bent by the repulsive forces as shown in Figure 

2-4. By Hooke’s law (𝐹 = −𝑘𝑧) the distance (z) the cantilever is bent by the surface can 

be translated to a force between the tip and sample based on the known spring constant 

(k) of the AFM tip.113,116 As the tip is raster scanned across the surface the force/tip 

deflection is monitored and kept at a constant value by changing the z-position via a 

feedback loop.113,116,117 By keeping the force constant the distance between the tip and 

sample are kept constant, the change in the z-position therefore corresponds to the 

surface topography. Contact mode has some distinct disadvantages, the lateral forces 

and repulsion between the tip and surface may damage both and the signal to noise ratio 

is lower than dynamic scanning modes.116,117 

Dynamic scanning methods were developed shortly after AFM was invented to 

overcome the issues associated with contact mode operation. In dynamic scanning modes 

the cantilever is excited to at or near its resonance frequency.113,116 As the vibrating tip is 

brought close to the surface the amplitude of the cantilever oscillation changes (generally 

decreases) due to Van der Waals and other electrostatic interactions.113,116,117 The 

amplitude is monitored and the z-position is controlled via a feedback to maintain a 

constant oscillation.116 During oscillation at the apex of the force curve the tip briefly taps 

the surface providing information about the nanomechanical properties of the 

surface.113,116 Tapping mode enables acquisition of topographical images with nanoscale 

resolution while limiting damage to the tip and surface.116 This mode is important for 

imaging “soft” surfaces such as polymers and biological materials which would be 

destroyed by constant tip sample interaction.113  

Modern AFMs have incredible vertical sensitivity (< 0.1 nm), while the lateral 

resolution is several nanometers depending on tip geometry.113,117 Since AFM images are 

a convolution of the probe and surface geometry, the quality of an AFM image is directly 

correlated to the quality of the AFM tip.117 The smaller the end of the tip, the more precisely 

the surface topography can be measured.118 The most common AFM tips are silicon and 

silicon nitride (Si3N4) tips, Si tips can be made sharper than Si3N4 but Si3N4 tips are harder 

and can be made thinner.118,119 The merits of both materials are combined in hybrid tips.119 

AFM tips are generally square pyramidal shaped and the angle of the sides dictates the 

types of structures that can be imaged. High aspect ratio tips will be more effective at 
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imaging high aspect ratio surface features at the cost of mechanical strength, this is 

qualitatively illustrated in Figure 2-6.  

 

Figure 2-6:     Comparison sketch of line profiles measured with a high aspect 
ratio probe tip (A) and a wide probe tip (B). The profiles of the trench 
recorded by each tip are shown in red.  

Cantilevers with integrated tips are commonly constructed from Si and Si3N4 by 

lithography and wet etching.117,119 Metals like tungsten and nickel can also be used, these 

cantilevers must have a low resistance to help dissipate electric charge.119 Cantilevers 

have 2 common shapes, rectangular (like a diving board) and triangular (two arms meet 

at an apex where the tip is located).117 Si probes typically have rectangular cantilevers 

while Si3N4 probes typically have triangular cantilevers.117 AFM images in this thesis were 

recorded with ScanAsyst-Air tips; an SEM image of a ScanAsyst-Air tip is shown in Figure 

2-7A. These triangular Si3N4 tips have a resonant frequency of 70 kHz and spring constant 

of 0.4 N/m.120 Tips are between 2.5 to 8 µm in height with a front angle (FA) and back 

angle (BA) of 15 ± 2.5° and 25 ± 2.5° respectively as shown in Figure 2-7B.120 The tip is 

not quite at the end of the cantilever, it is setback 5 µm. The side angle (SA) that 

determines tip width is 17.5 ± 2.5° (Figure 2-7C), and the radius of the tip end is 2 nm. 

 

Figure 2-7:     ScanAsyst-Air tip geometry, A) SEM image of ScanAsyst-Air tip B) 
side view C) front view. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 120. Copyright (2020), 4D Labs. 

Wear on AFM tips is a concern, tips are inherently damaged during contact with 

the surface.118 The development of tapping mode helped to minimize wear by reducing the 
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amount of contact with the surface. The force applied, sliding speed, and sliding distance 

can all affect wear rate.118 Harder specimens, particularly rough ones, also increase the 

wear rate because of abrasion by roughness features.118 As greater force is applied to the 

tip (by bringing it close to the surface) the wear rate increases. Figure 2-8 shows an AFM 

tip before and after a wear test to simulate normal use, it is clear that the end of the tip 

has been significantly blunted decreasing the resolution of the tip. At higher speeds more 

debris accumulates on the tip, obfuscating its function.118  

 

Figure 2-8:     TEM image of AFM tip (a) before and (b) after the wear test with 10 
nN normal force for 10 mm sliding distance of Si (100) specimen. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 118. Copyright (2014), Springer. 

The primary surfaces imaged in this thesis are soft polymers, particularly PDMS. 

On soft materials the repulsive force builds up less rapidly as the material can be deformed 

by the probe tip.121 The indentation depth can be quite significant, on neat PDMS the max 

indentation depth was 86 nm.122 Such deformation obscures boundary of the surface, the 

AFM tip feels an increased pull on force and a greatly increased pull off force compared 

to a hard surface.122 Large pull off forces can cause imaging errors and put torsional stress 

on the AFM tip. Incomplete elastic recovery of the adjacent surface can introduce further 

imaging errors.122 The tip can also become soiled by soft materials that are picked up by 

the tip while in contact with the surface.118 These issues can be mitigated on PDMS via 
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plasma or UV/ozone treatment, which generates a harder silica like layer, reducing the 

pull-on force from 5.9 to 0.2 nN and the pull-off force from 43.1 to 1.7 nN.122 

2.3. Contact Angle Goniometry 

The wetting characteristics of a surface are defined by the contact angle of a water 

droplet on the surface. The exact edges of the interfaces can be difficult to discern along 

with the contact angle; to accurately image droplets the contact angle goniometer is 

used.123 A schematic of a typical goniometer is shown in Figure 2-9. The sample is placed 

on a stage which is situated between a camera and a light source. A droplet is dispensed 

onto the surface by a syringe or pipette. The droplet blocks light, making a well-defined 

silhouette of the widest part (middle) of the droplet. Fitting software is applied to track the 

edge of the droplet and quantify the contact angle. 

 

Figure 2-9:     Sketch of a goniometer setup. A basic goniometer consists of a light 
source, an adjustable sample stage, a dispensing system (e.g. 
motorized syringe connected to a needle by tubing), a camera to 
record video, and a computer for data analysis. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 123. Copyright (2018), Nature Publishing Group. 

Another criterion for superhydrophobic surfaces is adhesion between the droplet 

and surface. The force necessary to achieve roll-off decreases as the surface becomes 

more hydrophobic. The two states that are used to describe the interaction between liquid 

droplets and rough surfaces differ in the amount of effective contact area. Water droplets 

in the Wenzel state are strongly pinned to the surface due to greater surface-to-water 

contact.33,34 In contrast, surface-to-water contact is significantly less in the Cassie-Baxter 

state. As a result water droplets adhere weakly to the surface, facilitating their movement 

along it.33,34 For this reason, the Cassie-Baxter state is desired when designing 

superhydrophobic/self-cleaning surfaces, while the undesirable pinning of water observed 

in the Wenzel state can attract more water and leave deposits of dissolved solids on 

surfaces upon drying.33,34 
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The performance of superhydrophobic surfaces can be quantified by sliding angle 

(SA) and contact angle hysteresis (CAH) analyses. A schematic of SA and CAH 

measurement is presented in Figure 2-10A and B respectively. SA is the angle at which a 

surface must be tilted for a stationary droplet to roll off. To measure it a droplet is placed 

on the surface and it is slowly tilted until the droplet slides, that angle is the SA. A low SA 

indicates that the adhesion between the surface and droplet is relatively low. CAH is 

measured by adding and removing water from a droplet on a surface. Small aliquots of 

water are added to the water droplet, when the contact line of the droplet expands the 

advancing contact angle is measured.33,34,124 Conversely, the receding contact angle is 

recorded when the contact line shrinks while removing small aliquots of water from the 

water droplet.33,34,61,124 The difference between the advancing and receding angles is the 

CAH; a low CAH (<10°) is associated with low adhesion to the surface and the Cassie-

Baxter state.34,40 Since the water droplet is loosely adhered to the surface, the boundaries 

of the droplet can easily move. Because both SA and CAH are measures of adhesion of 

water droplet to the surface of interest, their values are often quite similar. Studies of 

superhydrophobic materials will normally report one of these to indicate the wetting state 

of the droplet (Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter). 123,125 

 

Figure 2-10:  Schematic of sliding angle (A) and contact angle hysteresis (B) 
measurements. 

How SA and CAH are related is still the topic of debate.123,125 Some research has 

found that the angle at the trailing end of a sliding droplet corresponds to the receding 

contact angle and the leading end contact angle corresponds to the advancing contact 

angle.125 On some materials such as fluorinated silicon the SA and CAH will be the same, 

while on materials like alkyl ketene dimer (AKD) the CAH can be much larger.125 

Additionally, sliding angle depends on droplet size while contact angle hysteresis does 

not.123 Both methods are indirect measures of adhesion between the droplet and the 

surface, but it is important to distinguish which one is being reported and why. In this 

thesis, SA is reported for its mechanistic similarity to the desired self-cleaning behavior. 
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Chapter 3. Fabrication of 3D fingerprint phantoms 
via unconventional polycarbonate molding 

Fingerprint biometrics is a valuable and convenient security tool; every fingerprint 

is highly detailed and unique, we always have them on “hand”. Herein is described a novel 

bench-top technology of making 3D fingerprint replicas (namely, fingerprint phantoms) by 

exploring a unique microfabrication approach using conventional polymeric materials, to 

aid the development of reliable and accurate fingerprint biometrics. By pressing an 

impression of human fingerprints onto plastic substrates (e.g., polycarbonate chips), 

followed by casting with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, a popular elastomer), I can produce 

a flexible, nanoscale detailed, 3D reproduction of the fingerprint (phantoms). By testing 

with standard optical and capacitive fingerprint scanners (including smartphone capacitive 

sensors), I have shown that all three levels of fingerprint details can be precisely recorded 

and match well with the original fingerprint. Superior to artificial fingerprint patterns, these 

phantoms have the exact 3D features of fingerprints and introduce no variability compared 

to human sampling, which make them perfect targets for standardizing fingerprint 

scanners and for biometric applications. 

 

Note: this chapter is adapted with modifications from:  

Schultz, C. W., Wong, J. X. H., Yu, H.-Z., Fabrication of 3D Fingerprint Phantoms via 

Unconventional Polycarbonate Molding Sci. Rep. 2018, 8, 9613. Copyright (2018) Nature.  

I performed most of the experimental work and drafted the paper; Jessica Wong (a 

Masters student in Yu lab) helped with initial experimental design and manuscript proof-

reading. Dr. Hogan Yu supervised the entire project and helped with writing the paper. 
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3.1. Introduction 

The pattern of friction ridges on our fingertips form unique patterns known as 

fingerprints that are popularly adapted for personal identification. Forensic science relies 

heavily on fingerprints collected at crime scenes as evidence; fingerprint scanning 

systems at borders, corporate buildings, and in our mobile devices (smartphones, pads, 

and laptops), keep our personal identity and data safe. In all situations, fingerprint 

identification relies on the collection of fingerprint data for comparison and matching. 

Historically fingerprints were recorded by smearing ink on the fingertip and pressing it onto 

paper to form physical fingerprint impressions.5 Today fingerprints are often recorded for 

subsequent matching with digital fingerprint scanners either standalone or as part of a 

mobile device.  For perspective, telecommunication experts predict that 40% of all 

smartphones worldwide will incorporate a fingerprint scanner, a significant increase from 

30% in 2016.126 Fingerprint scanners would be ubiquitous by 2020 as most new phones 

(regardless of price range) include them as default.126 Their recording mechanisms are 

varied; optical scanners observe lighting differences absorbed/reflected by the ridges and 

valleys; capacitive scanners utilize an array of micro-capacitors to resolve capacitance 

difference between ridges and air; ultrasound scanners record ridge location by detecting 

the echo of projected acoustic pulses.1 

Fingerprint scanners are supposed to be robust to accommodate a wide range of 

user conditions, and accurate to ensure correct fingerprint matching, which are in fact 

facing challenges of spoofing and attacking with “synthetic” fingerprints.12 Fingerprint 

scanners are typically first evaluated with sine wave and ronchi grating targets, which have 

defined feature size, relief, and grey levels.127 By imaging targets the scanner’s resolution 

can be determined, its sensitivity adjusted, and operating parameters calibrated. 

Subsequently, actual fingerprints are sampled for quality and matching analysis with these 

scanners. Sampling people is costly, time consuming, and has many sources of 

uncontrollable errors (pressure, finger condition, sweat level, and fingerprint type) from 

user input. To reduce development costs manufacturers look for alternatives to testing 

real people, creating a demand for “phantoms” (vide infra) that bear the same structural 

and physical characteristics of human fingerprints. 

An imaging phantom (or just “phantom”) is a specially designed object that mimics 

the properties of tissues/organs to test biomedical diagnostic devices (MRI, CT, and 
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ultrasound machine as examples) for accuracy and resolution calibration.128-130 The 

physical properties and dimensions of phantoms are accurately defined to facilitate more 

precise calibrations. Many types of phantoms with a large range of complexity exist today, 

from simple blocks of gelatinous water of certain densities to full body phantoms 

containing a bone-analog skeletal system, fake organs, and tissue regions mimicking 

muscle, skin, and fatty tissue.128,129 The development of patterned phantoms to test 

fingerprint scanners has been in demand due to the exponential increase of adapting 

fingerprint biometric systems for both stationary and mobile electronics as mentioned 

above.5,126,128 Non-permanent gelatin phantoms can be readily constructed by molding 

impressions of fingers into crafting plastics (Utile PlastTM, FreeplasticTM) and silicone 

rubbers. Gelatin phantoms approximate finger ridge relief and electrical resistance of 

human tissue well; however these gelatin phantoms dry out and distort quickly, for which 

they are not suitable for practical calibration applitions.11,131 The state-of-the-art approach 

to fabricate fingerprint phantoms is the adaptation of 3D printing technology and the 

generation of a 3D image from a 2D fingerprint scan (simulating the ridges).132 Another 

notable progress in this field is the development of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 

phantoms molded from a simulated ridge pattern etched in silicon, which was developed 

earlier by Lu et al. to test ultrasound scanners.18 

Herein, is reported a bench-top technique to construct 3D fingerprint phantoms, 

for which PC is “reinvented” as an ideal candidate for solvent-assisted microcontact 

molding. Fingerprint impressions are first molded into a solvent-softened PC substrate 

(“the mold”), which serves as an enduring template (the “mold”) to cast 3D fingerprint 

phantoms with PDMS, the most popularly used elastomer for micro/nanofabrication. 

These permanent 3D replicas are derived from real fingerprint impressions with nanoscale 

features precisely reproduced. 
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3.2. From 3D PC Mold to PDMS Fingerprint Phantom 

 

Figure 3-1:Fabrication of 3D fingerprint phantoms via solvent-assisted 
polycarbonate (PC) molding. (A) Finger to be impressed on PC. (B) 
Fingerprint impression molded on a PC plate serving as the 3D 
template (mold). (C) PDMS fingerprint phantom casted from the PC 
mold. The bottom insets show how fingerprint features were 
“copied” to PC and subsequently replicated to a PDMS phantom 
(color code: pink-finger, dark blue-PC mold, and beige-PDMS 
phantom). 

The procedure to make fingerprint phantoms is not complicated, 3D physical 

“negatives” were first constructed on polycarbonate (PC) plates, followed by casting 

PDMS phantoms thereof (Figure 3-1). To begin with, a thin film of acetone was sprayed 

onto the PC plate, which penetrates the polymer network at the surface of PC causing it 

to swell and soften.59,133-135 Upon pressing with a finger, swollen PC chains are rearranged 

between fingerprint ridges and into pores to form a highly detailed PC “negative” of finger 

ridge relief, i.e., a reusable 3D mold (Figure 3-1B). Mild skin dryness can be felt upon 

exposure to acetone during fingerprint molding, however, the procedure is relatively safe 

because acetone does not penetrate the lipid layer to enter the bloodstream (to damage 

the skin).136 Next step is the microcontact casting using PDMS to produce the 3D 

fingerprint phantom (Figure 3-1C). Microcontact molding was originally invented to copy 

defined micro/nano-patterns from silicon masters;20,137-139 here its unique application to 

replicate fingerprints via the creation of a highly-detailed 3D plastic mold was explored.  

A few precautions should be taken when a fingerprint phantom is fabricated. The 

finger was rolled from one edge of the fingernail to the other to copy the entire ridge 

pattern. Demolding of the fingerprint phantom from the PC mold must be done carefully; 

after fingerprint molding the PC surface is no longer smooth, the PDMS phantom 

conforming to the roughness creates a large degree of adhesion between the surfaces. 
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On account of the flexibility of PDMS, the flat phantom can then be attached to a glove tip 

or wrapped around a finger before testing, which improves the usability (Figure 3-1C). 

These fingerprint phantoms were constructed in 2-3 hours without using any sophisticated 

instrumentation; the materials are inexpensive PC plates and standard PDMS kits. In 

comparison, the wearable phantoms fabricated by Engelsma et al. explored a special 

computer algorithm to map and convert a 2D fingerprint image to a 3D molds,132 which 

were focused on high resolution 3D printing and imaging processing technology. The 

PDMS phantoms created by Lu et al. were from designed silicon masters by adapting 

advanced lithography techniques in a clean room.18  

 

Figure 3-2:Matching of 3D PDMS phantoms with original fingerprints. (A) 
Fingerprint with a loop core. (B) Fingerprint with a whorl core. (C) 
Fingerprint with a tented arch core. Top row of each section: optical 
images of actual finger (left) and corresponding phantom (right) 
output from the same fingerprint scanner. Bottom row: binarized 
representation of fingerprint pattern with results of minutiae 
identification and matching algorithm overlaid. Similarity scores 
between original and phantom are displayed on the binarized 
phantom images (top left corner). 

The quality of the PDMS phantoms was first examined for their fidelity with the 

original fingerprints they were copied from. Figure 3-2 depicts the matching of three 

representative fingerprints with corresponding phantoms; both were collected with the 

same digital fingerprint scanner (Secugen Hamster Plus). The fingerprints in (A), (B), and 

(C) belong to three most popular fingerprint classes (based on the core), i.e.,  a loop (65% 

of the population’s fingerprints), a whorl (30%), and an arch (5%) respectively.5 Appraisal 

between the optical images of original fingerprint (left) and phantom fingerprint (right) 

illustrates the exceptional quality of the PDMS fingerprint phantoms; the phantom images 

are practically indistinguishable from the original fingerprints as the position and size of 

ridges match perfectly. The dimensions of phantom ridges are clearly defined, subtleties 

in ridge width and height are recorded by the scanner allowing details such as pores and 
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ridge contours to stand out. Artificially designed finger ridges, such as those produced by 

3D printing of fingerprint phantoms, do not include variation in ridge width and depth that 

naturally occur.9 Such distinct features will aid in optimizing scanners for imaging real 

fingerprints. In Figure 3-2, below each fingerprint image is a binary representation; 

anywhere that the fingerprint matching software (Verifinger SDK) detects a ridge is 

displayed as solid color on a pure white background. These binarized representations 

allow the software to match fingerprints readily based on the location of minutiae (unique 

fingerprint ridge arrangements). From a research perspective it shows us where the 

scanner identifies ridges. Like real fingerprints, phantom fingerprints can be accurately 

converted to a binarized image; moreover, the locations of binarized ridges are identical 

to source ridges indicating that real and phantom ridges are interpreted similarly by the 

scanner.  

Several fingerprint matching algorithms are currently available, which all operate 

on the same principle of comparing minutiae.5 Particularly, the software identifies the 

location and direction of minutiae (e.g., where a ridge ends or splits) and compares them 

between fingerprints.140 The output is a similarity score (Figure 3-2, bottom row of each 

section). The colored circles overlaying the binarized fingerprints represent minutiae 

identified by the system, vectors protruding from the circles identify the direction of 

minutiae, and the red box identifies the location(s) of the core origins.135,140 Minutiae that 

match (based on direction and location relative to the core) between the original and 

phantom fingerprints are connected with lines to form a “tree”, differences in the distance 

between matched minutiae and the number of matches contribute to the similarity 

score.135,140  The scores displayed in Figure 3-2 are an average from three phantoms 

constructed independently of each source fingerprint. According to the specifications of 

Verifinger, a similarity score of 33 represents a false acceptance rate of 0.01%, which is 

considered sufficient for fingerprint matching. The score for all phantoms (>190) are well 

above this matching threshold, indicating the ridges are faithfully copied and detectable 

when imaged by a standard optical fingerprint scanner. Engelsma et al. also achieved 

similarity scores ranging from 100-300 when matching their 3D-printed phantoms and the 

original fingerprint image.132 This comparison confirms that our naturally derived (via PC 

molding) PDMS phantoms should fulfill the purpose of testing the performance of 

fingerprint scanners and the embedded matching algorithms. 
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3.3. Microscopic imaging of the mold and phantom 

The exceptional quality of PDMS phantoms was further validated based on the 

reproduction (between mold and phantom) of the three levels of physical details that exist 

within a fingerprint pattern.5,141 The first level of details is the location and arrangement of 

fingerprint ridges in relation to each other; the second level details (minutiae) are unique 

ridge patterns formed where ridges come together and differentiate.178 Dimensional 

attributes of fingerprint ridges represent the third level of detail, including the width, edge 

contours, shape, the location and size of sweet pores and other permanent details such 

as creases or scars.141,142 Highly distinctive third level features are excellent for examining 

partial prints; as few as 20-40 pores (size and location) are adequate for a positive 

identification.142  

 

Figure 3-3: Optical imaging of the PC fingerprint mold (left) and PDMS phantom 
(right). (A)/(A’) shows the entire fingerprint, which represents the 
first level details; (B)/(B’) a magnified section showing the 
fingerprint core; (C)/(C’) selected second level details such as 
islands (I), incipient (under developed) ridges (II), delta (III), and 
bifurcation (IV); (D)/(D’) a high magnification image showing the 
third level details, i.e., sweat pores along a fingerprint ridge (as 
highlighted). 
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The complete fingerprint mold and phantom images are displayed in Figure 3-3A 

and A’, respectively to show the reproduced first level details, i.e., an overview of the 

discernible individual ridges. Figure 3-3B/B’ highlights the fingerprint core in the PC mold 

and PDMS phantom, the essential feature to align fingerprints for matching.142 In Figure 

3-3C and Figure 3-3C’ several second level details are clearly defined, i.e., an island(I), 

an incipient ridge (II), a delta (III), and a bifurcation (IV) as highlighted in red dash-line 

circles. Comparison of the first level and second level details between the mold and 

phantom illustrates the accuracy of our molding approach; all minutiae recorded in the 

mold are present in the phantom and their relative locations are identical. The minimal 

size and depth of third level details such as sweat pores can make them difficult to identify 

and define; these distinctive features however, can be perfectly recorded in the PC mold 

and reproduced in the PDMS fingerprint phantoms (a series of pores are highlighted along 

a ridge in Figure 3-3D/D’).  Other third level details, such as ridge width and contours are 

also replicated well. 

 

Figure 3-4:Profilometry imaging of PC fingerprint mold and PDMS phantom. 
Profiled 3D images of (A) PC mold, (B) PDMS phantom, and their 
respective cross section along the red line. 

The other key feature of our phantoms is the capability of recording the depth of 

fingerprint ridges on PC mold and reproducing them into PDMS phantom, i.e., the creation 

of a 3D polymeric replica of the original fingerprint. To illustrate this unique feature, both 

the fingerprint PC mold and PDMS phantom were imaged with a profilometer to examine 

the 3D morphology (Figure 3-4). For the particular fingerprint replicated, the average ridge 

width is between 500 and 700 µm and the height ranges from 40 to 60 µm, which is well 
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within the range of ridge dimensions of human fingerprints.143 Along the ridges of the PC 

mold (Figure 3-4A) minute changes in depth are visible, while the peaks (corresponding 

to the space between ridges in the original fingerprint) have more obvious variability in 

height (as shown in the inset below Figure 3-4A). The PDMS phantom effectively copied 

the ridge impressions to reproduce subtle minutiae of the original ridges. The image in 

Figure 3-4B shows that the ridges were reproduced down to the third level details of a 

fingerprint; differences in the steepness of ridges and the depth of valleys between them 

can be differentiated. Along ridges variations in height manifest as pore impressions and 

undulations in finger tissue. Subtleties such as the angle of ridge edges partially developed 

and shallow ridges were also well duplicated. The cross-section profile (inset below Figure 

3-4B) shows an incipient ridge and two pores located at 1200 µm, 1600 µm, and 2300 µm, 

highlighting the reproduced microscale details. 3D recording of third level details in 

fingerprint phantoms confirms that the topography of the PC mold (fingerprint impression) 

was effectively reproduced to the PDMS phantom. These PDMS phantoms have the 

advantage over other 2D image-derived phantoms because of their defined 3D 

morphological information,11,131 which is imperative for confirming proper fingerprint 

reading in sensor development and accuracy testing.  

The fingerprint PC molds and PDMS phantoms were also imaged with SEM to 

probe microstructural details and examine how accurately they were transferred during 

nanocontact molding and casting. When swollen with a solvent (e.g., acetone), PC not 

only forms a malleable surface, but also undergoes rearrangement at the molecular level. 

Solvent molecules penetrate between polymer chains, which push them apart and 

increases their free volumes.54,65 Greater free volumes allow PC which originally existed 

in an amorphous state (polymer chains are too rigid to crystallize from melting) to adopt 

ordered configurations and crystallize into spherulites (i.e., spherical semi-crystalline 

regions inside non-branched linear polymers). 54,65 Spherulites in PC range from 5 to 10 

µm in size, consisting of ~100 nm crystalline PC tendrils which grow and branch outward 

from a central nucleation point with amorphous PC filling space between the tendrils. 54,65 

Evidence of PC spherulite impressions in PDMS would indicate that PDMS can mold 

features at least as small as spherulites or their tendrils (at micrometer and nanometer 

scale, respectively).  

Figure 3-5A presents a low magnification SEM image of a fingerprint impression 

in PC; ridges are well defined; raised sections along ridges corresponding to pores (in red 
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circles) are visible. Figure 3-5A’ displays the same area of the PDMS phantom casted 

from the PC mold in Figure 3-5A. Visually phantom ridges match the PC impression and 

their similarity to actual ridges is striking; the sweat pores can be identified as slight 

depressions along the ridge (highlighted in red circles). Further examination of ridge 

impressions (Figure 3-5B) revealed that PC forms a porous surface, as the PC chains 

rearranges into spherulites after swelling with acetone. 54,65 The entire phantom surface is 

covered with uniformly distributed “protrusions” (Figure 3-5B’), which conform to the 

porous surface of the PC mold. As shown in Figure 3-5C, the PC spherulite surfaces are 

rough and they are interconnected with each other; their sizes vary from 5 to 10 µm. These 

high magnification SEM images show that the PDMS phantom (Figure 3-5C’) in fact copies 

microscopic features as small as the spherulites from the PC perfectly. Even more 

remarkable, the shape of an individual spherulite can be “casted” on the PDMS phantom 

with the details corresponding to protruding tendrils (Figure 3-5D/D’). The surface of 

spherulite impressions on the PDMS phantom (Figure 3-5D’) are rough at the nanometer 

scale, as a result of PDMS conforming to the surface of spherulites (formed on the PC 

mold). These SEM studies illustrate that the PC molding procedure accurately reproduces 

the microscopic details of the original fingerprint. A Fourier-transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FT-IR) spectrum of the PDMS surface (Figure A1) indicates no PC is 

transferred to the PDMS during casting. 
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Figure 3-5:Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging of PC fingerprint mold 
(left) and matching PDMS fingerprint phantom (right). (A)/(A’) Low 
magnification images of ridges; (B)/(B’) images of a single ridge 
surface; (C)/(C’) images of spherulites in PC mold and their 
impressions in the PDMS phantom; (D)/(D’) high magnification 
images of an individual spherulite and its impression. The insets in 
(A)/(A’) display water drops on the respective surfaces and 
corresponding contact angles. 

The other surface property pertaining to the above described nanostructured 

morphology is the wettability. As shown as the inset in Figure 3-5A, the water contact 

angle on the PC mold is 130±2º, which is significantly higher than that of an unmodified 
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PC surface (902). The PDMS phantom in fact has an even higher water contact angle 

(144±2, inset of Figure 3-5A’). Such a near-superhydrophobic surface should be resistant 

to contamination, which ensures imaging reproducibility and is suitable for long-term 

applications.  

3.4. Optimization of phantom fabrication 

As mentioned above, fingerprint scanners rely on various means of detecting 

ridges (optical, conductivity, or ultrasound) and may use additional measures to verify the 

authenticity of fingerprints. Although PDMS is a great physical analog of skin in terms of 

strength and elasticity, their optical and electrical properties are very different, which can 

lead to unreadable phantoms. While the fingerprint matching shown in Figure 2-6 was 

successfully performed with an optical scanner, possible additives to further improve their 

performance were identified. To approximate tissue optical properties, a flesh colored 

silicone pigment (pantone 488C) can be added at low weight percent to the PDMS during 

curing (Figure A2). Pigmentation provides the necessary scattering and absorption for 

optical scanners to resolve ridges clearly.128,129 Many different pigments can be chosen or 

combined to mimic a wide range of skin tones. Biological additives (blood cells, collagen, 

and lipids) cannot serve this purpose in PDMS phantoms as they do not disperse well and 

decompose rapidly.128  

Fabrication of PDMS phantoms for reading with capacitive scanners is also 

feasible; these phantoms must achieve an electrical resistance of ~16 M/cm to properly 

simulate human tissue.131 There is a degree of flexibility in achieving readability by 

capacitive scanners because they are built to detect fingerprints with a high rate of success 

by accepting large variations in conductivity. Silver nanowires and particles may be 

applied, however large percentages (18%) are required to reach the percolation threshold 

and achieve the desired conductivity.144-145 At such high additive ratios, PDMS becomes 

less elastic and conforms to the mold surface poorly.145 Commercially available conductive 

PDMS precursors with silver coated aluminum nanoparticles dispersed at their percolation 

threshold may be tested.132 Silicone thinner (5%) should be added to decrease viscosity 

and ensure complete molding of fingerprint impressions along with flesh colored pigment 

to produce an electrically and optically realistic fingerprint phantom.132 Ultrasound based 
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scanners should not require any additional modification as PDMS possesses a similar 

density to human tissue.18  

3.5. Conclusion 

Unconventional PC molding has been shown to be an effective technique to 

construct 3D fingerprint phantoms, i.e., fingerprint molds made of solvent-softened PC 

plate serve as robust templates to cast flexible and highly detailed PDMS replicas 

(fingerprints phantoms). By matching the PDMS phantoms with source fingerprints, it was 

confirmed that the ridge patterns are faithfully reproduced and all three levels of fingerprint 

details are transferred in 3D. These refined phantoms are excellent tools to expedite and 

advance the development of biometric fingerprint scanners for security and law 

enforcement applications. This represents an example of the novel benchtop fabrication 

method that can be applied to the mass production of many other polymeric 

nanostructures and devices. 

3.6. Experimental 

Polycarbonate (PC) sheets were purchased from Bayer (Sheffield, USA), which 

are protected by a plastic film on both sides upon receiving. Acetone (99.8%) and ethanol 

(95%) were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Sylgard 184 polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 

kit (which contains an elastomer base and elastomer curing agent) was purchased from 

Ellsworth Adhesives (Germantown, USA). Deionized water (>18.3 MΩcm) was produced 

with a Barnstead Easypure UV/UF water system (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, USA). 

To mold fingerprints a 1.5”  1.5” piece of PC chip was cut from the large sheet 

and the protective film removed from one side. The bare surface was washed with 

deionized water and ethanol, then dried with N2. 1.0-mL of acetone was dispensed onto 

the PC surface with an automatic pipette and left for 45 s. A finger was then either pressed 

with mild force or rolled to produce a fingerprint impression on the surface. The PC plate 

was left to dry in ambient conditions to solidify the fingerprint impression (the mold). The 

fingerprint phantoms were constructed by casting a PDMS replicate using the PC mold. 

Briefly, the two precursors supplied in the PDMS kit, the elastomer base (part A) and the 

curing agent (part B) were mixed in a 10:1 ratio by manual stirring and vortexing. The 

precursor solution was poured over the PC mold, degassed for 45 min in a vacuum 
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chamber, and then cured in an oven at 80 ºC for 2 h. The PDMS phantom is then cut and 

carefully peeled from the PC mold.  

Optical images were captured with a stereo microscope (Motic SMZ-168 Series) 

equipped with a 10 Mpixel digital camera (Moticam10+, Motic Instruments Inc., Richmond, 

Canada).  Digital imaging of fingerprints and fingerprint phantoms was conducted with a 

Hamster Plus Fingerprint Scanner (SecuGen Co., Santa Clara, USA), and a 

DigitalPersona Eikon Touch 710 Fingerprint Scanner (DigitalPersona Inc., Redwood City, 

CA) was used to capture digital images of fingerprints and fingerprint phantoms. Digital 

fingerprint images were converted to 8-bit, 500 DPI gray-scale pictures. Fingerprints were 

verified and matched with Verifinger 11.0 SDK, a software program developed by NEURO 

technology (Vilnius, Lithuania). 

Scanning electron microscopy was employed to examine the morphology of the 

PC molds and PDMS phantoms. An FEI NanoNova 430 SEM was used to obtain high 

resolution images; the samples were coated in a Hummer 6.2 gold sputtering system and 

sputtered in pulse mode for 6 min to deposit a conductive gold layer to the surface. The 

depth of the ridge impressions was measured using a Bruker Dektak XT (Billerica, USA) 

profilometer. Contact angle measurements were performed with a VCA Optima System 

(AST Products Inc.; Billerica, USA). 

3.7. Supporting Information 

Additional experimental details including the fabrication of skin-color PDMS 

phantoms and further optical and spectroscopic characterization of the PC mold and 

PDMS replica are also presented.  
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Figure A1. FT-IR spectrum of a PDMS plate casted from a PC mold. The major 
peaks associated with PDMS are present, e.g., vas(CH3) C-H bond 
stretch at 2950 cm-1, δs(CH): bending of C-H at 1250 cm-1, vas(Si-O-
Si): stretching vibrations of Si-O-Si bonds at 1000 cm-1, and ρ(CH): 
C-H rocking at 800 cm-1 (Berdichevsky et al., Sens. Actuators B 2004, 
97, 402-408). No carbonyl peak is present (v(C=O) at 1670-1820 cm-1) 
in the spectrum, indicating that no significant transfer of PC (or 
precursor) residues to the PDMS replica occurs during the casting 
process 

 

Figure A2. Photos of a skin-color PDMS phantom (left) and the PC mold (right). 
(A/A’) shows the entire fingerprint, which represents the first level 
details; (B/B’) a magnified section showing the fingerprint core. The 
pigment used to dope the phantom, Silc Pig Pantone 488C, is a 
commercial silicone dye for the entertainment industry to make 
props and fake limbs. The skin-color phantom in Figure A1(A) has 
similar optical properties as human skin. More importantly, the 
doping with pigments does not affect the casting of the phantom 
from the PC mold, i.e., the third level details (pores) are replicated 
accurately along the finger ridge impressions. 
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Chapter 4. Three-Dimensional Conductive 
Fingerprint Phantoms Made of Ethylene-Vinyl 
Acetate / Graphene Nanocomposite for Evaluating 
Smartphone Scanners 

Fingerprints consist of unique patterns of skin ridges and valleys and are 

commonly described by three levels of feature details. Most fingerprint identification 

systems rely on matching only first- and second-level details; their calibration using 

unrealistic targets combined with human sampling are cumbersome and time-consuming. 

We have developed a true-to-life fingerprint phantom with optimized conductive properties 

and third-level fingerprint details for developing more reliable matching algorithms for 

popular capacitive fingerprint scanners. An impression of a live finger is made into a 

solvent-softened polycarbonate template, which is subsequently adapted to thermally 

mold ethylene-vinyl acetate graphene (EVA-G) nanocomposite of satisfactory conductivity 

(1.2 ± 0.1 × 10−3 S/m) and mechanical flexibility. It was confirmed with SEM, optical, and 

profilometry imaging that the phantom made of EVA-G nanocomposite replicates the 

three-dimensional morphology of fingerprint with high fidelity, including well-defined third-

level details. The EVA-G phantoms can operate capacitive scanners in popular brands of 

smartphones and tablets with either iOS or Android operating systems (>80% success 

rate). As these permanent phantoms include defined third-level details based on real 

fingerprints, their potential application as calibration standards for developing the next 

generation of scanners with improved security is warranted. 

Note: this chapter is adapted with modifications from a recently published manuscript:  

Schultz, C. W., Fawzy, M., Nasirpouri, F., Kavanagh, K., Yu, H.-Z., Three-Dimensional 

Conductive Fingerprint Phantoms Made of Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate / Graphene 

Nanocomposite for Evaluating Smartphone Scanners, ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2021, 

3, 2097–2105. Copyright (2021) American Chemical Society. 

This work is a collaboration with Dr. Karen Kavanagh’s lab. I performed most of the 

experimental work and drafted the paper. Mirette Fawzy performed initial electronic 

characterization and fabricated phantoms. Dr. Hogan Yu and Dr. Karen Kavanagh 

supervised the entire project and, along with Dr. Farzad Nasirpouri helped with writing and 

proof-reading the paper. 
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4.1. Introduction 

Fingerprint identification is an indispensable technique in forensic science, as 

every human fingerprint is unique (even between identical twins).5 It is also widely adapted 

for biometric authentication in security systems at international borders, airports, 

workplaces, and most popularly in portable electronic devices (laptops, tablets, and 

smartphones). In practice, a finger is placed onto a sensor/scanner that constructs an 

image of the fingerprint, typically via optical, capacitive, or ultrasound signals; the image 

is then compared to a previously recorded fingerprint via an automated fingerprint 

identification system (AFIS) to confirm a match.5,146 Fingerprint scanners are becoming 

ubiquitous nowadays;125 with more than 5 billion users in the world and the high turnover 

rate of smartphones,147 more than one billion smartphones with fingerprint scanners were 

sold in 2019.148 As more and more of our daily lives are managed through a smartphone, 

the personal and financial information protected by these biometric systems becomes 

more valuable, and its security more vital. 

The uniqueness of fingerprints is derived from the three-level of details 

present.5 The general arrangement of ridges and pattern type for classification (i.e., 

whorls, loops, and arches) represents the first level. The second level consists of 

fingerprint “minutiae”, i.e., characteristic arrangements of fingerprint ridges into common 

patterns where ridges merge or differentiate. The locations of these second level details 

are compared in the majority of current fingerprint AFIS. A similarity score is generated by 

matching minutiae in fingerprint images and comparing deviations, while allowing slight 

deformations resulted from fingerprint malleability. Third level details include the width and 

contours of fingerprint ridges, creases, and sweat pores. They are smaller (<50 μm), 

require high resolution sensors (>40 pixels per mm) to identify, and are more susceptible 

to errors (for example, from variations in skin dryness).149 Pre-existing low-quality 

fingerprint images in databases and latent prints may not resolve third-level details clearly, 

which prevented their application for fingerprint matching. With improved imaging and 

cataloging techniques, third-level details like sweat pores (number and location) can be 

included in AFIS matching algorithms to provide additional identifying information, 

strengthening matches, especially when only small or partial prints are available.150  

Although fingerprints are inherently unique, existing AFIS are not always secure. 

They have significant vulnerabilities primarily because their matching algorithms may not 
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utilize all the information present on fingerprints. Smaller partial prints containing less 

minutiae are often recorded by the fingerprint scanner in phones. A recent study by Roy 

et al. showed that the same simulated “MasterPrint” with common arrangements of 

minutiae can find a match to 10% of phone users.12 It is also becoming easier to make 

illicit forgeries of fingerprints from images in a database or latent fingerprints; as such inkjet 

and 3D printing of spoofing fingerprints have been reported recently.11,106 These issues 

highlight the urgent need for better fingerprint scanning resolution and matching 

algorithms. 

Fingerprint scanners are developed to meet application specifications and tested 

using actual fingerprints. In fact, sampling real people is expensive, time-consuming, and 

faces many uncontrollable variables (finger condition, sweat levels, pressure, fingerprint 

type, and skin color).131 Manufactures desire alternatives in order to reduce costs, and 

demand for analogs/targets that emulate the complex 3D structure and physical 

characteristics of human fingerprints. In medicine, tissue analogs with reproducible 

properties are known as phantoms,127-129,151,152 which range in complexity from blocks of 

gelatin and water to full-body phantoms with differentiated tissues, organs, and bones. 

They have facilitated precise calibration of medical imaging instruments including 

magnetic resonance, computed tomography, magnetoencephalography, and ultrasound 

machines.127-129,151,152 Fingerprint phantoms may solve many of the problems associated 

with human testing: physical properties can be controlled by doping or coating the 

phantom; automated systems can be employed to control user variables and perform long-

term durability tests (unlimited repeating tests). Testing on real fingerprints will always be 

the final stage prior to production, but most of the interim testing and development could 

be performed with phantoms. 

Fingerprint phantoms have been initially constructed from gelatin-based 

materials;130 although approximate many of the properties of fingerprints well, they quickly 

dry out and shrink. PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) phantoms have been cast from 

simulated ridge patterns then coated with gold to improve their conductivity.153 Another 

type of PDMS phantoms cast from patterns etched in silicon has been applied for the 

development of ultrasound scanners.18 Conductive PDMS in conjunction with 3D printing 

technique has been recently adapted to create fingerprint phantoms as well.131,154 Further 

advancement in the accuracy and complexity of fingerprint phantoms (such as including 
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simulated subdermal blood vessels155) will essentially accelerate the development of next-

generation scanners and matching algorithms with improved reliability and security.156-158 

We have previously reported the fabrication of PDMS fingerprint phantoms with 

third-level details for developing optical fingerprint scanners with improved secure 

biometric authentication.152 Particularly, an impression of a real finger is molded into 

acetone-softened polycarbonate (PC), which is subsequently used as the negative to cast 

a PDMS phantom. This practical, benchtop approach does not require any advanced 

instrumentation and fabrication facilities. Those PDMS phantoms, however, are 

electrically insulating, which do not possess the conductivity of real fingers necessary for 

capacitive scanners. In fact, capacitive scanners are favored in today’s smartphones and 

tablets for their low profile and are less vulnerable to forgeries because they are sensitive 

to topographical variations.107,148 By incorporating commercially available metallic 

nanoparticles, the conductivity of PDMS for molded fingerprint phantoms can be 

manipulated.131,152 However, incorporating conductive fillers is deleterious to the 

mechanical integrity of PDMS, whereas its conductivity is still insufficient to be detected 

by smartphone fingerprint scanners.152  

In this work, we explore a novel polymer/nanomaterial blend, i.e., ethylene-vinyl 

acetate (EVA) embedded with low-cost graphene nanoplatelets produced by industrial 

scale, mechanochemical exfoliation of graphite,159 for the fabrication of fingerprint 

phantoms. Graphene nanomaterials have unique and desirable properties,160 i.e., high 

thermal conductivity, large surface area, and good electrical conductivity, which make 

them attractive for a compendium of practical applications.161 Besides the preparation of 

composite materials as an additive, graphene has been employed in the fabrication of 

various biomedical devices, sensors, electronics, electromechanical systems, and many 

more.162-164 In this study, EVA was chosen as the matrix for its compatibility with high 

amounts of graphene nanoplatelets while remaining thermally moldable, flexible, and 

durable.165 The EVA-graphene (EVA-G) nanocomposite replicates the 3D morphology of 

fingerprint ridges more precisely than PDMS, with well-defined third-level details (e.g., ∼50 

μm pores and <1 μm variations in ridge contours) and fewer defects, as characterized 

using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), optical microscopy, and profilometry. We will 

compare the capacitive sensor images from real finger with our phantoms to illustrate the 

high-fidelity in the replication of fingerprints. We will demonstrate that our phantoms have 

similar electrical properties as skin, can operate the majority of capacitive scanners from 
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an array of iOS and Android-based smartphones with a high success rate, and that these 

robust and flexible phantoms can be reused for a prolonged period of time. 

4.2. Fabrication and characterization of 3D fingerprint 
phantoms made of EVA-G 

 

Figure 4-1: Fabrication of EVA-G fingerprint phantom from a real finger via thermal 
molding. (A) Schematic view of the thermal molding process (grey: 
PC, black: EVA-G). (B) PC with molded impression of fingerprint on 
the surface. (C) EVA-G phantom cast from the PC mold. 

Our method of fabricating polycarbonate (PC) molds of real finger impressions was 

adapted for thermally molding conductive fingerprint phantoms made of EVA-G. Such a 

simple, benchtop fabrication process is illustrated in Figure 4-1A. A PC plate is first coated 

with a thin film of acetone (∼1 mL for a 4 × 4 cm2 piece) and left for 45 s. Once the solvent 

has swollen and softened the PC as visualized from a decrease in transparency, a finger 

is pressed onto the PC surface creating a negative impression (Figure 4-1B).152 To cast a 

phantom, pellets of EVA-G (30 wt % graphene) are heated to 140 °C and pressed against 

the PC mold with a pressure of 10 PSI (Figure 4-1B). A commercial anti-adhesion spray 

must be used prior to the molding to prevent the EVA-G from adhering to the PC negative 

and breaking during demolding. The thermally melted EVA-G fills the features of the 

fingerprint negative, and after cooling the EVA-G can be separated from the PC mold 

revealing a one-to-one replica of the original fingerprint. The EVA-G fingerprint phantom 

produced (Figure 4-1C), can be cut to desired size and is extremely flexible, i.e., it can be 

wrapped around one’s finger or mounted onto a glove. 
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The replication fidelity was examined with optical and electron scanning 

microscopy. While Figure 4-2A shows the source fingerprint, the magnified image (Figure 

4-2B) displays its well-defined morphology with minutiae easily identified in the ridge 

pattern. Several minutiae, the core (I), a delta (II), islands (III), and a bifurcation (IV) were 

highlighted with red circles. The optical image in Figure 4-2C shows the same area of the 

fingerprint on the phantom surface. The individual ridges surrounding it can be easily 

distinguished from each other. The same minutiae observed on the source fingerprint 

(Figure 4-2B) can be clearly identified in the ridge pattern as highlighted with red circles, 

illustrating the accurate replication of second-level details conventionally used to match 

fingerprints. An optical image of the phantom with even higher magnification is presented 

in Figure 4-2D, where distinctive third-level details including sweat pores (highlighted in 

blue circles), cracks, and ridge undulations are clearly visible.  

SEM images of a set of ridges on the EVA-G phantom are displayed in Figure 

4-2E. The surfaces of ridges appear smooth at this scale, no defects such as voids and 

cracks are visible, and the surface of ridges and valleys has natural variations in 

morphology. When we magnify further, as shown in Figure 4-2F, morphological details of 

a single ridge begin to be resolved. Ridges are not completely flat; undulations in height 

and edge contours that are characteristic of real finger ridges are present.166 A sweat pore 

can be identified near the top of the ridge (circled in blue). Some low-aspect ratio bumps 

are visible on the surface, which are derived from the PC mold rather than the original 

finger.152 Our PC molds are covered in spherulites (5–10 μm) and small voids (>10 μm), 

as a result of solvent-induced recrystallization.152 Fortunately, when the EVA-G is 

thermally molded with the PC negative, it does not “copy” these rough surface features.  
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Figure 4-2: (A) Optical image of the source fingerprint on a fingertip; (B) magnified 
optical image of fingerprint ridges at the fingertip core; (C) optical 
image of the fingerprint phantom corresponding to the fingerprint 
shown in (B); (D) Magnified optical image of several ridges on the 
phantom; (E) SEM image of fingerprint ridges on the phantom; (F) 
magnified SEM image of the highlighted region in E. Various pairs of 
matching minutiae (second-level details) are highlighted in B and C 
with red circles, such as the core (I), a delta (II), an island (III), and a 
ridge bifurcation (IV). Third-level details (sweat pores) are circled in 
blue in D and F. 

To further examine the surface topography of EVA-G phantoms, we have obtained 

profilometry images of both the PC mold and EVA-G phantom of the same fingerprint. 3D 

scans of the surfaces (5 × 5 mm2) were performed by taking parallel profiles (with a step 

size of 2 μm) and “stitching” them together to provide a microscale map of the surface 

(Figure 4-3). The profilometer tip had a radius of 2.5 μm and a vertical resolution of 10 nm, 

both are much smaller than fingerprint third-level features. 
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The image of the PC mold in Figure 4-3A shows a pattern of wide depressions that 

appear blue in the topographical false color. These are the impressions of fingerprint 

ridges molded into the PC. Several third-level details are recorded in these depressions: 

height differences along ridges are clearly visible at the edges and along top surfaces; the 

small green dots along the ridges and bisecting the edges are closed and open sweat 

pores, respectively; and variations in ridge widths are accurately recorded. The depth of 

the PC ridge impressions is between 20 to 40 μm separated on average by 0.5 mm. The 

full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of narrower valleys, or furrows, in between ridges, are 

100 to 200 μm. Figure 4-3B displays a profilometry image of the corresponding EVA-G 

fingerprint phantom that was cast from the PC mold (Figure 4-3A). Because the scan from 

the phantom is a mirror image of the PC mold, the original scan image was inverted to 

align their patterns. It is clear that the PC ridge depressions (ridges and valleys) have been 

reproduced in the EVA-G phantom, as well as the critical third-level details. 

 

Figure 4-3: Profilometry images of (A) PC mold with the impression of a fingerprint 
and (B) the corresponding EVA-G phantom. The bottom insets show 
cross-section profile along the red line in the associated image. 

Below each of the 3D images shown in Figure 4-3 is a profile plot of the fingerprint 

taken across the same region, as indicated by the yellow line. The profiles were leveled 

and the heights were rezeroed for direct comparison. Five ridges/impressions can be 

identified in each line profile, with varying height and shape. A disparity in height is 

apparent in the profiled ridges, impressions in the PC are between 20 and 40 μm deep 

whereas the EVA-G ridges are 40–60 μm tall. Consistent ridge height distortion is the 

result of variable pressures used when making PC impressions. Real fingerprint ridges 

deform under pressure, as such, each PC impression from the same finger would have a 

slightly different 3D morphology. In this case, the PC template may have been made with 
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higher pressure than the one the EVA-G phantom was molded from, with compressed and 

widened finger ridges.166,167 This finding might be further explored to design phantoms that 

simulate fingers with different ridge heights, such as worn hands after prolonged manual 

work. 

Though ridge height in the phantom may be amplified, more importantly, realistic 

3D features on the fingerprint ridges (i.e., pores, cracks, and variable minutiae) are 

replicated in high fidelity. Along the ridges, undulations identical to those in the template 

are also visible (e.g., the crack highlighted in the upper portion of the image), as is the 

varying slope of the valleys at the ridge edges. Sweat pores are reproduced along the 

ridges; at the bottom right corner of each image, three sweat pores are highlighted in both 

the phantom and mold. Pores may not look identical, even on the same print, as they can 

change from open to closed between instances of molding or fingerprinting. Whereas pore 

shapes may be variable, the position along a ridge is reproducible. Previously developed 

phantoms do not include this level of details, having ridges with constant height as they 

were created from 2D images.18,131,153 

The composition of the EVA-G nanocomposite (30 wt %) was chosen for its 

balanced mechanical (durability and flexibility) and electrical properties.159,168 The 

conductivity of EVA-G generally improves upon increasing the amount of GNP filler; at low 

weight percent (<15%), the conductivity is poor but becomes much better at 30 wt % with 

the formation of a percolation network.159 We have particularly performed Impedance 

spectroscopy on the molded EVA-G nanocomposite at this composition (30 wt %) to 

confirm its satisfactory electrical properties. As shown in Figure 4-4A, the representative 

Nyquist plot exhibits a single semicircle between 100 Hz to 1 MHz (the frequency in the 

middle is 26 kHz), which can be ascribed to the simple conductivity-permittivity relation of 

the bulk nanocomposites (indicating the formation of a homogeneous, well dispersed 

EVA-G composite).169 A linear correlation between the DC voltage and the measured 

current was found (inset of Figure 4-4A); such an Ohmic response further confirms its 

satisfactory conductivity. In addition, we have shown that these measurements are 

reproduceable and the EVA-G nanocomposites with low percentages of GNP are much 

less conductive (Supporting Information). On the other hand, the conductivity remains 

constant at low frequencies (<1 kHz) and increases significantly at high frequency (>100 

kHz) (Figure 4-4B). Such a “DC plateau” is characteristic of conductive polymer 

nanocomposites and confirms the formation of a percolation network.170,171 Our measured 
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conductivity is in fact lower than that reported previously,159,169 for which the molding 

process may have influenced the graphene dispersion in the nanocomposites. The 

complex permittivity, also shown in Figure 4-4B, decreases with increasing frequency as 

the degree of polarization induced in the EVA-G composite diminishes. A similar trend 

(frequency-dependent conductivity and permittivity) has been observed by Gabriel et al. 

for human skin,172 indicating that EVA-G phantoms might be effective targets for 

operating/calibrating capacitive scanners. 

 

Figure 4-4: Impedance spectroscopy of thermally molded EVA-G nanocomposites 
(30 wt %). (A) Representative Nyquist plot. The top-right inset 
displays the current as a function of applied DC voltage. (B) 
Electrical conductivity (σ) and complex permittivity (ε*) of as a 
function of the frequency (f) for the impedance measurements. 

For capacitive scanning, both the conductivity and permittivity of the target (finger 

or phantom) are critical; conductivity is required for charge to flow during charging and 

discharging, whereas the permittivity of a material determines how much it is polarized by 

the electric field of the scanner.173,174 The parasitic capacitance between the scanner and 

target is also inversely correlated with the distance, which facilitates the differentiation of 

feature (ridge) heights. The conductivity of EVA-G phantoms is 1.2 ± 0.1 × 10–3 S/m, and 

the complex permittivity is 42 ± 4; both are about an order of magnitude lower than that of 

dry human skin (2.0–2.5 × 10–2 S/m, and 550–1100 respectively).172 Although less 

conductive and polarizable than human skin, the EVA-G still induces a detectable 

capacitive response with fingerprint scanners (vide infra), possibly because its conductive 

surface comes closer to the scanner than human skin, in which the conductive hydrated 

cells are buried below a few layers of keratinized cells (drier and less conductive). It should 

be noted that the properties of skin vary significantly;172 ultimately, fingerprint scanners 
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are built to differentiate ridges and valleys rather than precisely determine the electrical 

properties. 

Nonetheless, higher filler concentrations would stiffen the composite such that the 

phantom cannot properly conform to surfaces for imaging. The decrease in flexibility at 

higher amount required for better conductivity explains why previous attempts to construct 

conductive PDMS phantoms were unsuccessful.152 GNPs were chosen over other carbon-

based conductive additives for their balanced affordability and function.175 Although their 

percolation threshold may be higher than carbon nanotubes (CNTs), GNPs are 

significantly cheaper and easier to produce through bulk solution exfoliation.159 Our 

Raman spectroscopy analysis show that the GNPs used in this work contain very few 

defects and are not significantly oxidized (Supporting Information). GNPs that have a 

percolation threshold of ∼15 wt % are comparable to carbon black (10 wt %) and 

outperform other conductive fillers such as metal nanoparticles.159,175  

4.3. Phantom Testing with Standalone Capacitive Scanner 
and Smartphones 

 

Figure 4-5: Fingerprint matching between the original fingerprint and the EVA-G 
phantom with a capacitive scanner. (A) Image of a real fingerprint 
captured with a capacitive scanner used to make the PC mold. (A’) 
Image of the EVA-G fingerprint phantom cast from the PC mold. (B) 
Binarized depiction of the original fingerprint with location of 
minutiae indicated by tailed circles. (B’) Binarized depiction of the 
image of the EVA-G phantom, the circles connected with a red line 
are minutiae for matching. (C) Magnified image of the highlighted 
area in (A); (C’) Magnified image of the corresponding area in the 
EVA-G phantom. 
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To test their compatibility with commercial capacitive scanners, we initially imaged 

and matched EVA-G phantoms with their source fingerprints using a standalone fingerprint 

scanner (Digital Persona EikonTouch 710) with the biometric matching software 

(Verifinger 11.1 SDK) at specified resolution of 20 pixels/mm (500 pixels/inch). A 

capacitive scanner differentiates the high and low points of fingerprint ridges with an array 

of “cells” containing two coplanar capacitive plates per cell.5,176 The finger acts as a third 

capacitive plate, based on the capacitance decrease between the cell plates (which would 

vary according to the distance from the skin) the system determines if a specific region is 

a ridge or a furrow.176 By placing on the scanner surface, the source fingerprint was 

imaged with a capacitive scanner (Figure 4-5A). Ridges and furrows have high contrast, 

first- and second-level details can be easily identified. The scanner did not adjust the 

contrast, indicating that the finger surface is rather conductive (far above the minimum 

threshold to elicit a change in capacitance), though absolute readings were not available 

for further analysis.  

Figure 4-5A′ shows the corresponding image of an EVA-G fingerprint phantom that 

was cast from a PC mold of the source fingerprint. Like the original, first- and second-level 

details are clearly resolved. Both fingerprints are detected and recognized, but the 

darkness of ridges in the phantom image was lower than the source fingerprint image, 

likely due to a lower capacitance. The contrasts of phantom images in Figure 4-5A′ and 

5C′ were maximized for easier comparison with the source fingerprint. Differences are 

expected since the contrast of a phantom fingerprint will be less influenced by humidity, 

whereas a real fingerprint depends on the skin dryness (dry skin is less conductive) and 

suppleness (harder skin cannot conform as easily to the scanner surface).149,177 Variation 

in contrast along ridges in the phantom indicates that the phantom is not as “supple” as 

the real finger upon conforming to the scanner. To simulate different finger conditions, 

which have variable properties and morphologies (Supporting Information), the contrast 

of EVA-G phantoms could be controlled by further adjusting the malleability of EVA or the 

amount of GNP additives. 

The fingerprint images produced by the finger and phantom were compared using 

the biometric matching software (Verifinger 11.1 SDK). The fingerprint images are first 

“binarized” for feature extraction (Figure 4-5B and B′), particularly minutiae (where ridges 

end, separate, or differentiate) are detected by the system and labeled with tailed circles. 

Because of intraclass variation in fingerprints made by malleable fingers, minutiae cannot 
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be directly compared; instead, the most similar minutiae pair in each fingerprint is used to 

align the fingerprint then other minutiae are compared.5,149 Matching minutiae (those in 

similar locations in the two fingerprints) are connected on the same fingerprint with lines. 

The relative distances between minutiae pairs (represented by the length of connecting 

lines) on each fingerprint are compared to generate a matching/similarity score.5,149 The 

matching score between images of the phantom and the source finger is 290 ± 10, 

indicative of a very strong match by this algorithm. To put this score in perspective, multiple 

images of the same fingerprint, matched with each other, scored 255 ± 10. Remarkably, 

the matching score of the phantom with its source fingerprint is comparable to previously 

reported artificial fingerprint phantoms.131,153 

Along some of the ridges above the fingerprint core in both the source finger and 

phantom, small “white spots”, i.e., sweat pores, are observed, even though they are much 

smaller (∼50 μm) than minutiae (second-level details). Other third-level details such as 

ridge contours (1 to 10 μm variations in ridge height and width) can be also identified on 

the phantom. Magnified sections of the finger and phantom images are shown in Figure 

4-5C and C′, respectively, to highlight these features. Most of the sweat pores are molded 

successfully to the phantom, illustrating how these features could be used to match 

fingerprints (even on very small partial prints). In contrast, other phantoms constructed 

from conductive PDMS or linear low-density polyethylene/ethylene butyl acrylate were 

unable to achieve the balance between its conductivity and flexibility required to imitate a 

real finger (Supporting Information). 

Fingerprint scanners on smartphones are typically small, but are able to capture 

several partial prints to match with the prerecorded fingerprint in its database; each partial 

print is compared with an image from the scanner and if any match, the phone unlocks. 

These partial prints may only have a few minutiae for the algorithm to compare with, so 

that even a relatively poor replica may unlock the phone. As mentioned above, this 

vulnerability is exemplified by hacking fingerprint databases with so-called 

“MasterPrints”.12 Moreover, artificial phantoms derived from fingerprint images (no third-

level details) have achieved strong matches on standalone capacitive scanners and 

smartphones.131,107 This should be alarming as these scanners can be easily fooled it 

becomes vital to improve their security via calibration with true-to-life phantoms (beyond 

standard calibration or extensive human testing). 
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The EVA-G phantoms were tested on capacitive fingerprint scanners of several 

iOS and Android-based smartphones/tablets where the source fingerprint had been 

enrolled, as depicted in Figure 4-6A. Figure 4-6B presents an example of the array of 

partial prints recorded during enrollment of the source fingerprint into the catalogue of 

fingerprint profiles within the device. The smartphone saves only the relative location of 

minutiae, as indicated by the triangles. Minutiae from the phantom fingerprint image are 

compared with all enrolled profiles. If enough minutiae match with any of the profiles 

(green triangles indicate a match) the phone would unlock (Figure 4-6C).  

 

Figure 4-6: Operation of smartphones with an EVA-G fingerprint phantom. (A) 
EVA-G phantom taped to a finger and imaged with the smartphone 
fingerprint scanner. (B) Examples of enrolled fingerprint profiles, 
partial fingerprints captured by the scanner during the initial 
enrollment; triangles indicate minutiae locations. Minutiae in the 
prospective and enrolled fingerprints are compared for a match. 
Green triangles in the enrolled profiles indicate matching minutiae, 
red indicate no-match. An accepted match is indicated by a green 
checkmark. (C) Smartphone unlocked after matching the phantom 
with an enrolled fingerprint profile. 

 

Table 4-1: Imaging of fingerprint phantoms with several smartphone capacitive 
scanners 

Device Type Phantom Detection Success Rate 

iPhone 6 yes 95% 
iPhone 7 yes 90% 

iPhone SE (2020) yes 100% 
iPad Pro 2018 yes 90% 

Macbook Pro 2019 yes 85% 
Samsung S8 no NA 

Huawei Honor yes 80% 
Huawei P30 yes 0% 

Huawei Y Max yes 90% 
Xiaomi Redmi 5 Plus yes 0% 
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Table 4-1 lists the smartphones/tablets tested and if the phantoms can be detected 

and successfully match with the enrolled fingerprint to unlock the device. A pair of 

fingerprint phantoms (left and right thumb of the same operator) were tested on each of 

the devices after the original fingerprints were enrolled. Once an area of the phantom that 

matches with the enrolled fingerprint profile is found, which often took 2–4 attempts, that 

area was repeatedly “applied” to the fingerprint scanner (10 times). Apart from the 

Samsung S8, all capacitive scanners recognized the phantom as a “true” finger. For most 

devices that detected the phantoms, the matching success rate was above 80%; however, 

two of the phones that recognized the phantom did not detect it as a match, surprisingly. 

The Huawei P30 has an in-screen fingerprint scanner, which is embedded “deeper” in the 

device; phantoms required higher pressure that a real fingerprint to be detected owing to 

the limited elasticity of the EVA-G phantom compared to real finger tips. The phantom 

could have been rejected also by “liveness” detection of the touch screen (other than those 

of standalone fingerprint scanners) or strengthened algorithm, unfortunately the exact 

reason for a nonmatch was not provided by the software for security purposes. While 

extensive testing with many more devices is warranted for the practical application of the 

EVA-G phantom as a calibration target, the high success rate achieved across a range of 

mobile devices highlights the effective replication of all levels of details of fingerprints and 

their conductive properties. Beyond being excellent replicas, our phantoms are durable, 

i.e., when used repeatedly, no signs of damage from testing or degradation over time (>3 

months) were observed. They are resistant to oxidation (tested with a UV-ozone 

treatment) and withstand physical deformation such as folding and scratching. 

As described above, these EVA-G phantoms with natural 3D features are capable 

of operating capacitive scanners either standalone or on mobile devices. The third-level 

details we can reproduce on the phantoms will be key to developing new scanners that 

can image them accurately, along with upgraded algorithms that match third-level details. 

Even small fingerprint scanners (the smaller, the better for phones, nonetheless) that 

capture only a few ridges would be exponentially more secure if every sweat pore along 

the fingerprint ridge could be detected for matching.12,149 At the same time, algorithms can 

become more strict, making the fabrication of fingerprint forgeries and illicit “MasterPrints” 

more difficult.107  
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4.4. Conclusions 

The capacitive fingerprint phantoms made of EVA-G nanocomposites, are 

permanent, conductive, and contain third-level features from real fingerprints as illustrated 

with optical, SEM, and profilometry imaging. These phantoms are capable of matching 

real fingerprints recorded by capacitive scanners, including those typically found on 

smartphones. This work highlights their potential as imaging standards for developing 

improved fingerprint scanners, which are currently highly vulnerable to fraudulent access. 

It is conceptually simple to cast replicas from a fingerprint impression; we therefore must 

assume that nefarious individuals have developed similar techniques and have similar 

capabilities. By providing the best artificial fingerprint possible, developers can make 

better scanners with improved algorithms capable of recognizing third-level fingerprint 

details, and that can learn to detect high-quality forgeries. Moreover, industrial graphene 

nanoplatelets are low cost, which will facilitate extensive testing during critical 

development and quality control. 

4.5. Experimental Section 

Ethanol (95%) and acetone (99.8%) were purchased from Fisher Scientific 

(Waltham, MA). Sheets of polycarbonate (PC) were bought from Bayer (Sheffield, AL), in 

which the top and bottom surfaces are covered with plastic films for protection during 

shipping. Sylgard 184 polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) kits were purchased from Ellsworth 

Adhesives (Germantown, MD). A PDMS kit contains an elastomeric base and curing 

agent, which are mixed in a 10:1 ratio before casting. A Barnstead Easypure UV/UF water 

system was used to produce deionized water (>18.2 MΩ cm) (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, 

MA). 

EVA infused with different weight percents (1–30 w/w%) of graphene nanoplatelets 

(GNPs) were supplied by NanoXplore Inc. (Montreal, QC). The GNPs (GrapheneBlack 

3X) were generated in large scale from crystalline graphite through mechanochemical 

exfoliation. The mean thickness of GNPs is 6–10 layers; agglomerate flakes are 38 μm on 

average in size.178  

To mold fingerprints, we cut a 4 × 4 cm2 PC plate from the large sheet. The 

protective film was peeled from one side; the PC plate was washed with deionized water 
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and ethanol, and subsequently dried with N2 gas. Acetone (1.0 mL) was applied to the 

surface using an automatic pipet. After 45 s the source finger was rolled and pressed into 

the PC with mild force, producing an impression of the fingerprint. To solidify the 

impression the PC plate was left to dry in air. Prior to the EVA-G casting, the PC mold was 

covered with a commercial demolding spray to prevent adhesion (Smooth-On Inc., 

Machungie, PA). The fingerprint phantoms were constructed by placing 0.5 g of EVA 

pellets (loaded with 30 wt.% GNP) onto the mold, heating to 140 °C, then pressing together 

using an automatic swing-away heat press (DC8AP, Geo Knight & Co. Inc., Brockton, MA) 

with a constant pressure of 10 PSI (Figure 4-1A). After air cooling for 5 min, the EVA-G 

phantom was carefully separated from the PC mold with a spatula. 

Optical images were captured with a stereo microscope (Motic SMZ-168 Series) 

equipped with a 10 Mpixel digital camera (Moticam10+, Motic Instruments Inc., Richmond, 

BC). A DigitalPersona Eikon Touch 710 Fingerprint Scanner (DigitalPersona Inc., 

Redwood, CA) was used to capture digital images of fingerprints and fingerprint phantoms. 

Digital fingerprint images were converted to 8-bit, 500 DPI gray scale pictures. Fingerprints 

were verified and matched with Verifinger 11.0 SDK, a software program developed by 

NEURO technology (Vilnius, Lithuania). 

An SEM system with a field-emission source (FEI NanoNova 430) operating at an 

accelerating voltage between 10–15 kV was used to collect secondary electron images of 

PC molds and EVA-G fingerprint phantoms. Samples were coated with 10 nm of iridium 

(Leica EM ACE600 Carbon & Iridium Coating System) to reduce surface charging. 3D 

morphology of the PC mold and EVA-G phantom was obtained with a profilometer (Bruker 

Dektak XT, Billerica, MA) in the MapScan mode (tip radius: 2.5 μm). Particularly, a series 

of 2500 lines (5 mm long; 2 μm apart) were scanned and “stitched” together to construct 

a 3D profile of the surface (5 × 5 mm2). 

Impedance spectroscopy measurements of the EVA-G composites were 

performed using a CHI 1040A electrochemical analyzer (CH Instruments, Austin, TX) with 

a voltage (rms) amplitude of 0.01–0.05 V and a frequency range of 0.01 Hz to 1 MHz. All 

the samples for electrical characterization were prepared by hot pressing the as-received 

pellets at 140 °C for 5 min. Rectangular slabs (2 × 2 cm2) were cut from the ∼100 μm thick 

hot-pressed discs and both sides were sputter-coated with 10 nm of iridium to minimize 
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contact resistance. The slabs were then placed between two copper electrodes that were 

connected to the impedance analyzer.  

4.6. Supporting Information 

Additional experimental results including impedance spectroscopy and Raman 

spectroscopy studies of thermally molded EVA-G, fingerprint images from different 

individuals (to highlight their natural variations), and fingerprint phantoms constructed 

using other polymer-GNP composites. 

 

Figure B1: Impedance spectroscopy of thermally molded EVA-G nanocomposites. 
(A) Nyquist plots of three interpedently prepared EVA-G samples (30 
wt.%). (B) A representative Nyquist plot for a 15 wt.% EVA-G sample; 
the top right inset displays a DC I-V measurement of the same 
sample. (C) Electrical conductivity of EVA-G nanocomposites as a 
function of the GNP wt.%. 
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Impedance spectroscopy measurements were performed on a CHI 1040A 

electrochemical analyzer (CH Instruments, Austin, TX). The electrical response of 30 wt.% 

EVA-G (Figure B1A) was rather reproduceable; all samples produced a single simi-circle, 

differences in the impedance data are likely the result of slight variations in the exact 

composition and the molding process. The data from samples with lower GNP 

percentages (15 wt.% and below) were quite poor; as shown in Figure B1B there is a 

region in the middle associated with high frequencies where the impedance data seem to 

reliable, but at lower frequencies the data fluctuates randomly. The DC measurement 

(inset of Figure B1B) also confirmed its very low conductivity (i.e., very high impendence). 

Using the high frequency impedance data (106 Hz), we have also investigated the 

conductivity of EVA-G composites with varied GNP wt.% (Figure B1C). At low wt.% the 

conductivity is low and increases slightly as more GNPs are added. There is a sudden 

increase in the conductivity between 15% and 30% associated with the formation of a 

conductive network upon reaching the percolation threshold. 

The conductivity of the EVA-G composites was determined across a wide range 

of frequencies based on the impedance spectroscopy data (Figure 4-4A). Conductivity 

was calculated using the equation: 

𝜎𝐴𝐶 = 2𝜋𝑓휀0휀′′  (1) 

where 𝑓 is the frequency in Hz, 휀0 is the permittivity of free space (8.854×10-12 F 

m-1), and 휀′′ is the imaginary part of the complex permittivity.174 휀′′ is calculated from the 

impedance by:  

휀′′ =  
𝑍′′

2𝜋𝑓( 0
𝐴

𝑑
)𝑍2

 (2) 

The real part of the complex permittivity is calculated with: 

휀′ =  
𝑍′

2𝜋𝑓( 0
𝐴

𝑑
)𝑍2

  (3) 

where 𝑍′ is the real part and 𝑍′′ is the imaginary part of the complex impedance, 

A is the area of the sample, d is the thickness, and 𝑍 is the complex impedance.174 The 

complex impedance (𝑍) is determined from the real (𝑍′) and imaginary (𝑍′′) components 

by:174 
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|𝑍| =  √𝑍′2 + 𝑍′′2 (4) 

The complex impedance (휀) as displayed in the Bode plot of Figure 4B is calculated 

from 휀′and 휀′′:S1 

|휀| =  √휀′2 + 휀′′2 (5) 

 

Figure B2: Raman spectrum of GNPs taken with a laser excitation at 514 nm using 
an inVia Raman Microscope (Renishaw, Mississauga, ON). The G 
band (1582 cm-1) and D band (1350 cm-1) in the spectrum come from 
the Raman active sp2 carbon network and defects in that network, 
respectively.179,180 Such a small D band indicates rather defect free 
carbon layers. In single-layer graphene the 2D/G’ band appears as a 
single peak, the shoulder on the 2D/G’ band (2730 cm-1) of the GNP 
spectrum reveals that GNPs consist of several layers (6-10, as 
specified by the manufacture178). 
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Figure B3. Fingerprint images from four different individuals to highlight the 
natural variabilities. The darkness of ridges is variable, even within 
the same finger, some ridges saturate the scanner while others elicit 
a weaker response (A). The contrast is influenced by the skin 
moisture, which improves the conductivity of the finger tissue. 
Ridge contours present another difference; some are well defined 
(B) while others (C) are not. Ridge height differences can be 
identified as well, e.g., those in image (D) are heavily laden with 
large pores, while others have fewer pores (A). These differences 
make developing scanners that can detect all types of real fingers, 
while not being susceptible to illicit fingerprint forgeries exceedingly 
difficult. 

 

Figure B4: Fingerprint phantoms fabricated from other GNP-polymer composites. 
Capacitive fingerprint sensor images of the original finger (A), the 
GNP-PDMS phantom (B), and the GNP-LLDPE/EBA phantom (C), 
respectively. 
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For comparison, we have attempted to construct capacitive fingerprint phantoms 

with a variety of polymers loaded with conductive filler, e.g., polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 

and linear low-density polyethylene/ethylene butyl acrylate (LLDPE/EBA), respectively. 

We have previously tested a commercially available conductive PDMS for preparing 

fingerprint phantoms; the overall conductivity and mechanical flexibility of the resulting 

phantom were too low.172 With a protocol adapted from Filippidou et al.,168 we have 

explored the creation of conductive PDMS with infused GNPs. Particularly, GNPs were 

first dissolved in a 7:3 hexane/isopropyl alcohol mixture and sonicated for 30 min. After 

which PDMS base was added, and the solution was sonicated for 12 h. The mixture was 

then mechanically stirred for 24 h. The PDMS curing agent was then added in a 10:1 ratio 

with the PDMS base (with infused GNP) and the mixture was stirred until the solvents 

evaporated.  Then the GNP-PDMS composite was poured onto a PC mold (of fingerprint) 

and cured in an oven at 60° C for 24 h to a fingerprint phantom. We have found that PDMS 

could be loaded with up to 30% w/v GNPs before failing to demold; Figure B4B shows an 

image of such a GNP-PDMS fingerprint taken with a standalone capacitive scanner. 

Compared with the original fingerprint image (Figure B4A) ridges in the GNP-PDMS 

phantom were wider but in the proper location. Small partial ridges and depressions from 

pores that match the original were present in the replica. Unfortunately, the conductivity 

of the PDMS was still not high enough to be a satisfactory analog for human skin. Getting 

the GNP-PDMS phantom to be detected by the capacitive scanner proved a challenge 

and it was not recognized by any smartphone capacitive scanners we tested it on. 

A copolymer of linear low-density polyethylene/ethylene butyl acrylate 

(LLDPE/EBA) loaded with GNPs was also tested for fabricating phantoms. Like the EVA-

G phantoms, these phantoms were thermally molded using the PC fingerprint molds. 

When imaged with a capacitive scanner (Figure B4C) the LLDPE/EBA phantom was 

detected, but the image quality is poor. Ridges had varied contrasts and critical third level 

details like pores (which show up in optical images) were not resolved by the scanner. 

More importantly, these LLDPE/EBA phantoms cannot be recognized by any of the 

smartphone scanners we have tested.  
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Chapter 5. Benchtop one-to-one replication across 
length scales from 100 nm to 10 cm via ambient 
polycarbonate molding 

Herein, a benchtop technique to create one‐to‐one plastic replicas of 

nanostructured “masters” of various materials and dimensions via polycarbonate (PC) 

molding under ambient conditions is described. Instead of conventional thermal molding 

of PC under high temperature and pressure, it is explored to adapt solvent‐assisted 

method that has been traditionally unpopular due to the alteration of its morphology 

induced by swelling and recrystallization. A thorough study of how polymer spherulites 

(spherical domains of semicrystalline polymer chains) develop and whether their growth 

can be inhibited by nanocontact molding is conducted; it demonstrated not only how 

molding drastically limits crystallization but also how the crystallization can be controlled 

in the process of replicating micro/nanostructures. The efficacy of one‐to‐one replication 

across length scales from 100 nm to 1 mm over large areas (>5 cm2) has been confirmed 

with high‐resolution scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy. The 

durable monolithic PC replicas can be used as templates for casting polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) devices, allowing expensive lithographically designed masters to be preserved 

and accelerating production by multiplexing. The simplicity and low cost of this benchtop 

approach augment the feasibility of nanofabrication in resource‐limited settings with 

reduced costs and processing time. 

Note: this chapter is adapted with modifications from a recently published manuscript:  

Schultz, C. W., Yu, H.-Z., Benchtop one-to-one replication across length scales from 100 

nm to 10 cm via ambient polycarbonate molding. Adv. Eng. Mater. 2021, 2100048. 

Copyright (2021) Wiley. 

I performed most of the experimental work and drafted the paper. Dr. Hogan Yu 

supervised the entire project and helped with writing and proof-reading the paper. 
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5.1. Introduction 

Miniaturization has been paramount to technological advancement over the past 

few decades and will continue to be a main driver of improvement in scientific, industrial, 

and consumer settings.20,23,181 This is most evident in state‐of‐the‐art electronics, e.g., 

mobile phones have advanced from simple bulky devices to fully capable pocket‐sized 

“computers.”182 Technologies reliant on micro and nanoscale structures are also being 

applied in important fields such as biomedicine, optics, sensors, and material sciences. 

Optical properties can be controllably altered for security applications;183 nanostructures 

in bioassays and microfluidics are being used for directing fluid flow;142,184 and, completely 

waterproof self‐cleaning surfaces are constructed from micro/nanoscale patterns on and 

of desired materials.185,186 

Traditionally, micro and nanostructures are fabricated via lithographic techniques. 

Generally, a mask controls where a resist is exposed to the light (photolithography) or an 

electron beam is applied serially to specified locations (electron beam lithography). The 

resist, which is spin coated onto the substrate (e.g., silicon), is then chemically etched to 

develop the pattern.23 Samsung and Intel have recently advanced these techniques to 

produce <10 nm features in their microchips.181 These lithography techniques have 

limitations; the fabrication of photomasks is expensive and time consuming; electron beam 

lithography is an inherently slow serial process; nonplanar materials are difficult to pattern; 

and expensive lithography equipment (precise mask aligners and exposure lamps) must 

be housed in a cleanroom.23  

To address the challenges of traditional lithography, nanoimprint lithography (NIL) 

and soft lithography techniques have been developed.20,23,187,188 NIL refers to a pressure‐

induced transfer of patterns from a rigid mold to a UV cured or thermally softened 

polymer.20 Soft lithography encompasses a number of techniques that use an elastomeric 

stamp (often polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS) to print, mold, or emboss a pattern onto a 

surface.20,23,187 In both cases, their primary purpose is to prepare a negative copy of an 

existing “master” (designed or natural). A wide array of substrate materials (e.g., polymers, 

glass, and gold film) and surface morphologies can be handled with these techniques, 

expanding the application of nanofabricated structures.20,23,138,187 Particularly, 

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and polystyrene (PS) has been proven versatile for 

copying microscale patterns by thermal NIL.189 Polycarbonate (PC) is conventionally 
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molded via NIL to mass‐produce optical discs; with properly controlled temperature and 

pressure, sub‐50 nm structures can be replicated.190,191 It has been recently adapted for 

making one‐to‐one replicas of lithographically fabricated masters by thermally molding 

PDMS negatives.192 Sub‐nanometer patterns have been also imprinted into polyurethane 

(PU) by exposing uncured prepolymer to UV light while in conformal contact with a 

“master.”193,194 

Solvent‐assisted molding techniques, a subset of soft lithography, further simplifies 

the fabrication procedure by taking advantage of different interactions of solvent with the 

mold and substrate to eliminate the need of heat and high pressure.30,195,196 Although the 

mold is relatively impervious (or at least insoluble) to solvent, the substrate is compatible 

and becomes inundated with solvent, either swelling or dissolving. Solvent‐assisted 

molding of PS and PMMA has been explored in the past two decades to achieve sub‐

100 nm resolutions.20,,30,195,196 PC is prone to recrystallization upon solvent treatment,54,65 

as a result it has not been considered as a suitable substrate, i.e., a solvent‐assisted 

molding protocol for convenient nanoscale replication with PC has not been explored.197 

Nonetheless, PC has excellent durability, impact resistance, and optical clarity, which lend 

to its broad application in safety goggles, greenhouses, skylights, bulletproof glass, and 

automobile headlights.198 Adapting solvent‐assisted molding to PC (with a similar 

resolution to thermal‐NIL of PC) would reduce the complexity and equipment costs, and 

facilitate the incorporation of functionalities derived from micro and nanoscale features to 

PC‐based structures and devices. 

Herein, we report a nanocontact replication technology to create durable one‐to‐

one monolithic PC replicas of any micro or nanostructures (with a lateral resolution of 

≈100 nm) that are compatible with PDMS. Unlike thermal molding which requires 

specialized equipment and precise conditions, our protocol is conducted on a benchtop at 

ambient conditions. It should be emphasized that this is not a conventional molding 

technique where a master is used to prepare a negative copy, but a reproduction 

technique where the negative template is adapted for rapidly creating identical replicas of 

the masters. Such replicas can be used as masters to preserve the original and to perform 

multiplex fabrication. With this in mind, particular attention is paid to efficient pattern 

transfer from a master to the PDMS template and the fidelity among the master, PDMS 

template, and PC replica. In specific, optimized replication of both micro and 
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nanostructured masters (arrays of pits and holes) will be presented, whereas microfluidic 

channel plates and commercial security labels with subwavelength diffractive structures 

are replicated to demonstrate the broad adaptability of this technology in academic and 

industrial settings. 

5.2. Nanocontact replication using PC at the Micro- and 
Nanoscale 

 

Figure 5-1: Benchtop one-to-one nanocontact replication of a DVD-ROM master to 
create an identical PC replica.  Schematic illustration of the 
preparation of a PDMS template and the subsequent solvent-
assisted molding to create a PC replica of the original DVD master; 
AFM images of (A) the original DVD-ROM as the master, (B) the 
PDMS template cast from the DVD-ROM, (C) the PC replica. 

Previously (in Chapter 3) I fabricated 3D PDMS fingerprint phantoms (calibration 

targets) for developing more reliable fingerprint scanners by first making fingerprint 

impressions into a PC surface that was swollen and softened by a short period (45 s) 

acetone treatment.152 After solvent had evaporated, the PC impression was applied as a 

template to cast a PDMS fingerprint replica (organic dyes were added to emulate the 

optical properties of skin).152 Upon examining the fidelity of finger ridge replication on the 
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PDMS phantom, we observed that impressions of nanostructured micro‐spherulites 

formed on the PC surface are precisely copied into PDMS phantoms cast from them. We 

envisioned this novel approach as a benchtop technique for reproducing designed 

micro/nanostructures simply and economically, with an ultimate goal of formulating a 

protocol for the simple, rapid, and cost‐effective replication of material nanostructures. The 

generalized protocol to produce a one‐to‐one PC replica of a master without involving high 

heat and pressure is shown in Figure 5-1. In this first example, the “structural master” 

shown in Figure 5-1A, is the base of a digital versatile disc‐read only memory (DVD‐ROM) 

that consists of an array of pits. By casting the master with PDMS, an elastomeric negative 

(PDMS template) of the master is prepared (Figure 5-1B). The PDMS template was then 

used to mold a PC plate that was treated briefly with acetone, i.e., the PDMS template 

was placed on the softened PC surface under slight pressure (<10 PSI) to achieve 

conformal contact. Comparison of the DVD‐ROM master and PC replica (Figure 5-1C) 

indicates no defects formed on the surface and the edges of pits remain well defined. 

Table 5-1: Feature dimensions of the DVD-ROM master, PDMS template, and PC 
replica fabricated by benchtop one-to-one nanocontact replication. 

 DVD Master PDMS stamp PC Replica 

Width (nm) 260 ± 10 250 ± 10 260 ± 10 

Length 1 (nm) 400 ± 5 400 ± 15 400 ± 15 

Length 2 (nm) 740 ± 5 770 ± 5 720 ± 25 

Length 3 (nm) 1350 ± 15 1300 ± 20 1250 ± 50 

Height (nm) 85 ± 5 50 ± 5 60 ± 5 

 

Listed in Table 5-1 are the dimensions, determined from the AFM images shown 

in Figure 5-1, of the features on the DVD‐ROM master, PDMS template, and PC replica, 

respectively. It should be noted that data are encoded into optical discs in such a way that 

result in pits of three different lengths but the same width. The smallest pits are 400 ± 5 nm 

long in the DVD‐ROM, the corresponding features in the PDMS template and the PC 

replica were both 400 ± 15 nm. Though the variability in pit length increased, overall, the 

features were not distorted. Midsize pits in the DVD‐ROM and PC replica were the same 

length, though the PDMS “peaks” were slightly large. On the longest pits some distortion 

appeared, pits in the PC replica (1250 ± 50 nm) are slightly smaller than those on the DVD‐

ROM (1350 ± 15 nm). The height of features in the PDMS (50 ± 5 nm) were lower than on 

the DVD (85 ± 5 nm) indicating the PDMS did not completely impregnate features. As a 
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result, the features in the PC replica are slightly shorter (60 ± 5 nm), this issue will be 

addressed in later experiments. This simple protocol only requires PC, acetone, and a 

PDMS kit, and the whole process can be conducted on benchtop without any specialized 

equipment. The PC replica can be used to replace the master for future molding 

applications (vide infra). As long as the prospective “master” is unaffected by the solvents 

in the PDMS kit (<1% ethyl benzene and xylene) and does not stick to or become 

inundated with PDMS (preventing demolding),72,78 a PDMS template can be prepared and 

the one‐to‐one nanocontact replication to a PC replica is feasible. 

The fabrication of functional structures often involves a large range of feature sizes 

(e.g., the hierarchical roughness of superhydrophobic surfaces);185,191 compatibility with 

macro, micro, and nanoscale features would broaden the possible applications of our 

protocol.188,195 In fact, the molding protocol described herein has already been successfully 

applied for precisely replicating fingerprints, which have a lateral feature size of ≈0.5 mm 

and a depth of ≈50 μm.152,199 

 

Figure 5-2: SEM imaging of microscale pit arrays prepared via benchtop 
nanocontact replication. (A) Silicon/SU8 master, (B) PDMS template 
cast from the master, (A’) PC replica of the master, (B’) Second 
generation PDMS template cast from the PC replica. All images are 
tilted at 30° to measure the feature height/depth. 

  To test the fidelity of our replication protocol at the micrometer scale, a 

silicon/SU8 master with 20 ± 1 μm wide and 25 ± 1 μm deep square pits (Figure 5-2A) was 

used to cast a PDMS template (Figure 5-2B). The PDMS template was subsequently used 

to mold a PC replica (Figure 5-2A′), from which a second‐generation PDMS template was 

created (Figure 5-2B′). The samples were tilted for imaging the feature heights, even so 
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the depth of pits in the master cannot be accurately measured. The PC replica shown in 

Figure 5-2A′ is adorned with 21 ± 1 μm × 21 ± 1 μm square pits, identical in size to those 

on the original master (Figure 5-2A); moreover, the square pits in the PC replica are 

25.0 ± 0.5 μm in depth, which is also consistent with the designed depth of the square pits 

in the master (Figure 5-2A). The PDMS template used to mold the PC replica (Figure 

5-2B) is adorned with a negative of the master; 20 ± 1 μm wide pillars with notched corners, 

indicating these micrometer features were precisely reproduced. However, the pillars in 

the PDMS template measured 26.5 ± 0.5 μm in height, slightly higher than the pit's depth 

in the master and PC replica. The features on the second‐generation PDMS template 

(Figure 5-2B′) are of identical dimensions (21 ± 1 μm width and 25.5 ± 0.5 μm in height) as 

those on the original template (Figure 5-2B); the pillars are shown to have smooth edges 

and notched corners like the original.  

Two important conclusions can be drawn from this experiment: 1) microscale 

features on silicon/SU8 masters can be readily copied into a PC replica; 2) PC replicas 

can replace the masters for subsequent PDMS casting without any distortions of the 

feature dimensions. To define the ultimate resolution of our nanocontact replication 

protocol, a nanohole array lithographically prepared on a thin film of PMMA (spin coated 

on silicon substrate) was used as the “master.” The array of nanoholes have diameters 

ranging from 50 to 300 nm, which are ideal choices to test our replication protocol.  

 

Figure 5-3: Nanocontact replication of nanohole arrays. Atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) images of a nanohole array fabricated on a thin PMMA film on 
a silicon substrate (A), the PDMS template cast from the “master” 
(B), and the PC replica molded from the PDMS template (C). Inset 
below each image is the profile of the respective surface along the 
red line. Inset in each image is a zoom-in of a single nanoscale 
feature. 
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The successful replication of such a nanostructured master is shown in Figure 5-3, 

from casting the PDMS negative to molding a PC replica. As confirmed with AFM imaging 

(Figure 5-3A), the array of pits in the PMMA film are 500 nm apart, whereas slight variation 

in the shapes of pits is evident. The pits are well defined having a mean diameter of 

105 ± 5 nm, and the depth of pits is 33 ± 4 nm. The diameter of pillars on the PDMS 

template (a negative of the original) is much larger at the bottom (190 ± 10 nm); they also 

appear significantly shorter (19 ± 2 nm) than expected based on the measured depth of 

the nanoholes. The PC replica molded with the PDMS template is shown in Figure 5-3C; 

visually it appears very similar to the master and defect‐free. Remarkably, the average 

diameter of pits on the PC replica is 125 ± 10 nm, which is consistent with the dimensions 

on the master; the depth of the pits is 34 ± 5 nm, the same as the pits on the master 

(33 ± 4 nm). It is unexpected that the features on the PDMS template showed different 

dimensions; AFM imaging distortions likely cause this inconsistency, the softness of 

PDMS may “depress” the feature height, and the AFM tip contacting and adhering to the 

features can distort the profile as well.120.200 

This series of AFM images illustrates how our benchtop nanocontact replication 

protocol can be used to replicate structures down to ≈100 nm with only minor distortions 

if the aspect ratio is not too high. When the pit diameters are smaller than 100 nm, the 

PDMS precursors may fail to fill the features, leading to missing or partially formed pillars. 

In the subsequent PC replica, missing holes and shallow pits are scattered across the 

array. The replication of a larger scale PMMA master with a wide range of nanohole sizes, 

along with the PDMS template and PC replica, are shown in Figure C2, Supporting 

Information). 

5.3. Optimization of Replication Parameters 

The same swelling process that makes the PC surface malleable eventually leads 

to recrystallization of the polymer network; solvent molecules penetrate the polymer 

network, and push the polymer chains apart to increase their free volume.54,65 With a 

greater free volume, the polymer chains have more freedom to move, rotate, and slip past 

other polymer chains, lowering the Tg below room temperature and putting the polymer in 

a rubbery state. The small size of acetone facilitates its penetration into the polymer 

network; however, it is a relatively poor solvent for PC.92,108 Without adequate polymer–

solvent interaction (dissolution), the mobile PC chains conform with one another and adopt 
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more energetically favorable conformations by crystallizing into spherulites (a spheroidal 

arrangement of crystallized polymer chains emanating radially from a central nucleation 

point).54,65 As the spherulites in PC range from 2 to 10 μm in diameter, their formation 

during solvent‐assisted molding would inherently disrupt nanoscale features. Therefore, 

thorough understanding and potential control of spherulite formation during the molding 

process is imperative to optimize the nanocontact replication protocol. 

With the aforementioned consideration, morphological changes of PC upon 

treating with acetone and nanocontact molding have been examined via scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) imaging systematically. As shown in the top inset of Figure 5-4, PC 

plates were treated with acetone for the indicated time period then either had the solvent 

rapidly removed with a stream of air until dry (Figure 5-4A) or were molded with a PDMS 

template (Figure 5-4B). The PDMS template (5 cm × 5 cm), cast from a blu‐ray disc‐

recordable (BD‐R), was adorned with a line grating (pitch of 320 nm). It was pressed onto 

the PC plate (2.5 cm × 2.5 cm) with <10 PSI of pressure and left until acetone had 

evaporated (<5 min). When PC was not molded, small spherical nodules began to form 

randomly on the surface after as short as 10 s of acetone treatment. On the 20 s sample, 

the initial nodules had grown significantly larger, some of them became completely 

exposed from the surface while others remain embedded. Very significant changes occur 

at 45 s, well‐developed PC spherulites emerge from the amorphous polymer surface, and 

radial arrangements of tendrils on top of spherulites are visible. On the PC plate treated 

for 60 s much of the amorphous surface is consumed and incorporated into spherulites 

that have grown further to impinge on each other. With the amorphous polymer chains at 

the surface consumed, underlying layers of spherulites have developed. 
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Figure 5-4: Crystallization of acetone-treated PC plates confined by nanocontact 
molding. (A) PC treated with acetone for the indicated period of time. 
(B) PC molded with a PDMS template (cast from a BD-R disc) right 
after the solvent treatment for the same period of time as in (A). 
Simple schematics of the treatment applied to the PC surface are 
displayed as the top insets. (C) High-magnification images of the 
molded PC plates shown in (B). 
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In contrast, considerably retarded morphological changes have been observed 

when the surface was molded with the PDMS template right after the solvent treatment 

(Figure 5-4). The PC molded after 10 s of acetone treatment has very few defects on the 

surface. Small nodules became visible on the surface of PC molded after 20 s acetone 

treatment but were still less pronounced than on the corresponding unmolded sample. On 

the PC surface treated for 30 s before molding, tendrils of growing spherulites can be seen 

emerging from and growing along the surface (Figure 5-4C). Spherulites in the sample 

molded after 45 s of treatment remain embedded in the polymer matrix whereas tendrils 

at the tops of spherulites have reached the surface, in comparison spherulites had fully 

emerged in the sample that was not molded. On the 60 s molded sample spherulites have 

grown, but are still not separated from the amorphous matrix; in the high‐magnification 

image, spherulites can be seen beginning to impinge upon each other and disrupting most 

of the grating, even between spherulites the grating is incomplete and deformed. The 

degree of crystallization was also assessed by the decrease in optical transmittance 

through a PC plate caused by light scattering by the formed spherulites. Transmittance 

decreased at a slower rate on molded samples indicating reduced spherulite formation 

(Figure C3, Supporting Information). 

It is evident that if the solvent treatment were limited within a short period of time 

(<20 s), the PC surface should be free of defects and suitable for subsequent molding of 

nanoscale features. This was further confirmed by replicating a PC diffraction grating (from 

a DVD‐R base); prolonged treatment of the PC prior to molding would essentially disrupt 

the formation of sub‐μm scale gratings for which the interference pattern of the laser 

shining atop is no longer visible (Figure C4, Supporting Information). More importantly, the 

morphological change particularly the development of spherulites in the molded sample 

are much less pronounced than on the corresponding unmolded surface. This indicates 

that molding essentially suppresses the development of spherulites, which is beneficial for 

the replication of nanoscale structures (below the μm‐size of typical spherulites). 

We can conclude that by molding solvent‐treated PC with a PDMS template, the 

disfavored crystallization process can be retarded, but why is this so? Placing the PDMS 

template in contact with the solvent‐treated PC plate physically displaces acetone from 

the surface, decreasing the amount available to swell and crystallize PC further. Another 

source of acetone removal is being absorbed into the PDMS template, which swells up to 

6% in length when immersed in acetone for prolonged period of time.71 Figure 5-5A shows 
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the partitioning of acetone into PC and PDMS with time. When treated with 250 μL acetone 

for 10 s before molding, the PC absorbs 22 ± 1 μL and the PDMS absorbs 16 ± 1 μL. As 

treatment time before molding is extended, the amount of acetone absorbed into PC 

increases whereas the amount absorbed into PDMS decreases. The amount absorbed 

into PC plateaus at 27 ± 1 μL after 45 s, which corresponds to the significant development 

and growth of spherulites at the surface. After 60 s, the amount of acetone in both the PC 

and PDMS begins to decrease; it has become more difficult for additional acetone to 

penetrate the now semicrystalline PC.65,201 In this case, both air blowing or PDMS molding 

can effectively remove much of the excess solvent at the surface.  

 

Figure 5-5: (A) Volume of acetone absorbed by the PC plate (solid circles) and 
PDMS template (open circles) during nanocontact replication as a 
function of acetone treatment time before molding. (B) Profiles of PC 
molded with the back of a boxcutter (Exacto blade) after acetone 
treatment. PC was treated for 10 to 40 s as color coded in the 
corresponding curves; the arrow indicates the direction of increased 
treatment time.  
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The depth of acetone penetration to PC is important as it determines the thickness 

of the “moldable” layer, and therefore defines the maximum “height” of features that can 

be replicated. Particularly, the “depth” of acetone penetration to PC was examined by 

pressing the flat edge of a box cutter (Exacto blade) into the PC plate after treating PC 

with acetone for different periods of time (Figure 5-5B). It is remarkable that in 10 s, the 

PC plate was “softened” to a depth of 18 ± 4 μm, and by 20 s, it increased to 25 ± 3 μm. 

The moldable layer increased to 40 ± 8 μm by 30 s where it starts to be plateaued. This 

result confirms that acetone treatment time can be adjusted depending on the height of 

features to be replicated; by selecting the shortest treatment time required based on the 

feature height, the size and prevalence of crystallization defects can be minimized. 

We have also examined the pressure required to mold a solvent‐softened PC plate 

with a PDMS template by placing a pressure sensitive film under the PC plate during the 

molding. A pressure of only 5–25 PSI is required to achieve conformal contact and ensure 

the entire area is molded successfully. Successful molding over a low but wide pressure 

range is valuable in situations that special apparatus to apply high and/or consistent 

pressure are not available. 

5.4. Distinction from Conventional Single-step Molding and 
Application Potential 

The results presented in Figures 5-1 to 5-3, illustrated how the nanocontact 

replication protocol can functionally produce a one‐to‐one PC replica of various “masters” 

adorned with microscale and nanoscale features. For academic and on‐site fabrication 

applications where a lithographically prepared silicon master is used repeatedly to cast 

PDMS templates (stamps), cutting, demolding, and constant handling will eventually 

damage the master (Figure S5, Supporting Information). PC replicas can alleviate these 

issues because they are easily replaceable and durable (they do not delaminate or crack 

like silicon wafers) (Figure S6, Supporting Information). Moreover, PC and PDMS easily 

demold from each other because PC has a much lower surface energy than silicon wafers, 

which generally require the application of a silane‐based antiadhesion coating.202,203 

Patterning large areas is difficult with many nanofabrication methods;20,30,181,193-

195 in contrast, as large as 10 cm × 10 cm of defined micro/nanostructures can be 

replicated quickly and with ease by our method (vide infra). The highest lateral resolution 
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we achieved (≈100 nm) is on par with that of thermal molding of PC (50 nm),190,191 as well 

as solvent‐assisted molding of PMMA and PS (sub‐100 nm).30,195,196 Table 5-2 lists the 

resolutions of thermal and solvent-assisted molding techniques on several engineering 

polymers for further comparison. 

Table 5-2: Resolutions of traditional nanoreplication methods on popular 
engineering plastics. 

Material Method Resolution 

Polylactic Acid (PLA), Polyethylene 
Naphthalene (PEN) 

Hot emboss PLA and PEN 
with a fluorosilane coated Si 
master. 

~1 µm (microfluidic channels 
and wells)189 

Acetonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) ABS film is molded with 
PDMS stamp with solvent 
(acetone) applied to it. 

~300 nm (nodes connected by 
thin bridges)30 

Polycarbonate (PC) PC film treated with 
chloroform vapors for 2 hours, 
PVA mold placed on surface. 

~700 nm (diffraction grating)204 

Polycarbonate (PC) PC is molded with an AAO 
roller at 160 C and 33 kPa of 
pressure. 

50 nm (nanopillars)59 

Polyurethane (PU) PU prepolymer is put in 
contact with h-PDMS mold 
and irradiated with UV light. 

0.5 nm (molecular steps on 
crystal)205 

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)  PMMA dissolved in 
trichloroethylene is placed on 
Si and molded with PDMS 
stamp. 

80 nm (high aspect ratio 
lines)206 

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) PMMA is loaded into a heated 
press, molded at 170 C and 
30 bar pressure. 

100 nm (nanowells)195 

Polystyrene (PS) PS film treated with 
chlorobenzene then molded 
with a PDMS stamp. 

~500 nm (diffraction grating)207 

Polystyrene (PS) PS is loaded into a heated 
press, molded 85 C and 70 
psi pressure. 

100 µm (microfluidic 
channels)207 

Our work PC molded with solvent 
assistance. 

125 nm (nanodot array) 

 

To further demonstrate the advantages of the nanocontact replication protocol 

discussed earlier, we have created a PC replica of a silicon/SU8 master (Figure 5-6A) that 

is used for preparing PDMS microfluidic microchannel plates (Figure 5-6B). It is a standard 

procedure to mold PDMS microchannel plates from lithographically created silicon/SU8 
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masters, which enables the benchtop fabrication of functional microfluidic devices. As 

shown in Figure 5-6C, the PC replica has the same pattern of the rectangular relieves as 

the master, which is now used in place of the master to cast a “second‐generation” PDMS 

microchannel plate (Figure 5-6D). We have shown that such a PDMS microchannel plate 

works well when attached to a flat glass substrate. As illustrated with a blue dye solution, 

the microchannels performed perfectly as follows: 1) the solution is wicked along the 

channels; 2) the fluid flow is consistent and smooth, without any bubbles formed in 

channels; and 3) the channels do not leak or bleed at their edges. This result shows that 

the durable and inexpensive PC replicas can be used in place of more precious 

silicon/SU8 masters for making microfluidic devices. 

 

Figure 5-6: Fabrication of PDMS microchannel plates from the PC replica of a 
silicon/SU8 master. (A) Lithographically prepared silicon/SU-8 
master with 14 rectangular relieves (0.5 mm wide and 50 µm high); 
(B) PDMS template cast from the master, adorned with microfluidic 
channels; (C) PC replica of the master molded with the PDMS 
template; (D) Second-generation PDMS microchannel plate cast 
from the PC replica. Inlet holes were punched into the PDMS plate, 
which was adhered to a glass substrate; embedded microchannels 
were filled with a dye solution to test their efficacy. 
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Figure 5-7: Nanocontact replication of a security label with subwavelength 
diffractive structures. (A) Nickel master for making security labels 
provided by Nanotech Nanosecurity Corp.; (B) PDMS template cast 
from the nickel master;  (C) PC replica molded from the PDMS 
template; (D) Second-generation PDMS template cast from the PC 
replica; (E) Second-generation PC replica molded from the second-
generation PDMS template. In all cases, optical images are shown 
on the left, while the corresponding AFM image showing the 
microscopic morphology is shown on the right. The bottom-right 
Inset in each optical image is a magnified section (letter G). 
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A nickel master with nanometer‐sized pits and troughs (Figure 5-7A) used to 

prepare security labels was chosen to demonstrate the capability of our protocol to 

replicate commercial products with rather complex structures. The specific arrangement 

of subwavelength diffractive structures causes light to reflect, diffract, and interfere in such 

a way to produce a vibrant pattern of colors.204,205 The portrait of a woman that it generates 

provides a convenient method to visually evaluate replication fidelity.206 Via the 

preparation of a PDMS template (Figure 5-7B), a one‐to‐one PC replica of the Ni master 

(Figure 5-7C) was successfully created. Illustrating how the original master can be 

replaced by a PC replica, a second‐generation PDMS template (Figure 5-7D) and the 

second‐generation PC replica (Figure 5-7E) were fabricated subsequently. Throughout 

the replication process, the image colors remained consistent and vibrant. The AFM 

images of the surface confirmed the fidelity of replicating the nanoscale features. The 

dimensions of features (arrayed nanoholes for this particular section of view) in the master 

and PC replica are identical; the feature depth is 40 ± 2 and 42 ± 2 nm and width 200 ± 5 

and 210 ± 5 nm, respectively. The arrayed nanoholes created in the second‐generation 

PC replica are slightly larger (44 ± 2 nm deep and 220 ± 5 nm wide), but the image is 

essentially unperturbed. In both industrial and academic settings, multiple PC replicas of 

a single master can be combined into a single monolithic mold to exponentially increase 

production.  

As demonstrated earlier, the application of this nanocontact replication protocol is 

broad; its future potential is manifold. Particularly, PC‐based devices and parts (vehicle 

headlights, skylights, safety glasses, greenhouse siding, medical tubing connectors, etc.) 

can be augmented with embedded micro and nanostructures to control light,207 

wetting,208 and reduce biofouling.209,210 For example, bacterial infections caused by 

medical devices can be reduced by applying nanoscale, antibacterial features to the PC 

components.209,210 In the meantime, the studies of molding‐confined crystallization will 

shed lights on investigating molding other polymeric materials that have been overlooked 

in the past. 

The one‐to‐one benchtop replication of micro/nanostructures into PC will benefit 

industry and academic labs by reducing the cost for device fabrication and accelerate the 

adoption of micro and nanotechnology. Fast and economic replication of masters will 

enable researchers to scale up fabrication by multiplexing and share their designs, 

whereas the relative simplicity of our protocol will help promote interdisciplinary work that 
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relies on such masters. In comparison with concurrent exploration of heat molding with 

PDMS to create PC replicas by Sonmez et al.,192 our solvent‐assistant replication protocol 

is even faster, less reliant on specialized apparatus, and has a better resolution. 

5.5. Conclusion 

A benchtop method of nanocontact replication has been demonstrated for 

replicating features ranging from 0.5 mm to 100 nm in resolution with high fidelity, which 

can be scaled up to templates as large as 10  10 cm2. Thus produced PC replicas can 

be repeatedly used as low-cost replacements for molding PDMS templates, preserving 

the original, precious “masters”. It was also discovered that molding a PC plate with a 

PDMS template can inhibit the recrystallization at the surface by physically disrupting the 

crystallization process and absorbing the solvent. The ideal conditions for effective 

molding while simultaneously limiting crystallization were defined; the recrystallization 

does not induce significant structural disruption to the replicated features upon carefully 

controlling the solvent treatment time. The success in replicating various “masters”, from 

microfluidic channel plate to nanostructure-embedded security labels exemplifies the 

potential application of this bench-top nanocontact replication protocol in both academic 

and industrial settings. 

5.6. Experimental 

Materials and reagents. PC sheets were purchased from Bayer (Sheffield, AL), 

which were protected by a polyethylene masking film on both sides upon receiving. 

Acetone (99.8%), toluene (99.9%), hexane (99.9%), and ethanol (95%) were purchased 

from Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH). Sylgard 184 PDMS kit (consisted of an elastomer 

base and an elastomer curing agent) was purchased from Ellsworth Adhesives 

(Germantown, WI). Hard PDMS (h‐PDMS) kit was purchased from Gelest Inc. (Morrisville, 

NY). Fujifilm Prescale Films were purchased from Sensor Products Inc. (Madison, NJ). 

Deionized water (>18.2 MΩ cm) was produced with a Barnstead Easypure UV/UF water 

system (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). 

Preparation of masters, casting PDMS templates, and molding PC replicas. 

Several “masters” adorning micro and nanoscale structures either prepared via standard 

lithography or adapted from optical discs were prepared and used for the replication 
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studies, for which detailed preparation instructions are provided in Figure S1, Supporting 

Information. 

To cast PDMS templates from masters or PC replicas, the two precursors included 

in the kit, the elastomer base (part A) and the curing agent (part B) were mixed in a 10:1 

ratio by manual stirring and vortexing. The solution was then poured over the master or 

PC replica, degassed in a vacuum chamber for 45 min, and cured in an oven at 80 °C for 

2 h. The PDMS template was then cut and peeled from the master (or PC replica). 

For casting templates with nanostructures (<250 nm) or with a high aspect ratio, a 

thin layer of h‐PDMS diluted with toluene was cast first; the ratio of toluene was dependent 

on the resistance of the template to organic solvents (e.g., 75 wt% when casting a metal 

master and 20 wt% when casting a PC replica). The elastomer (part A) and curing agent 

(part B) were mixed in a 1:1 ratio then toluene was added. Upon manual stirring and 

vortexing, the solution was poured over the master or PC replica, degassed in a vacuum 

chamber for 45 min, and cured in an oven at 80 °C for 30 min. A regular PDMS film was 

prepared (as outlined) on top of the h‐PDMS layer to create a flexible backing; after curing 

an additional 2 h at 80 °C, the composite PDMS template was cut out. 

To mold micro and nanostructures onto PC plates (2.5 cm × 2.5 cm), the protective 

masking film was removed from one side, and the exposed surface was then covered with 

0.25 mL of acetone. The solvent was left on the surface for 10–60 s (depending on the 

feature size to be molded). The PDMS template was placed onto the PC plate and 

pressure was applied (7–25 PSI) with a t‐shirt press to achieve conformal contact. The PC 

and PDMS template were left in contact for 5 min or until there were no signs of solvent. 

To observe partitioning of solvent during molding PC plates with a PDMS 

templates, the PC plate and PDMS template were weighed immediately prior and 

immediately after molding with an analytical balance. 

Characterization and instrumentation. A FEI NanoNova 430 SEM (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, Hillsboro, OR) was used to obtain high‐resolution images, for which an 

accelerating voltage between 10 and 15 kV was used. The samples were coated in a Leica 

EM ACE600 high vacuum coating system (Concord, ON) with a 7–10 nm iridium layer to 

improve the conductivity. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were taken with a 

Dimension Icon scanning probe microscope (Bruker; Billerica, MA) using a ScanAsyst‐Air 
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silicon nitride tip with a resonance frequency of 70 kHz. The maximum molding depth was 

measured using a Bruker Dektak XT (Billerica, MA) profilometer.   

5.7. Supporting Information 

Detailed procedures to prepare micro- and nanoscale “masters”; additional 

experimental results including replication of the nanohole array used to determine the 

protocol’s resolution, replication of a diffraction grating with different acetone treatment 

time, UV-Vis measurement of acetone treated PC, demonstration of the damaged silicon 

masters, and the durability test of PC replica used as a “replacement master” for 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) casting.  

Preparation of replication masters 

The nanostructured masters used for the replication depicted in Figure 5-1 of the 

main text were prepared from DVD-ROM discs by removing the bottom PC substrate (see 

Figure C1A) with a craft knife. The top PC substrate with pits (for storing data) were 

cleaned by sonication in water then rinsing with ethanol before casting PDMS.  

 

Figure C1. PC substrates of optical discs adapted as “masters” by removing 
additional protective/dye layers. Schematic view of the layered 
structure of (a DVD-ROM (A) and a BD-R (B). 
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Microstructured masters used in the experiments shown in Figure 5-2 were 

constructed by standard photolithography; a 25 µm thick SU-8 film was first spin coated 

onto a Si wafer with a Laurell WS-400B-6NPP-LITE spin coater (North Wales, PA). 

Designs created in CleWin (WieWeb software, Helengo, Netherlands) were etched into a 

chrome mask, which was then was used to confine the UV irradiation (at 254 nm for 6 s). 

A USHIO 500 DUV lamp (Cypress, CA) and an OAI MBA mask aligner (San Jose, CA) 

were used for the process. The irradiated wafer was then treated with a SU-8 developer 

solution (1-methoxy-2-propanol acetate) for 4 min to develop the pattern. The wafer was 

cleaned by rinsing with acetone, then isopropyl alcohol, and finally water. 

Nanostructured masters used for the resolution tests shown in Figure 5-3 were 

prepared from a PMMA film spin coated onto a silicon wafer with the Laurell WS-400B-

6NPP-LITE spin coater. The array-format features were created by electron beam 

lithography with a Raith GmbH e_LiNE system (Dortmund, Germany), followed by 

development with a 1:3 methyl isobutyl ketone: isopropyl alcohol solution. 

Nanostructured masters for studying PC crystallization (Figure 5-4) were made 

from recordable Blu-ray discs (BD-R). The disc (Figure C1B) was first scored with a blade 

then a pair of  tweezers were used to slowly peel off the scratch-resistant layer; it was then 

sonicated in ethanol and water squentially (5 min each) to remove the dye layer and the 

reflective layer. Thus obtained PC substrate with a nanoscale grating structure was 

thoroughly cleaned with water, and dried with N2.   

The Si/SU-8 masters for preparing microfluidic microchannel plates (experiments 

presented in Figure 5-6) were also constructed by standard photolithography as described 

above, but with a 50 µm thick SU-8 layer which was developed for 6 min.  

To test the commercial replication potential of our protocol (Figure 5-7), a nickel 

master with subwavelength diffractive structures was supplied by Nanotech Security Corp. 
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Replication of a nanohole array with varied feature sizes 

 

Figure C2. Replication of a nanohole array with varied feature sizes. AFM images 
of (A) the nanohole array (“master”) prepared on 
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) using standard e-beam lithography. 
(B) the PDMS mold casted from the master, (C) the PC replica 
molded with the PDMS negative. 

The nanostructure “master” used to determine the resolution of our nanocontact 

replication procedure consists of arrayed nanoholes of different diameters. Figure C2A 

shows part of the array with nanoholes, from 50 nm to 300 nm in diameter, which were 

fabricated with different electron beam irradiation time. Figure S2B shows the h-PDMS 

template cast from the “master”; once the hole size decreases to a certain point (52 ± 2 

nm), the h-PDMS is unable to fill the holes. This results in incomplete molding to the PC 

replica (Figure S2C), where the last row of holes is missing.  

Transmittance through acetone treated and nanocontact molded PC 

 

Figure C3. Transmittance through acetone treated and nanocontact molded PC. 

To track crystallization in molded and acetone treated PC, PC plates were treated 

with acetone for a period of time and then either molded or had the excess acetone blown 
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off with a stream of air. After treatment, the transmittance was measured and compared. 

Initially the molded PC had a lower transmittance due to scattering by molded structures 

(grating) on the surface. With increasing treatment time, the transmittance through both 

types of PC decreased. However, it decreased slower in molded PC and plateaued at a 

higher value, this is attributed to the inhibition of crystallization at the surface by molding.  

Fidelity of nanocontact replication influenced by the acetone treatment time 

 

Figure C4. Nanocontact replication of a PC diffraction grating (DVD-R base). (A) 
Optical images of the PC replicas of the DVD-R base; (B) Diffraction 
patterns of a laser shining on the PC replicas; (C) SEM images of the 
PC replicas. PC was treated with acetone for 10 s, 30 s, and 45 s as 
indicated in the top-right insets of Figure B2A prior to the molding 
with the PDMS template.   

A PC diffraction grating was replicated from the base of a DVD-R with our protocol. 

Optical images of the diffraction gratings in Figure C2A show how the vibrance of the 

grating decreases when increasing the acetone treatment time. A simple test of the 

diffraction was performed by shining a laser on the grating (Figure C2B), initially (10-s 

acetone treatment) the interference pattern is clear, which become faint and diffusive (30 

s), and disappeared (45 s). The fidelity of the diffraction gratings were examined with SEM 

(Figure C2C); the 10 s treated sample perfectly replicated the grating and no evidence of 
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distortion was observed; on the 30-s sample the formation of spherulites begin to disrupt 

the grating, and on the sample treated for 45 s spherulites are prevalent and completely 

“destroyed” the grating.  

Damage on the silicon masters during routine PDMS casting 

 

Figure C5. Scratched and damaged silicon masters. (A) Silicon master heavily 
scratched by cutting out PDMS templates. (B) Silicon master that 
cracked during cutting. (C) Silicon master that cracked during 
demolding. 

The images in Figure C3 show damaged silicon masters from routine lab 

operations. All these masters were damaged through repeated casting and demolding of 

PDMS templates (microfluidic microchannel plates). Cutting the PDMS template out can 

cause damage to the silicon surface; the demolding process can cause the surface to 

crack. Once the silicon master is cracked it can no longer be used. Constructing durable 

1-to-1 PC replicas of silicon masters has two primary advantages: (1) the master can be 

preserved by casting PDMS templates from the PC replica; (2) many PC replicas can be 

prepared from a single master, which drastically increases the fabrication output. 

Durability of 1-to-1 PC replicas as “masters” for casting PDMS templates 

 

Figure C5. Durability test of a PC replica used as the “master” for casting PDMS 
templates.  SEM images of a pristine PC surface (A) and after 
casting 10 PDMS templates (B).  

PC replicas must be able to withstand casting many PDMS templates without 

becoming damaged or distorted to be considered a viable alternative of casting from the 
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silicon master directly. To evaluate the durability of PC replicas, a piece of pristine PC was 

used as a “master” for repeatedly casting PDMS templates. Pristine PC was used because 

it is practically featureless; any damage or changes to the surface could only come from 

the casting procedure. The SEM image in Figure C4A shows that the pristine PC is indeed 

completely flat and featureless before being used as a “master” for PDMS casting. The 

PC plate used as a “master” for 10 times remains flat and free of defects. The faint 50-nm 

wide groove on the surface could be due to the solvents in the PDMS kits; however, their 

remaining concentration during the casting process are low so that no significant damage 

to the PC morphology is expected. 
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Chapter 6. Superhydrophobic 
Polydimethylsiloxane via Nanocontact Molding of 
Solvent Crystallized Polycarbonate: Optimized 
Fabrication, Mechanistic Investigation, and 
Application Potential 

Herein is described a benchtop protocol to create superhydrophobic 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) via nanocontact molding of polycarbonate (PC) that was 

crystallized by controlled solvent treatment. The crystallized PC chains rearrange into a 

network of spherulites (spherical semi-crystalline domains); the overall surface is rough 

on the µm-scale while the spherulites themselves consist of nanoscale features. It was 

confirmed via conventional spectroscopic and high-resolution microscopic investigation 

that such hierarchical roughness is key to the development of superhydrophobic PC and 

the substantial enhancement upon PDMS molding. Thus prepared PDMS surface has 

excellent superhydrophobicity with an optimized contact angle of 172±1 and a sliding 

angle of <1, superior to those prepared from more elaborate techniques, such as plasma 

sputtering and laser etching. The present method is potentially scalable, as large areas of 

PC can be treated to prepare the template. More importantly, the knowledge acquired 

regarding the structural transition and superhydrophobicity development would be 

beneficial to engineering and evaluating templates for many other polymeric 

nanostructures and functional surfaces. 

 

Note: this chapter is adapted from:  

Schultz, C. W., Ng. C. L. W., Yu, H.-Z., Superhydrophobic Polydimethylsiloxane via 

Nanocontact Molding of Solvent Crystallized Polycarbonate: Optimized Fabrication, 

Mechanistic Investigation, and Application Potential ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 2020, 

12, 3161-3170. Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society.  

I performed most of the experimental work and drafted the paper; Cliff Ng (an 

undergraduate student in Yu lab) helped with initial experimental design and manuscript 

proof-reading. Dr. Hogan Yu supervised the entire project and helped with writing the 

paper. 
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6.1. Introduction 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is an incredible class of materials that are 

chemically inert, optically clear, non-toxic, and easily fabricated into devices by 

micro/nanocontact molding.20 PDMS consists of a siloxane backbone with bounded methyl 

moieties,75,76 which is typically prepared by mixing the liquid base and curing agent 

(crosslinker) in a 10:1 ratio, followed by degassing mixture and curing at 60 - 80 C while 

in contact with a mold. The liquid base primarily contains 70% vinyl-terminated 

polydimethylsiloxane, and 30% dimethylvinylated and trimethylated silica.32,75 The curing 

agent is comprised of copolymers of methylhydrosiloxane and dimethylsiloxane.32,76 

Reactions between the curing agent and base generates a heavily crosslinked durable 

elastomer32 In the past two decades, PDMS has been widely used in applications ranging 

from contact lenses, medical device parts, to food and shampoo additives.86,185 

Micro/nanofabrication techniques, particularly soft lithography, rely on the creation 

of PDMS stamps or molds, for which the liquid PDMS precursors are applied to a designed 

micro/nanostructured template to produce an elastomeric negative after curing.20 The 

durability and inherent flexibility of PDMS allow the mold/stamp to conform to non-ideal 

surfaces without imprinting failing or mold breaking, and to be used repeatedly. The most 

notable application of PDMS is to create microfluidic devices because of its optical clarity 

and ability to reversibly bond to microchip surfaces, allowing for reuse.211,212 A wide range 

of devices such as microreactors, microchips, and microarrays have been constructed for 

biomedical applications,212-214 as cell culturing, cell separation, and biomolecular detection 

can be easily performed in theses devices with low sample volume.185,211-215 The properties 

of surfaces within PDMS microfluidic devices can be tuned to control liquid transport, 

droplet formation, and sample loading; thus facilitating development of more complex and 

highly automated systems.216-218 Other functional materials with self-cleaning,59,62,219,220 

anti-icing,221,222 and anti-fouling surface properties62 can be made with PDMS via 

micro/nanocontact molding. All these applications, particularly microfluidics, would be 

even more effective if the surface can be modified to be highly water repellant (i.e., 

superhydrophobic) to improve the performance.223  

By and large, superhydrophobic surfaces are used extensively in our everyday 

lives; examples range from raincoats and shoes to windshields and building materials. By 

limiting wetting and fouling, these superhydrophobic products can last longer and remain 
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pristine even under heavy usage. PDMS is naturally hydrophobic, because of its 

intrinsically low surface energy (21.3 mJ/m2)224 The first superhydrophobic PDMS was 

produced by treating the entire surface of PDMS with a CO2-pulsed laser.225 Laser 

irradiation was applied in a controlled manner to etch various nano/micro-structures into 

PDMS which achieves contact angles of up to 162.62,63,226,227 Another method of preparing 

superhydrophobic PDMS is depositing PDMS-polystyrene block copolymer under humid 

conditions.228 ZnO nanoparticles dispersed onto partially cured PDMS229 and PDMS 

molded with calcinated candle soot230 has also produced superhydrophobic surfaces.  

Benchtop approaches to construct superhydrophobic PDMS have been explored 

via the adaptation of soft lithography.59,60,231,232 Initially, simple structures such as arrays of 

PDMS pillars were cast from etched silicon masters and achieved modest contact angles 

of ~ 150.231 The naturally superhydrophobic lotus leaves were employed as the molds 

and the PDMS replicas showed an identical contact angle to the original leaf (~ 160).59 

Other templates such as Ni/NiO which possess hierarchical roughness produced similarly 

superhydrophobic PDMS as long as the feature aspect ratio is high enough.60  

Herein is described a benchtop protocol to prepare superhydrophobic PDMS via 

nanocontact molding of polycarbonate (PC) substrates that were recrystalized by 

controlled solvent treatment. Not only the optimization of preparation conditions, but also 

the mechanistic investigation of the correlation between structural transition and 

superhydrophobicity development will be presented in detail. In addition to spectroscopic 

(UV/Vis absorbance) and microscopic (profilometry and scanning electron microscopy) 

studies, I will also compare the present method with the state-of-arts and discuss the 

potential applications of thus fabricated ultra-water-repellent polymeric materials. 

6.2. Optimized fabrication of superhydrophobic PDMS via 
nanocontact molding of solvent treated PC 

In our previous work of replicating fingerprints into a PC plate (upon softening with 

acetone), it was noticed the PC mold and PDMS replica have high water contact angles, 

i.e., 130±2 and 144±2 respectively. Based on these previous observations and the early 

study of Yilbas et. al.,232 I decided to explore the creation of superhydrophobic PDMS via 

a similar, but optimized procedure. As shown in Figure 6-1, a 2.52.5 cm2 amorphous PC 

plate (Figure 6-1A) was covered with a thin film of acetone (~250 µm) and allowed it to 
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evaporate completely (in about 10 min under ambient conditions). During the evaporation 

process the PC plate first became hazy then turned opaque (Figure 6-1B). The water 

contact angle increased from slightly hydrophobic (90±2) to superhydrophobic (151±2), 

as shown in the inset images. PDMS fabricated by molding a replica of the PC mold 

(Figure 6-1C) has a similar opaque appearance but a higher contact angle of 157±1. This 

simple fabrication process, illustrated in the scheme beside the images of Figure 6-1 on 

the right, can be scaled up to much larger areas.  

 

Figure 6-1:Fabrication of superhydrophobic PDMS via nanocontact molding of 
solvent-treated PC. (A) PC plate (2.5×2.5 cm2) before acetone 
treatment. (B) PC plate after acetone treatment. (C)  PDMS molded 
from the acetone-treated PC template. The bottom right inset of each 
image shows a water droplet on the surface and the measured 
contact angle. The right side inset is a schematic representation of 
the fabrication process (gray: PC, red: acetone, dark grey: PDMS). 

A comprehensive array of reaction conditions was tested to improve the 

performance of superhydrophobic PDMS fabricated; the conditions tested include: (1) 
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choice of solvent (acetone vs. ethyl acetate) and the treatment time; (2) quenching 

reagent/methods, e.g., water, methanol washing vs. air drying to stop the reaction 

between the solvent and the PC substrate; (3) PDMS dilution (e.g., adding 20% toluene 

or hexane to the PDMS) or mixing h-PDMS (a “harder” PDMS formulation with shorter 

polymer chains and more crosslinkers) with regular PDMS.  

 

Figure 6-2: Optimization of the preparation protocol for superhydrophobic PDMS. 
PC treatment and PDMS casting conditions are listed in the left inset 
table. Solvent: solvent used to treat PC; Time: how long solvent is 
applied; Quenching: non solvent used used to stop the treatment; 
Diluent: solvent used to dilute PDMS; PDMS/h-PDMS: ratio of PDMS 
to h-PDMS (wt %). The solid black line indicates a contact angle of 

150 (superhydrophobic) and the dashed line denotes a contact 

angle of 170. 
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As shown in Figure 6-2, most of the treated samples exhibited contact angles 

above the “cut-off” for superhydrophobicity (150), and many of them achieved contact 

angles close to 170, which is extremely promising. Upon closer analysis of the results, it 

was identified that only the samples treated with solvent for short time periods (e.g., 30 s) 

were not superhydrophobic, with contact angles between 110 to 130. The other two less 

remarkable situations (150–160) happened when the solvent was left for complete 

evaporation (no quenching reagents applied) and when the PDMS was not diluted (without 

adding 20% toluene or hexane). The highest water contact angles achieved on the PDMS 

molded from acetone and ethyl acetate treated PC are 172±1 and 171±1, respectively. 

In both cases the PC surfaces were treated for 120 s; the reactions were stopped by either 

methanol quenching or compressed air drying, and the diluted PDMS was used for 

molding.  

The next series of samples in Figure 6-2 were prepared with mixtures of PDMS 

and h-PDMS, which have been previously used to improve the resolution of PDMS 

molding.194 This was also to compare with the dilution approach as described above. 

When a ratio of 75/25 (PDMS/h-PDMS) was tested, all the samples treated with acetone 

for over 30 s are superhydrophobic with contact angles as high as 170±1. It was 

surprising to note that the sample molded from PC on which solvent was allowed to 

evaporate has the highest contact angle (172±1). When ethyl acetate was used to treat 

the PC instead of acetone, it was found that only low ratios of h-PDMS (10%) can be 

demolded successfully; higher ratios of h-PDMS suffered from adhesion to the PC 

template and broke when demolding. Ethyl acetate is less polar than acetone and can 

penetrate more deeply into the polymer network, generating a rough surface with higher 

aspect ratio features that enhances the adhesion between the PDMS and the PC. 

Nonetheless, these samples also showed excellent water repellent properties (contact 

angles > 170). While not the focus of this research a brief characterization of PDMS 

molded from ethyl acetate treated PC is included in the supporting information (Figure 

D1). 

As a benchtop potocol, the toxicity of the organic solvents used (acetone, ethyl 

acetate, hexane, and toluene) must be considered. Acetone and Ethyl acetate are both 

fairly safe; exposure to them can cause slight mucous membrane and skin irritation.136 

Tolene and hexane are more problematic, both being central nervous system 
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depressants.233,234 These solvent should only be used in well ventilated environments 

using gloves that are resistant to their absorption. 

Based on above comparison, it can be concluded that (1) acetone is the best 

solvent to treat PC because samples have consistently high contact angles. Wetting is 

time dependant with 120 s of treatment producing the most hydrophobic PDMS. (2) For 

acetone treated samples, quenching the reaction instead of allowing acetone to evaporate 

improved contact angles; the method of quenching did not matter. (3) Diluting the PDMS 

with solvent or using a mixture of PDMS/h-PDMS caused contact angle to increase in 

acetone and ethyl acetate treated samples. The highest contact angle achieved (172±1) 

is significantly higher than the 153 achieved by Yilbas et al.232 with a similar protocol. The 

differences between the protocols (quenching acetone treatment, modifying PDMS 

composition) will be elaborated on below. 

6.3. Structural characterization and Mechanistic Insights 

As demonstrated above, the solvent treatment time is key to produce 

superhydrophobic PDMS with superior water contacts angles (> 170). Therefore, I have 

monitored the contact angles of both the PDMS samples and PC templates and their 

optical properties (optical transmittance) as a function of the solvent treatment time.   

 

Figure 6-3: Contact angle (A) and optical transmittance at 500 nm (B) through PC 
(black) and PDMS (red) as a function of solvent treatment time. The 
inset photos in (A) show water droplets on the molded PDMS 
surfaces prepared from 60 and 80 s treatment of PC with acetone. 
The top right inset in (B) shows the optical transmittance of 
unmodified PC and PDMS across the visible spectrum, respectively. 
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As shown in Figure 6-3A, the unmodified PC surface has a contact angle of 92±1; 

upon treatment with acetone, the contact angle of PC increases gradually at the beginning. 

After 60 s the contact angles of PC surfaces begin to increase rapidly, increasing from 

111±1 to 139±2 on the 80-s treated PC. It was noted that the measured uncertainties of 

the contact angles are significant. On PC treated for 120 s and longer, the contact angles 

of samples begin to level off and reaches a maximum of 158±1. PDMS is naturally more 

hydrophobic than PC; the contact angle of featureless PDMS is 107±1. As shown in 

Figure 6-3A, the contact angle rises to 126±1 on the PDMS cast from PC that was treated 

for 60 s, and like PC, the contact angle begins to increase much more rapidly after 60 s, 

and reaches a “plateau” (169±1) on the PDMS cast from a PC plate treated for 85 s. 

Interestingly, the hydrophobicity of PC increases at a faster rate than PDMS, even though 

one would expect them to have similar changes in surface morphology.  

In Figure 6-3B, the optical transmittance at 500 nm of the solvent-treated PC and 

the molded PDMS as a function of the reaction time is shown. Both untreated PC and 

PDMS are optically transparent in the wavelength range of 400 to 800 nm (inset of Figure 

6-3B), i.e., the transmittance is above 80% in both cases. If PC is treated for 15 s, the 

transmittance decreases slightly; but on samples treated for 20 s or longer, the 

transmittance begins to decrease significantly, with only ~ 10% transmittance upon 

acetone treatment for 40 s. It decreases further to ~ 1% at 60 s then levels off. The 

transmittance of the molded PDMS starts at a similar value to PC, which begins to 

decrease at a later time (30 s) and at a slower rate. In general, the PDMS is significantly 

more transparent than the corresponding PC mold; at 60 s the transmittance of the molded 

PDMS is still 38%, but eventually decreases to 3% upon treatment for 90 s and longer.  

Several conclusions can be drawn from the above results. The rapid increase in 

contact angle occurs for both materials at the same time indicating that whatever change 

in physical structure of the PC surface that increased the contact angle of PC induces 

similar changes to the surface of the PDMS molded from it. The water contact angles 

reach the maximum at 120 s, indicating that the surface morphology does not change 

appreciably with extended solvent treatment time. Visual inspection of the PC and PDMS 

suggests that the light is not absorbed but scattered when passing through the samples. 

Their dull white appearance results from the structural inhomogeneities within and on the 

surface of the materials.  
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Figure 6-4:SEM images of acetone treated PC plates and PDMS casts. (A) PC was 
treated with acetone for up to 120 s, then the acetone film was blown 
off with compressed air or left to evaporate. These PC plates (left) 
were used as templates for molding the corresponding PDMS (right). 
Acetone treatment conditions for each row are shown on the PC 
image. Areas of interest are highlighted with red circles. (B) 
Schematic view of amorphous PC (left) and of a semi-crystalline PC 
spherulite (right). 

The intriguing wetting and optical property changes of the solvent-treated PC and 

particularly the molded PDMS motivated us to further characterize both materials with 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to examine their microscopic morphological 

variations. SEM images in Figure 6-4A display the changes in surface morphology during 

the time series (Figure 6-3). Before acetone treatment the PC is flat and featureless 

because it is supplied in an amorphous glassy state. Randomly distributed features begin 

to emerge in the PC after 20 s of treatment and start to assume a spherical shape at 40 
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s. Spherical structures are beginning to emerge from the plane of the surface and impinge 

on each other after 60 s. At this point the developing features can be identified as so-

called spherulites, i.e., spherical semi-crystalline domains. PC is known to crystallize by 

forming microsize spherulites, especially when swollen with organic solvents (e.g., 

acetone),54,65,92 as they are capable of swelling the polymer network but cannot dissolve 

the polymer. The PC that initially exists in the amorphous state (schematically shown in 

Figure 6-4B, left) swells as solvent molecules diffuse between polymer chains; swelling 

increases the free volume of polymer chains allowing them to rearrange.65,92 During 

acetone treatment and upon solvent evaporation or quenching with air/non-solvent, the 

PC adopts more energetically favorable arrangements by crystallizing into spherulites, as 

shown schematically in Figure 6-4B (right). A more detailed description of the 

crystallization process is presented in Figure D2 and the associated text of the supporting 

information. Spherulites initially form as tendrils of crystalline lamellae that grow out 

radially from initial seeds.92 Crystalline PC grows radially because tendrils of stacked 

lamellae that form drive crystallization in the surrounding amorphous polymer. Either by 

putting strain on amorphous polymer or seeding by partially incorporated polymer chains, 

new tendrils of lamellae are formed at or beside existing tendrils. New tendrils splay 

outward from and initiate further crystallization, successive splaying cause the spherulite 

to eventually form a spherical domain.91 As indicated in the SEM images, the initial seeds 

are visible in the 20 s sample, while radial growth of tendrils can be seen developing 

between the 40 s and 60 s of solvent treatment.  

From 60 s to 80 s, the morphology of treated PC changes dramatically; spherulites 

grow larger and many more grow out of the amorphous polymer matrix. This timeframe is 

also when the water contact angle increased dramatically; as shown in the highlighted 

areas, pores have been developed between spherulites creating an additional level of 

microscale surface roughness with high aspect ratios. After 120 s, the amorphous polymer 

chains are consumed and incorporated into spherulites, as they are no longer visible 

between spherulites and at the bottom of pores. The morphology of PC after 120 s appears 

similar to those on which acetone was left to evaporate, confirming that the PC surface 

can be thoroughly crystallized within 120 s of solvent treatment.  

After 120 s, additional crystallization in the form of lamellae thickening, nucleation 

of secondary lamellae, rearrangement of pre-existing lamellae, and development of 

fringed micelle structures are possible.91 Thickening occurs on the lamellae of spherulite 
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tendrils if crystallized conditions are maintained after spherulites form.67,235 Pre-existing 

tendrils can also nucleate fringed micelles and secondary lamellae by destabilizing their 

surroundings and providing existing lamellae for polymer to conform with.91 Tendrils of 

polymer can also combine if they are in close proximity.91 All these effects can decrease 

the amount of and aspect ratio of nanoscale features, which explains the slightly higher 

contact angle of samples quenched at 120 s. Supplementary SEM images and schematics 

to illustrate these effects are included in Figure D2 along with a short discussion of 

secondary crystallization. X-ray diffraction measurements (Figure D3) confirmed the 

development of crystallization upon acetone treatment. 

PDMS samples casted from the solvent treated PC were also imaged with SEM 

for comparison (Figure 6-4A). The PDMS plate casted from PC molds treated for 20 s or 

less are completely featureless. Small impressions of embedded spherulites become 

visible after 40 s; by 60 s the PDMS surface is covered with microscale features as 

spherulites protrude from the template surface creating such impressions. In the next 20 

s the morphology of PDMS changes significantly; micro-sized pillars form in the pores 

between spherulites. Like the morphological and corresponding wettability change 

observed for PC, the development of micro-sized features at 80 s corresponds with the 

transition to superhydrophobicity. The solvent-evaporated sample appear very similar to 

those prepared from 80 s and 120 s samples, characterized by a random arrangement of 

impressions and pillars.  

 

Figure 6-5: 3D Profilometry images of PDMS molded from PC templates treated 
with acetone for 60 s (A), 75s (B), and 80 s (C), respectively. The 
vertical relief is represented on a color scale bar from blue to red. 
Cross-section profiles are shown as insets below each image.  
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To assess the microscale morphology of the surface, particularly the height of 

surface features molded to the PDMS, profilometry was used to examine the “key” 

samples on which the transition from hydrophobic to superhydrophobic occurs (PDMS 

plates casted from the PC templated treated with acetone for 60 s, 75, and 80 s 

respectively). The profilometry image of the PDMS sample casted from a PC template 

treated for 60 s (Figure 6-5A) is the cast on which the water contact angle starts to increase 

rapidly. At this point the arithmetic average roughness (Ra) is 0.68 µm, and the surface is 

composed of semi-circular impressions which form randomly distributed hills and valleys. 

Figure 6-5B displays the 3D profilometry scan of a PDMS cast from the PC template 

treated for 75 s (contact angle of 138º ± 1). The Ra increased to 0.96 µm as spherulites 

in the template are larger and no longer as deeply embedded in the amorphous matrix. 

Despite the increased roughness, the overall morphology is similar to the 60 s sample. It 

is remarkable that the morphology of the 80 s sample (Figure 6-5C) evolved to a random 

distribution of pillars, i.e., the image appears as a large amount of “blue” and the peaks 

are well separated. More interestingly, the Ra has increased dramatically to 1.46 µm, 

confirming the formation of micrometer scale pillars. The cross-section profiles as the 

bottom inset in Figure 6-5 further illustrates the transition of the micrometer scale 

morphologies, i.e., as the solvent treatment time increases, the surface features become 

larger and more peak-like structures emerge. If the solvent is allowed to evaporate 

completely (> 3 min, without using quenching solvent or rapid air drying), the molded 

PDMS surface has a similar morphology as the 80 s sample, but with a slightly larger Ra 

value (1.80 µm). Analysis of Figure 6-5C shows that pillars on the PDMS are rather evenly 

distributed on the surface, each 100 × 100 µm area contains between 5 to 7 microscale 

pillars. The density of pillars is consistent between samples cast from multiple identically 

treated PC templates as well. Histograms of roughness feature height (Figure 6-6) 

illustrate the evolution of surface roughness. At 60 s roughness is distributed mainly 

between 1.5 and 3 µm, and slightly skewed towards peaks. The mean height was 2.1 µm 

with a standard deviation of 0.8 µm. At 75 s the height of features increases significantly, 

and the distribution of roughness features becomes more symmetrical, at this stage the 

mean height has increased to 3.4 µm with a standard deviation of 1.4 µm. On the 80 s 

sample the peak of the distribution shifts further to the left. More importantly, there is an 

increase in the frequency of the tallest features (>6 µm) associated with pillars forming 

from pores in PC. The relative rarity of tall features is consistent with the sparse distribution 

of pillars, which helps to minimize contact between the surface and a water drop resting 
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on it. This shift to a distribution of isolated peaks is reflected in the mean height, which 

decreases to 2.8 µm while the standard deviation increases to 1.5 µm because of the 

increase in the tallest features. 

 

Figure 6-6: Histograms of roughness features on PDMS molded from PC 
templates treated with acetone for 60 s (A), 75s (B), and 80 s (C), 
respectively. 

The other important discovery from the survey experiments (Figure 6-2) is the 

significant improvement of the hydrophobicity (157 to 170) upon adapting h-PDMS or 

diluting PDMS with an organic solvent. As there were no changes in the morphology of 

the PC template, the enhanced superhydrophobicity must be derived from a better 

replication process (i.e., structural details at nanometer scale can be projected well from 

the PC templates to PDMS casts). The SEM images in Figure 6-7 show explicitly such a 

favorable phenomenon for molding a typical PC spherulite (Figure 6-7A). With 

conventional PDMS, the nanoscale structural features are not “copied” as displayed in 

Figure 6-7B, i.e., the impression of the spherulite appears as a micrometer size “dent”. 

Notably, no sharp edges are visible, and the impression appears rather smooth. The use 

of h-PDMS has shown to improve replication by decreasing the viscosity of the liquid 

precursor during casting (h-PDMS has lower viscosity of 500–750 mPa·s than regular 

PDMS at 4500 mPa·s) and increases the stability of sharp structures in the resulting 

cast.194,236 In Figure 6-7C a spherulite impression cast with pure h-PDMS is shown, in 

which nano-sized nodules are replicated with a much higher fidelity in comparison with 

pure PDMS molding. Nanoscale roughness in the impression is more pronounced; defined 

nanostructured features with high aspect ratios on the surface are more apparent. 

Unfortunately, h-PDMS is brittle and therefore very difficult to demold from the PC 
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template (i.e., easily breaks into small pieces when demolded). One of the options is to 

use a mixture of regular PDMS and h-PDMS; the spherulite impression in Figure 6-7D 

was molded with such a 75/25 w/w mixture that shows satisfactory results. While not as 

high fidelity as the pure h-PDMS cast, replicated nanostructures were more detailed and 

sharper than using neat PDMS without compromising the durability. 

 

Figure 6-7: SEM images of a PC spherulite (A) and the impressions molded with 
neat PDMS (B), h-PDMS (C), 75/25 ( w/w) PDMS/h-PDMS (D), PDMS 
diluted with 20% (w/w) hexane (E), and PDMS diluted with 20% (w/w) 
toluene (F), respectively. 

Along the same line of decreasing the viscosity of PDMS precursors, I have also 

tested the effect of diluting PDMS with hexane or toluene.237,238 By testing with a series of 

PDMS/solvent ratios (10−50% w/w), it was discovered that with high solvent ratio (> 30%), 

the samples failed to demold, i.e., the PDMS broke and stuck to the PC surface. The PC 

template showed signs of solvent damage as well. The sample diluted with 20% hexane 

showed satisfactory results (Figure 6-7E), i.e., the nanofeatures appear more defined and 

have higher aspect ratios than the neat PDMS. The sample diluted with 20% toluene 

(Figure 6-7F) appears similar to the hexane sample in terms of nanofeature replication; 

compared with neat PDMS a similar increase in the complexity of nanoscale roughness 
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was observed. These results highlight how nanoscale morphology can be better molded 

by mixing PDMS with h-PDMS or diluting with an organic solvent at optimized ratios; in 

both cases, the superhydrophilicity of the molded PDMS can be greatly enhanced due to 

the retaining the nanoscale features from the PC templates.59,60,231,232 

Our comprehensive characterization of PDMS casts described above raise two 

main questions: (1) why does the development of micrometer sized pillars drastically 

increase the hydrophobicity? (2) why does the improved replication of nanoscale details 

increase the hydrophobicity? To answer these questions, one must understand the origin 

of superhydrophobicity. The roughness of a solid surface increases the area of the solid-

liquid interface in contact with a water droplet, which amplifies the intrinsic hydrophobicity 

of the surface. If the water droplet is in full contact with the rough surface, it is classified 

as being in a Wenzel state; the water contact angle increases meanwhile the adhesion of 

the droplet to the surface is strong due to the increased contact area of the interface.239 If 

the water droplet is not in full contact with the rough surface, a composite interface of both 

the solid and trapped air forms that is known as a Cassie-Baxter state.223 As the ratio of 

solid surface in contact with the droplet ( 𝑓 ) decreases the contact angle increases 

(Equation 1).223 

cos 𝜃𝑐 = 𝑓(cos 𝜃1 + 1) − 1          (1) 

On superhydrophobic surfaces, water droplets adopt the Cassie-Baxter state; 

water drops cannot make full contact with the rough surface, and the limited contact 

between the surface and droplet drastically reduces the adhesion, allowing droplets to roll 

off easily. The Cassie-Baxter state is induced by surface roughness on multiple (micro 

and nano) scales. 

By forming microscale pillars and improving the fidelity of nanoscale replication, 

an ideal surface morphology for achieving superhydrophobicity on PDMS was developed. 

The abrupt increase in water contact angle of the PDMS samples (Figure 6-3A) coincides 

with the formation of microscale pillars (Figure 6-5). Once the microscale roughness 

becomes large enough that droplets become suspended on top of microstructures, a 

Cassie-Baxter state is achieved and contact angle rapidly increases.54,219,240 A similar trend 

occurs for PC; however, the porous surface geometry creates higher ratio of solid-liquid 
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contacts between the surface and water than an analogous pillar geometry formed on the 

PDMS.  

6.4. Comparison with state-of-the-arts and application 
potentials 

Table 6-1: Comparison of the state-of-the-art methods of preparing 
superhydrophobic PDMS. Wetting properties (contact angle and 
sliding angle) and calculated 𝒇 value of superhydrophobic PDMS 
substrates fabricated via different methods. 

Ref. Authors Fabrication Method  Water 
contact 
angle 

Sliding angle 
/hysteresis 

𝒇 

62 Jin et al. Pulse laser etched PDMS 162 >5 6.9% 

124 Sun et al. Nanocasting Lotus leaf with PDMS 160 2 8.5% 

219 Cortese et 
al. 

Replication of SU-8 master followed by 
plasma treatment 

170 4 2.1% 

226 Yong et al. Femtosecond laser etched PDMS 160 1 8.5% 

60 Zhang et al. Nanocasting porous Ni template with 
PDMS 

159 2 9.4% 

232 Yilbas et al. Nanocasting crystallized PC with PDMS 153 7 19.0% 

240 Boscher et 
al. 

PDMS film deposited by plasma 
discharge 

170 5 2.1% 

This 
work 

 Nanomolding crystallized PC with PDMS 172 1 1.4% 

As compared in Table 6-1, our technique produces superhydrophobic PDMS that 

outperforms those samples prepared with state-of-the-art methods. First of all, I have 

archived the highest water contact angle, 172±1. The 2 improvement from the best 

performed samples prepared via plasma etching219,240 is significant when approaching the 

limit of superhydrophobicity (>170). In fact, such an incremental improvement is also 

indicated by the fraction of solid-liquid interface (𝑓) that was calculated using the Cassie-

Baxter equation (Eq. 1) with known water contact angle of the superhydrophobic PDMS 

(𝜃𝑐 ) and that of an unmodified sample (𝜃1 = 107±1). Particularly the 𝑓 value of our PDMS 

sample with a contact angle of 172±1 is calculated to be 0.014, i.e., 1.4% of the interface 

is water/PDMS (the rest is between water/air). In comparison, the 𝑓  value of the 

superhydrophobic PDMS prepared by Yibas et al. in a similar manner with a contact angle 

of 153 was calculated to be 0.19 (19%).232 Even compared with the PDMS surfaces of 
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170 water contact angle (f = 2.1%),219,240 I have achieved a 50% reduction of the 

liquid/solid interfacial contact! Such a drastic decrease in the solid-water interface fraction 

is a result of improved PC template preparation (quenching with a non-solvent to limit the 

lamellae thickening)241 and optimized PDMS nanomolding protocol (solvent dilution or h-

PDMS composite). Practically, the superhydrophobic robustness would be enhanced 

upon limiting the contact area with water, as it provides less surface for droplet adhesion 

and spreading to occur. 

Second, I have achieved the lowest sliding angle of superhydrophobic PDMS. 

Contact angle is not the only means to measure the water-proof property of a surface; 

rather, a low sliding angle for water droplets on the surface (water droplets can move or 

expand with very little resistance)62,223 is also an important consideration. A low sliding 

angle is indicative of minimized wetting hysteresis, which is integral to achieving self-

cleaning capabilities on superhydrophobic surfaces. As listed in Table 6-1, the sliding 

angle of water droplets on the PDMS samples prepared herein sets a new record (1), i.e., 

other techniques to fabricate superhydrophobic PDMS that achieved > 170 water contact 

angles had much higher sliding angles (4-5).219,240 

The self-cleaning property of thus prepared superhydrophobic PDMS were 

demonstrated by testing with samples that are covered with sand and activated charcoal, 

which can be completely removed by simply dropping water onto the surface (Figure D4). 

For such an application, low-cost methods that can produce large scale substrates are 

desired. Our technique embodies both qualities; templates are produced simply by treating 

PC plates with a readily available solvent and there is no practical limit to the size of the 

template. Nevertheless, large areas would require a significant amount of PDMS 

precursors, which are rather expensive compared to consumer plastics. 

 

Figure 6-8: Superhydrophobic PDMS (2.5×2.5 cm2) patterned by UV/Ozone 
treatment. (A) Array of hydrophilic spots, (B) Array of hydrophilic 
spots connected by channels. Diluted color ink solutions were used 
for better visualization. 
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Microfluidic devices also take advantage of using superhydrophobic PDMS 

substrates to improve their performance. Superhydrophobic channels can improve liquid 

flow by minimizing friction along the channel walls.62,215,242 Other small microfluidic parts 

such as nozzles can also have their performance improved by reducing friction when using 

superhydrophobic PDMS.239 The technical challenge is to pattern superhydrophobic 

PDMS substrates to create hydrophilic regions that can be subsequently used as reaction 

zones or channels. To test the potential of superhydrophobic PDMSs prepared herein for 

microfluidic applications, simple hydrophilic patterns were generated by UV/Ozone 

treatment (Figure 6-8). Firstly, an array of circular spots was reactivated (Figure 6-8A) 

where aqueous solutions are well contained. The pattern reactivated in Figure 6-8B is of 

two small spots connected by a channel. When water was deposited on one side it wicks 

to cover the whole reactivated region. Sophisticated PDMS microfluidics could be 

constructed by adapting our protocol; superhydrophobic PDMS could be used as a base 

or cover layer in microfluidics to generate channels with unique combinations of wettability 

and flow characteristics. 

6.5. Conclusion 

The protocol for replicating PC spherulites into PDMS described in this paper 

promises a method to produce superhydrophobic polymeric materials at a low cost. It has 

been confirmed that the solvent-induced crystallization of PC produces a template with 

both micro and nanoscale roughness as spherulites form and separate from each other 

into a porous network. It was also discovered that the nanomolding protocol can be 

improved by modifying the PDMS via solvent dilution or mixing with h-PDMS. Most 

importantly, I have shown that thus fabricated PDMS has superior performance in 

comparison with state-of-art methods in terms of both ultrahigh water contact angle 

(172±1) and record-low sliding angle (1), resulting from the smallest ratio of solid-liquid 

contact (1.4%) at the interface. The application potential of thus made superhydrophobic 

PDMS has been further illustrated for its self-cleaning property and microfluidic 

patternability via conventional UV/ozone irradiation.  
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6.6. Experimental 

Materials and reagents. Makrolon 2600 (Mw ~26,000) Polycarbonate (PC) sheets 

(4 × 2 m2) were purchased from Bayer (Sheffield, AL), which are protected by a plastic 

film on both sides upon receiving. Acetone (99.8%), toluene (99.9%), hexane (99.9%), 

and ethanol (95%) were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH). Slygard 184 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) kit (which contains an elastomer base and a curing agent) 

was purchased from Ellsworth Adhesives (Germantown, WI). Hard PDMS (h-PDMS) kit 

was purchased from Gelest Inc. (Morrisville, NY). Deionized water (> 18.3 MΩcm) was 

produced from a Barnstead Easypure UV/UF water system (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, 

MA).  

Preparation of PC templates and superhydrophobic PDMS. To create PC 

templates for subsequent molding with PDMS, small pieces of PC plates (2.5 × 2.5 cm2) 

were cut from the large sheet and the protective film was removed from one side. The PC 

plate was washed with deionized water and ethanol, then dried with compressed N2 gas. 

0.25 mL of acetone or ethyl acetate was dispensed onto the surface with an automatic 

pipette, to covers the entire surface with a ~2 mm thick film. The solvent was left to 

evaporate under ambient conditions (20 ºC, 35% relative humidity). For experiments 

where solvent treatment time was varied, the solvent was removed at the specified time 

with a blast of compressed air or immersed in water/methanol to quench the reaction. PC 

plates were placed in an oven at 60 C for 1 h to ensure complete drying before being 

used as molds. 

For molding PC templates, PDMS precursors were prepared following standard 

literature protocol.60 Briefly, the elastomer base (part A) and the curing agent (part B) were 

mixed in a 10:1 ratio by manual stirring and vortexing. The precursor solution was poured 

over the PC mold, degassed for 45 min in a vacuum chamber, and then cured in an oven 

at 80 C for 2 h. The PDMS replica was then cut and carefully peeled from the mold. For 

molding with h-PDMS, except for the mixing ratios between elastomer (part A) and curing 

agent (part B) (1:1), all other steps followed essentially the same procedure as regular 

PDMS. 

A PSD Series Digital UV/Ozone System (Novascan Technologies, Inc., Boone, IA) 

equipped with both 185 nm and 254 nm UV lamps was used to create hydrophilic regions 
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on superhydrophobic PDMS.  Samples were covered with an aluminum mask that was 

fixed to the PDMS plate with binder clips and placed in the UV/Ozone system for 4 h. 

Characterization and instrumentation. Contact angle measurements were 

performed with a VCA optima goniometer (AST Products Inc., Billerica, MA). A 1.5-2 µL 

drop of deionized water was brought in contact with the surface by a syringe mounted on 

the goniometer. Each reported angle is calculated as the average of 5 measurements at 

different locations on the sample, with each sample run in triplicate. UV-Vis spectra were 

obtained with an Ocean Optics DH-2000-BAL UV Spectrometer (Largo, FL); a piece of 

either PDMS or PC plate was placed in the cuvette holder perpendicular to the light beam, 

with the molded side facing the incident light.  

An FEI Nova NanoSEM 430 SEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Hillsboro, OR) was 

used to obtain high-resolution images with an accelerating voltage between 10–15 kV. 

PDMS and PC plates were coated with a 5–10 nm thick iridium layer using a Leica EM 

ACE600 Carbon & Iridium Coating System (Leica Microsystem Inc., Concord, ON) to 

improve the conductivity of the surface. The microscale relief of PC molds and PDMS 

templates was measured using a Bruker Dektak XT (Billerica, MA) profilometer set to “map 

scan” mode; PDMS or PC was affixed to the stage using vacuum suction to prevent the 

sample from moving and distorting the scan. 

6.7. Supporting Information 

Additional experimental results and characterization, including: (1) preparation of 

superhydrophobic PDMS from PC treated with ethyl acetate as a crystallizing solvent, (2) 

demolding precautions for superhydrophobic PDMS, (3) a schematic explanation of 

polycarbonate crystallization which highlights the changes in morphology caused by 

secondary crystallization, (4) X-ray diffraction characterization of the PC surface, and (5) 

investigation of the self-cleaning properties of superhydrophobic PDMS. 

Ethyl Acetate as a crystallizing solvent 

Several other solvents besides acetone were tested to determine if they can 

crystalize PC to form spherulites. Strong solvents dichloromethane, hexane, and toluene 

all cause PC to swell and form a gel-like layer on the surface. However, these solvents 

dissolve PC which prevents polymer chains from forming crystalline moieties. Ethyl 
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acetate was a success in general; when treated, PC quickly crystallized and formed an 

opaque white layer at the surface. PC samples treated with ethyl acetate for various 

durations were used as templates for PDMS molding. The water contact angle of PDMS 

casts plateaued at 160 ± 1º (Figure D1A) when PC was treated for 60 s, indicating a rather 

rapid recrystallization process (in comparison with acetone).  

SEM imaging of a PDMS cast from a PC templates treated by covering the surface 

in ethyl acetate and allowing it to evaporate (Figure D1B) reveals a similar structure to that 

of acetone treated PC. Spherulite impressions are consistent in size (~7 µm), and the 

nanoscale morphology seems to be uniform cross the entire surface. More interestingly, 

a couple PC spherulites were retained in the PDMS (bottom left corner), indicating that 

spherulites formed by ethyl acetate treatment are less fused.  

 

Figure D1. Characterization of PDMS cast from ethyl acetate treated PC template. 
(A) Water contact angles of PDMS molded from PC treated with ethyl 
acetate for different times. (B) SEM image of PDMS cast from a PC 
template treated with ethyl acetate. (C) Profilometry image of the 
PDMS cast. 

As shown in Figure D1C, the profilometry profile shows that the PDMS surface is 

adorned with spherical impressions and protrusions. The ethyl acetate crystallized 

samples have much taller and more pronounced protrusions. The Rpm (average 

maximum peak height) of the ethyl acetate sample was 29.4 µm and the Rvm (average 

maximum valley depth) was -16.8 µm, much higher than the acetone crystallized samples 

which have an Rpm and Rvm of 12.0 µm and -7.3 µm respectively. The Ra also reflects 

this; 6.2 µm for ethyl acetate compared to 1.8 µm for acetone. It is interesting that the 

water contact angles are very similar to acetone treated PC, nonetheless.  
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Precautions during demolding of superhydrophobic PDMS 

Some precautions must be taken when preparing the PC mold and demolding the 

PDMS. The PC surface contracts slightly when crystallizing, causing the PC to “bow” if a 

large enough area is treated. This is problematic when trying to generate large areas with 

consistent thickness but can be mitigated by treating both sides of the PC template with 

the solvent.  

PC should be fixed to the bottom of the container to prevent the viscous PDMS 

flowing below the PC and making the resulting cast uneven. Adhesion between the PC 

and PDMS can be significant during demolding because of the enormous surface area 

and high degree of conformal contact between them. To reduce the risk of tearing, PDMS 

must be cut to the edges of the PC template and all edges demolded before removing the 

entire PDMS. When demolding PDMS that contains h-PDMS, the risk of PDMS breakage 

increases.  

Further understanding of crystallization of PC: morphological development in 
both micro and nanometer scales 

PC is difficult to thermally crystallize because the aromatic rings along the polymer 

backbone limit its rotation; the melt crystallization of pure PC is extremely slow for which 

the half-life time is 12 days at 190 ºC.235 When held at this temperature for a prolonged 

period of time PC is prone to degradation.65 In contrast, crystallization of PC when exposed 

to swelling solvents can occur at room temperature and is rapid, terminating after only 3-

4 min.92 The crystallization is significantly accelerated because the swelling solvent can 

penetrate between the polymer chains and increase the free volume of the chains, 

allowing them to have greater freedom to conform and rearrange.65,92 This swelling 

process is depicted in Figure D2A to C. With more freedom to move, the glass transition 

temperature of the polymer decreases; once it is below the room temperature the polymer 

can begin to adopt more energetically favorable arrangements. As shown in Figure D2D 

polymer begins to fold together and align the polymer into lamellae.65,92 From these initial 

crystalline regions further crystallization is nucleated, and the ordered regions of polymer 

provide a lower energy site for other polymer chains to begin folding and conforming 

(Figure D2E). As PC crystallizes, the swelling solvent is ejected into the amorphous matrix 

surrounding the developing spherulite until the spherulite is mature (Figure D2F). The 

spherulite growth process begins at the surface; Figure D2K shows that as the solvent 
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penetrates the polymer, multiple layers of spherulites begin to develop. Ouyang et al. have 

reported that acetone penetrates the surface at a constant rate; within the first 10 min the 

crystalline region penetrates 125 µm into the polymer,202 enough for 10-25 layers of 

spherulites to form. Once the growing spherulites begin to impinge on each other, their 

growth stops; in PC these spherulites reach between 5 to 10 µm in size.  

 

Figure D2. Schematic view of solvent-induced crystallization of PC. Black and 
grey lines in the diagrams represent polymer chains, red circles 
represent acetone molecules. (A) Amorphous PC. (B) PC beginning 
to swell with acetone. (C) PC swollen with acetone. (D) PC beginning 
to form crystalline domains. (E) Initial spherulite development from 
crystalline “seed”. (F) A mature spherulite. (G) Tendrils of PC 
spherulite immediately after formation (in black) surrounded by 
amorphous PC (in grey). (H) SEM image of tendrils formed by 
primary crystallization. (I) Secondary crystallization on spherulite 
tendrils (secondary crystals are shown in grey). (J) SEM image of 
secondary crystallization on spherulite tendrils. (K) Schematic view 
of the spherulite development on the polymer surface throughout 
the solvent-induced crystallization process.  

Once spherulites have stopped growing, the primary crystallization process is 

complete. The schematic in Figure D2G depicts the branching tendrils of crystallized 

polymer that make up the spherulite. This is confirmed with the SEM image of PC treated 

with acetone for 2 min then immediately dried with air shown in Figure D2H. When PC is 

exposed to acetone for additional time, additional crystallization can occur, i.e., 

amorphous polymer that remains around crystalline regions can crystallize onto the 

surface of existing lamellae.67,91,124,241 New crystalline regions are nucleated by pre-

existing lamellae.124 Figure D2I depicts the secondary growth of crystalline regions (in 

grey) between the primary crystals (in black).241 The SEM image in Figure D2J shows a 

spherulite on PC immersed in acetone for 2 min (the acetone on the surface was allowed 
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to evaporate). Additional polymer has crystallized onto the primary crystals, creating wider 

and shorter features on the spherulite surface. Secondary crystallization decreases the 

overall roughness of the spherulites, which can negatively influence the 

superhydrophobicity of PDMS cast by reducing the overall nanoscale roughness.  

Secondary crystallization develops from constrained amorphous polymer 

surrounding crystallized regions. Being constrained, rearrangement into lamellae is often 

impossible and chains reorganize through a clustering process and form fringed micellular 

structures.241 Constrained polymer may be in the form of cilia of partially crystallized 

chains, loose folds, and tie chains.241 The initial stages of secondary crystallization are 

characterized by an Avrami exponent of 1/2, significantly different from the range for 

primary crystallization (2-4).241 Secondary crystallization can be identified by multiple 

melting behavior associated with the melting of primary, and less perfect secondary 

crystals.241  

PC commonly displays two melting peaks, indicating the presence of secondary 

crystallization.108,109,241 In the case of PC, polymer chains near primary crystals (which 

have limited translational freedom and an abundance of partially incorporated chains) 

have reduced entropy making the less favored arrangements of polymers (i.e. fringed 

micelles) possible. 108,241 When crystallizing conditions were extended the melting peak 

associated with secondary crystallization moved to higher temperatures indicating further 

reorganization, in contrast the melting peak of the primary crystals is unchanged as 

lamellae cannot reorganize.108,241  

X-ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis of Amorphous and Crystalline PC  

XRD was performed with a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray Diffractometer (Bruker, 

Billerica, MA) using Cu Kα radiation with a wavelength of 1.5406 nm. The instrument was 

operated at a voltage of 40 kV and a current of 40 mA.  

Examination of the XRD patterns (Figure D3) provides insight into the evolution of 

crystalline regions in PC with varied acetone treatment time. The unmodified sample (red) 

appears completely amorphous, having a large amorphous halo and no diffraction 

peaks.67 Upon initial exposure to acetone, PC quickly forms spherulites (~120 s) as 

tendrils of crystalline PC develop from an initial “seed”. The sample treated for 2 min 

(black) has a small peak, as spherulitic tendrils that rapidly grew have considerable 
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branching and are quite disordered so that the total crystallinity is low. With extended 

treatment time the crystalline peak becomes larger and more defined; the PC sample 

treated by immersion (green) has a much larger peak than other samples, and a small 

shoulder peak also appears on the right. The larger and sharper diffraction peaks indicate 

that more polymer chains are crystallizing into lamellae, and that crystals are becoming 

more “perfect” as the average lamellae size increases via lamellae thickening.67,91 This 

confirms what was observed in the SEM image (Figure D2H); if crystallizing conditions are 

maintained, such as in the case of immersion, amorphous polymer can slowly rearrange 

and conform to pre-existing crystallites.67 

 

Figure D3. XRD patterns of PC plates before after solvent treatment. The red curve 
corresponds to amorphous PC. The black curve shows the PC 
treated with acetone for 2 min then immersed in water to quench the 
reaction. The green one corresponds to PC immersed in acetone for 
30 min. 

Self-cleaning property of superhydrophobic PDMS 

Superhydrophobic materials can exhibit self-cleaning properties, especially when 

the sliding angle of water droplet is low.124,220 On these surfaces, water droplets that form 

on or fall onto the surface will easily roll off. While the droplet is moving on the surface 

contaminates like dust and particles are picked up by the water droplet and carried off the 

surface. Figure D4 depicts the self-cleaning properties of our PDMS when covered with 

particulate contaminates (sand and activated charcoal). In Figure D4A the 
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superhydrophobic PDMS is “fouled” with sand, water dropped on the surface with a slight 

tilt (5º) can pick up all the sand in its path and remove it from the surface. By continually 

dropping water on the surface all the sand can be removed. Figure D4B shows the 

superhydrophobic PDMS covered with activated charcoal, which is much smaller than 

sand and more hydrophobic. Water removes much of the charcoal upon dropping on the 

surface; the charcoal left behind can be removed by a subsequent droplet.  

 

 

Figure D4. Self-cleaning property of superhydrophobic PDMS. (A) Cleaning of 
sand from superhydrophobic PDMS using water droplets. (B) 
Removing of activated charcoal from superhydrophobic PDMS with 
water droplets. 
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Chapter 7. Concluding Remarks and Future 
Directions 

7.1. Concluding Remarks 

The nanoreplication protocol developed herein is more than just another soft 

lithography technique. It is an adaptable and convenient method to duplicate structures 

across several length scales; exact replicas or negatives can be fabricated onto either PC 

or PDMS, these copies can be used to continue the replication for another step or can be 

the functional end product. This interchangeability and freedom regarding the process 

steps and endpoint is the true beauty of this work, with creativity this protocol can be 

applied a plethora of masters encompassing academic, consumer, and industrial settings. 

Since this entire procedure can take place on a benchtop, it is uniquely suited resource 

limited and especially interdisciplinary settings where specialized replication equipment is 

unavailable. 

The closer the optical and conductive phantoms developed herein become to real 

fingerprints in terms of properties and structure, the more they can be used instead of 

more costly human testing. The highly detailed nature of our phantoms will provide the 

required feature density to properly test greater pixel density in future devices and 

algorithms which detect and match 3rd level fingerprint details. These phantoms will be 

superior to real fingerprints, which can’t be extensively mapped in 3D to sub-micrometer 

resolutions. Better phantoms are desperately needed considering the simple fabrication 

of fingerprint spoofs134 and masterprints12 from 2D fingerprint images demonstrated in 

recent literature. A patent, (U.S. patent application number 16/383393; Nanocontact 

Molding and Casting: from 3D Fingerprint Phantoms to Designed Nanostructures – 

Schultz, C. W.; Wong, J. X. H.; Yu, H.-Z), was filed with the support of SFU TLO on June 

18, 2020 to facilitate its commercialization. 

 Replication across length scales from 100 nm to 10 cm is possible via the protocol 

detailed herein. The method is also versatile, any material compatible with PDMS can be 

used as a “master” to make 1-to-1 PC replicas. The solvent application is also quite robust, 

extra solvent applied to the PC is simply pushed away by the stamp, unlike other solvent-

assisted methods where the polymer/solvent mixture must be quite precise.20 Since a 

single PC replica can be used to generate more of itself, replicas can easily be replaced 
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and shared at very low cost. By making replicas of replicas, production can be scaled up 

through multiplexing, especially for designing medium to large scale feature arrays, where 

small distortions and occasional errors are not deleterious (i.e. superhydrophobic surface, 

diffraction grating, holographic pattern). 

Superhydrophobic PDMS cast from crystallized PC in this work had exceptional 

water contact (172±1) and sliding (1) angles. The solid-liquid contact area under the 

droplet was reduced to 1.4%, due to extensive multiscale roughness. It was demonstrably 

shown to have self cleaning properties and could be patterned to be hydrophilic with 

UV/ozone. Large-scale PC templates and PDMS casts can easily be generated, only 

availability of material limits the size of PC that can be treated.  

7.2. Future Directions 

7.2.1. Development of Universal Phantoms 

In this work fingerprint phantoms specialized for either optical or conductive 

scanners were designed in chapter 3 and chapter 4, respectively. Development of a truly 

universal fingerprint phantom is the next logical improvement. Not only would a universal 

phantom be suitable for any type of fingerprint sensor it would also facilitate development 

of liveness detection, where another property of fingerprints is measured to determine if it 

is a real finger. Phantoms could be used to hone liveness detection algorithms to one of 

its fingerprint emulating properties (density, conductivity, optical properties) or challenge 

algorithms to identify them as a “fake” through properties/features it cannot emulate 

(temperature, pulse, sub-dermal blood vessels). 

Universal phantoms could be developed with higher quality conductive fillers; the 

conductive additives used in this research were low-cost and mass produced, high ratios 

required to achieve suitable conductivity prevented inclusion of other additives. Lower 

percolation thresholds can be achieved with more expensive higher performance additives 

such as carbon nanotubes, which have percolation thresholds below 5%.168,176 At such 

low concentrations deleterious effects of additives on the mechanical properties are 

limited, additional dyes and thinner could be included to hone the optical properties and 

density while maintaining a skin-like elasticity. 
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So far, development of conductive phantoms has relied on conductive fillers within 

polymers to attain the desired combination of electrical and mechanical properties. By 

constructing phantoms from conductive polymers, the deleterious effects of fillers could 

be eliminated. Polyaniline is a conductive polymer that can be grafted to elastomeric 

polymers for stretchable electronic applications.243 If compatible with organic dyes (optical 

properties) and some form of molding/casting, polyaniline-based phantoms could be 

constructed from our PC impressions. Hydrogels are another alternative, water is the 

source of conductivity in finger tissue so hydrogels with a similar water content would be 

excellent analogs in terms of conductivity. Water soluble dyes could be used to emulate 

the optical properties of tissue. For example, a durable hydrogel made from polyvinyl 

alcohol and polyethyleneimine which maintains a stable water content of 60% is a potential 

phantom material.244 

7.2.2. Extended Nanoreplication Applications 

With specialized equipment the replication technique developed herein could be 

further optimized. A thermal press could be used to examine the relationship between 

pressure and molding fidelity, particularly at high pressures where crystallization behavior 

may be altered. With an automated molding apparatus, solvent treatment time can be 

more precisely optimized, especially in the first few seconds where manual control 

becomes too erroneous. Solvent application method may be optimized as well; simple 

spraying systems and solvent vapor treatment could be viable pre-treatment methods. 

Spraying and vapor treatment offer improved control over the amount of acetone applied 

and are more conducive to curved surfaces and conventional fabrication procedures.  

Nanoreplication as an educational tool 

This protocol can be an excellent teaching tool for high school and post-secondary 

students. The entire process from making a cast of the original to molding the PC replica 

can be conducted in a few hours and can be condensed to minutes if a cast of the master 

is provided. The wide range of feature sizes that can be replicated (0.5 mm to 100 nm) 

provides flexibility as to what can be molded. For younger students, immediately gratifying 

patterns such as a fingerprint, diffraction grating, or superhydrophobic surface can be 

generated to maintain interest more easily. Older students can replicate smaller structures 
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that may only be visible with different forms of microscopy or modify other less obvious 

material properties.  

Most importantly, students can conduct the process completely on their own, 

providing an invaluable hands-on learning experience. Because the materials are rather 

low-cost and non-toxic, more students can perform the experiment with a limited budget 

and students can leave with souvenirs, helping to cement the principles learned. Further 

“hands-on” experience can be achieved through fingerprinting on the PC; students can 

physically feel the swollen polymer conform to their finger, helping to understand the 

interface of a molding process. Acetone, as part of nail polish remover, is safe for physical 

contact, especially at the low volumes needed.136 

Confined crystallization of solvent-treated PC 

One of the challenges in current nanoreplication is that what can be replicated is 

inherently limited by the master; from a given master only a negative or replica of its 

morphology can be generated. It is possible to, by modulating polymer crystallization 

through molding, create many novel surface morphologies and adjust properties with a 

single master. This concept, which was briefly explored on the diffraction gratings molded 

in Figure C4, can be expanded upon. Molding of simple optical elements like micro lenses 

or filters after extended acetone treatment should be explored and would have 

applications in vehicle headlights which are made primarily from PC. Fabrication of 

microfluidic channels with tunable hydrophobicity should be explored. 3D PDMS channels 

cast from such PC replicas would have unique surface morphology, particularly on the 

PDMS sidewalls, which are traditionally difficult to pattern. Roughness should render 

sidewalls more hydrophobic, if Cassie-Baxter state superhydrophobicity is achieved 

friction in channels would be greatly reduced.  

Confined crystallization takes the relationship between molding and crystallization 

one step further. By crystallizing the polymer while molding it with features similar in size 

to the crystalline structures that would develop from melt, the morphology of crystals can 

be controlled by the molding template. Researchers working with several polymers such 

as poly(ethylene oxide),247 poly(butadiene)/poly(caprolactone) block co-polymer,248 and 

poly(vinylidene fluoride),249 have shown that when a polymer is molded with specifically 

sized micro and nano features the long range ordering between polymer chains can be 

disrupted. Increased control over crystallization, either in degree of or crystal orientation, 
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is valuable for designing plastics with specific properties based on crystallinity or 

crystallographic orientation such as flexibility, durability, conductance, and optical 

properties.250 When AAO was used as a template, polymer crystals aligned with the 

direction of pores, likely driven by nucleation from the AAO side walls.247 Long channels 

and sine gratings were used as templates, polymer crystals would orient along the 

direction of the channels or perpendicular depending on the size of channels and 

polymer.248,250  

Application of confined crystallization to solvent-assisted molding of PC has not 

been studied, confined crystallization is typically applied to thermally molded polymers. 

Structural materials could be fabricated, taking advantage of crystal orientation to control 

material properties. For example, crystallization alters the impact resistance and flexibility 

of PC. To test this PC should be molded with a range of templates such as AAO with 

controllable defined feature size, the low cost of AAO make it a convenient first mold to 

test proof of concept. If successful, other masters with features similar in size to crystallites 

can be applied such as gratings and lithographically fabricated masters. 

The bulk of the material can act to limit the effect of confinement on thermal 

crystallization,250 since solvent induced crystallization may behave differently, thick and 

thin PC films should be tested. Free standing PC can be purchased as thin as 1 mm, for 

thinner films PC would need to be dissolved in a compatible solvent (i.e. dichloromethane) 

and cast onto a substrate such as a glass slide or Si wafer by spin coating. Crystal 

orientation can be characterized by polarized optical microscopy, IR spectroscopy, and X-

ray diffraction analysis.250,251 SEM and AFM can be used to observe physical signs of 

crystal orientation. 250,251 

Molding other polymer with crystallizing solvents 

Our replication protocol is a rather unique nanomolding method because the 

solvent applied to soften the polymer also crystallizes it, in most cases a good solvent or 

one that just swells the polymer is applied for solvent-assisted molding. The solvent must 

be removed quickly after application to prevent significant crystallization, but because 

solvent does not dissolve the polymer it may be easier to create a moldable interface (just 

pour the solvent on). 
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There are likely several polymers or polymer/solvent pairs (i.e. 

PS/dichloromethane) on which solvent-assisted molding has gone unexplored due to 

solvent-induced crystallization. The studies and protocols described herein could be 

applied to these other polymers to discover new nanoreplication materials. Initially, 

through varied application methods (vapor, spray, immersion, etc.), short solvent 

treatment times would be explored and the growth of crystallites at the surface tracked. 

Next, solvent treated polymer would be molded and also analyzed for evidence of 

crystallization to determine if molding inhibits crystallization and define the optimized 

treatment time before molding. 

7.2.3. Improved and Applied Superhydrophobic Surfaces 

Our superhydrophobic PDMS could be significantly improved by exploring the 

lower size limits for microscale features to improve the optical clarity. Larger microscale 

features characteristic of our material cause incoming light to scatter, resulting in surfaces 

that are opaque. Some optically transparent superhydrophobic materials have been 

developed by minimizing the size of microscale features while still maintaining enough 

surface roughness for superhydrophobicity.45,252 Microscale features in our PDMS are 

derived from the pores formed when PC crystallizes into spherulites. To reduce the size 

of pores the crystallization of PC must be adjusted to reduce the overall size of spherulites, 

rendering the pores between them smaller. Conducting crystallization at reduced 

temperatures would increase nucleation and decrease growth rate to form more and 

smaller spherulites. The formulation of PC could also be modified, lower molecular weight 

PC could more easily reorganize while higher molecular weight PC would be more stable 

in crystalline morphologies. Both extremes should be explored to expand the possible 

morphologies that can be developed in the PC template. 

Real-world testing of self-cleaning PDMS 

Self-cleaning PDMS generated via casting from crystallized PC was tested (Figure 

D4). Sand and charcoal were tested as hydrophilic and hydrophobic contaminants 

respectively, and both could be effectively removed. The self-cleaning potential of these 

surfaces should be more extensively explored; these idealized scenarios do not represent 

real world contaminants, which are much more complex and variable. Complex 

contaminants like wine, paint, honey, detritus, and markers should be tested. Dry 
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contaminants can be deposited from inside water droplets, as a particulate spray, or by 

direct contact; resistance to all deposition routes should be investigated.253  

Long term testing of the self-cleaning properties of PDMS under outdoor conditions 

would give insight into the effect of weather on the surface as well as test the resistance 

to biofouling. Biofouling is particularly problematic as once life gets a foothold it begins to 

bury hydrophobic surface features with films of hydrophilic biological molecules.254 

UV/Ozone treatment of PDMS can oxidize the surface and increase surface energy, 

rendering the PDMS hydrophilic.245,246 Over the long periods of time self-cleaning 

materials are expected to persist in the environment UV damage could be significant. The 

stability of superhydrophobic PDMS to UV damage from sunlight should be tested. 

Another form of damage to be encountered in the real world is physical damage. 

Because superhydrophobic surfaces are reliant on their surface structure, any disruption 

of it is detrimental to hydrophobicity. The most common and well-established test of 

physical durability are abrasion tests, where an abrasive material (usually sandpaper) is 

scraped along the surface.255 Since the PDMS is one continuous material it is expected to 

be resistant to delamination, but this needs to be confirmed. 

Fabrication of microfluidic devices through selective oxidation 

Briefly explored in Figure 6-8, the surface of superhydrophobic PDMS can be 

selectively oxidized by UV/Ozone treatment to render it superhydrophilic and capable of 

wicking; the potential for developing microfluidics and reaction wells should be explored. 

The resolution of this technique is a pressing question, if sufficiently small it could be a 

viable alternative to imprinted microfluidic channels. The volume of liquid held in these 

regions should be determined along with the possibility of loading the treated area with 

reagent. If reagents could be easily loaded into hydrophilized regions, microfluidics for 

point-of-care and on-site detection could be designed with reagents stored on the PDMS 

surface.  

Microfluidics incorporating hydrophilic PDMS are held back by the hydrophobic 

recovery of PDMS. Within the PDMS matrix some uncured polymer chains exist, these 

along with rearrangement of crosslinked PDMS can restructure to bury the higher energy 

oxidized surface and replace it with pristine PDMS which has a lower surface energy 

(increasing the hydrophobicity and inhibiting wicking).245,246 Keeping the surface in contact 
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with water slows the recovery, our oxidized PDMS retained its ability to wick water for 6 

months when stored in water. Recovery can also be slowed by soaking the PDMS in good 

solvents to remove uncured PDMS, but no methods to fully prevent it have been 

developed.245,246 A combination of these methods or a novel technique to stabilize the 

PDMS would greatly enhance the feasibility of microfluidics designed this way. 

Anti-Icing surfaces via slippery, liquid-infused porous surface (SLIPS) 

While research into superhydrophobic surfaces has seen substantial progress 

over the past 20 years, developing surfaces which water rolls off at nearly 0°, water 

continues to pose a challenge at freezing temperatures. Freezing temperatures change 

how water is deposited onto a surface and how the surface-liquid interface forms. Excess 

moisture in the air tends to coalesce and deposit onto surfaces as the amount of water 

vapor it can contain decreases, especially if the surface is colder than the air and cools it 

further.256 While it can initially be difficult for water to condense and adhere to a 

superhydrophobic surface, eventually a small enough drop may form and remain in place. 

Once some water has condensed onto the surface it incites a runaway process of 

condensation.256 Under normal conditions additional water would form on the droplet and 

it would roll off once large enough or perturbed, but under freezing conditions this initial 

water droplet freezes and adheres to the surface.256,257 As more water is condenses onto 

the frozen droplet it too freezes and slowly the contact area between the droplet and 

surface grows, strengthening adhesion to the surface.256 From these initial points of failure 

the entire surface can be frozen over.  

The situation becomes more dire when a surface is exposed to repeated 

weathering events. At points of contact roughness features press into the droplet, during 

freezing the expansion of water pushes water further down the features and compresses 

them.258,259 If the surface features are too rigid or not robust they can be damaged, this 

process is shown in Figure 7-1A to B, where ice breaks the top of roughness features. 

This begins a catastrophic cycle wherein water can more easily adhere to the surface and 

the next droplet will penetrate a little further down (note that the ice has reached deeper 

roughness features). Once enough roughness is damaged water will fully penetrate 

surface features and subsequent freezing water will strongly adhere to the surface. 

Adhesion becomes worse than on a theoretical flat surface because the interface between 

ice and the surface is larger.252 
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Figure 7-1:     (a) Ice on a superhydrophobic anti-icing surface. The asperities with 
tips indented into the ice (indicated by arrows) are very likely to be 
damaged during icing (water solidification) and/or deicing (ice 
removal). (b) Ice on the same surface sitting lower on the asperities 
during the next icing events. The ice-solid contact area increases 
from (a) to (b). 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 259. Copyright (2011), American Chemical Society. 

Since ice damages the structures responsible for superhydrophobicity, other 

avenues to water repellency were explored. Even if a rough surface has low surface 

energy, the small points of contact provide anchor points for freezing, so researchers 

explored “removing” the surface altogether. This was accomplished by filling porous 

surfaces with a hydrophobic liquid (oils, uncured polymer) which forms a thin layer. The 

hydrophobic liquid layer is flat, so the surface does not benefit from the increase in 

interfacial size, instead the icephobicity is derived from the fluid nature of the liquid. 

Adhesion is reduced because the droplet has nowhere to “pin” to the surface, and since 

the liquid layer is mobile the droplet can more easily slide along the surface. These 

materials are known as “slippery liquid-infused porous surfaces” (SLIPS). PDMS has been 

shown to be an excellent candidate for SLIPS, by copying a template to produce a porous 

structure then adding hydrophobic liquid or incorporating the hydrophobic liquid during 

curing.260,261 Roughened PDMS inundated with hydrophobic liquids, such as uncured 

PDMS or paraffin oil, has also demonstrated reduced ice adhesion.260,262 

Our superhydrophobic PDMS could be adapted to create a SLIPS surface 

following both the strategies successfully applied to create SLIPS. The array of microscale 

pillars on the PDMS can serve as a reservoir for the hydrophobic liquid. In this 

configuration the liquid is more susceptible to physical removal but can be easily restored 
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by adding more hydrophobic liquid.263 Hydrophobic liquid can also be incorporated during 

the casting of PC templates to generate a surface with an internal reservoir.261  

Both these strategies have undergone preliminary testing and showed a decrease 

in ice adhesion over conventional superhydrophobic PDMS and unmodified PDMS. 

Further testing should be performed with a specialized ice adhesion measurement system 

which consists of a force probe that is pressed perpendicularly into ice columns with 

defined contact areas.264 The durability of the applied hydrophobic liquid layer should be 

investigated, and the ideal ratio of hydrophobic liquid added during curing should be 

quantified. Many potential liquids exist which would be compatible with PDMS; silicon oils 

of varying molecular weight and viscosity should be tested, as should biodegradable 

naturally derived oils.  

Anti-microbial surfaces 

Bacterial growth on medical equipment causes infections in modern healthcare. 

Hospital acquired infections (HAIs) effect over 2 million patents in the United States and 

leads to 100,000 deaths annually.265 While antibiotics are a powerful tool to combat 

infections, antibiotic resistant bacteria are becoming more prevalent, i.e. penicillin-

resistant Staphylococcus aureus.265 Infections are often associated with the formation of 

biofilms on medical equipment, which exacerbates the problem, as these colonies can be 

1000x more resistant to antibiotics.266 It is urgent that we develop strategies to reduce 

HAIs without the use of antibiotics, to preserve their efficacy. The recent pandemic 

highlights the tragic effects of HAIs, many of the deaths are due to pneumonia and other 

opportunistic infections contracted while receiving treatment for COVID-19. 

Inhibiting the initial settlement of bacteria onto a surface is critical to preventing the 

eventual development of a biofilm.265 The extracellular matrix of biomolecules helps more 

bacteria grow and provides protection.265 Recently superhydrophobic surfaces which 

significantly reduce bacterial adhesion have been developed.265 Their low surface energy 

ease protein detachment and inhibit adhesion in the first place.265 The formation of trapped 

air also reduced contact between the surface and fluids, limiting opportunities for bacterial 

adhesion. Superhydrophobic anti-microbial surfaces can be constructed from various low 

surface energy polymers such as PDMS, poly(lactic acid), and poly(vinylidene fluoride).265 
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Superhydrophobic surfaces typically delay the adhesion of bacteria, but to actively 

prevent it anti-bacterial additives are incorporated into polymers. Materials with known 

antibacterial activity such as silver nanoparticles and copper compounds have been 

applied to enhance anti-bacterial superhydrophobic surfaces.265,267 Many antibiotic 

additives work by disrupting the walls/membranes of bacterial cells, however the cells of 

a patient can also be affected by additives.265,267 Silver nanoparticles and crystals can 

cause localized inflammation.265,267 Reducing or eliminating the need for additives will help 

make antibacterial materials safer and less intrusive. 

Another strategy developed to inhibit biofouling and biofilm formation is through 

specifically designed surface patterns which reduce bacterial adhesion. When 

microfeatures on the surface were similar in size or smaller than bacteria, the cells were 

unable to attach to the tops of these features.266,268 If features were larger than bacteria 

they would form biofilms between and on top of features, with a preference for recessed 

regions of the pattern.247,249 While bacteria still settled between microfeatures, the rate of 

attachment and overall coverage was reduced.266,268 Hydrophobicity further reduced 

bacterial adhesion in conjunction with micropatterns.268 

It could be possible, through a combination of molding and controlled 

crystallization, to develop antimicrobial PC and PDMS surfaces. Microstructures can be 

replicated and additional superhydrophobic functionality could be imparted by spherulite 

formation. Common bacterial strains (E. coli, S. aureus and P. aeruginosa) could be tested 

against PC and PDMS with 2-20 µm features and varying degrees of spherulite derived 

nanostructures. Both materials are applied in medical devices, PC as connectors in 

medical tubing and PDMS is commonly applied as on medical devices for its low surface 

energy and compatibility with additives as mentioned previously. 
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